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THE HANDS OF JOHANNES WHISLER: 





 The Book of Arithmetic Problems of Johannes Whisler (1814-1815), a 
mathematics exercise book in the collection of the American Folk Art Museum in New 
York City, is the central object of this study. This handwritten and illuminated book, 
created by a young Pennsylvania German man in the early 19th century, prompts a 
reevaluation of handwriting and doodling, with implications for the present era. The 
author documents the biographical and sociocultural circumstances surrounding the 
creation of Whisler’s cyphering book through primary and secondary historical research 
and applies Glăveanu’s theory of distributed creativity to describe the book as a creative 
process that emerged among people and objects, and across time.  
 As direct indices of immediate actions, handwriting and doodling emerge in 
moment-to-moment action, even as these actions are embedded in longer periods of 
developmental and historical change; the author documents Whisler’s handwriting 
flourishes and doodles and describes the particular qualities of these mark making 
activities with reference to the sociocultural context in which they appear, Werner’s 
  
 
theories regarding the physiognomic perception of symbols, and Stern’s theory of vitality 
forms.  
 The dissertation concludes with educational implications of the research, which 
include considerations of the use of handwriting as a component of art education and the 
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I – INTRODUCTION 
 Two hundred years from now, a group of strangers will find one of your high-
school trigonometry notebooks. You might not remember it, but you created some 
spectacular and ornate doodles in this notebook. You formed words from stylized block 
letters; you learned how to make them appear three-dimensional. Some of them appeared 
to crackle with electricity; others appeared to ooze a dark fluid. What is more, your 
handwriting was careful and legible. 
 Perhaps for sentimental reasons, you keep this notebook, through college, and 
through your adulthood. When you have your first child, you imagine it will help you 
help her with her homework. By the time she enters high school, you will have forgotten 
about the notebook. You ease into a job, a career. You support your family. You have a 
community. You live comfortably. When you pass from this life, you leave behind your 
heirs and your accumulated property. 
 Among that property is the trigonometry notebook. It is just a notebook, but when 
your heirs crack it open, they see a part of you; the youthful innocence of those doodles 
betrays a lifelong vitality they hope to preserve in their memories of you. But over the 
generations, memories fade and pass. The book becomes a curiosity, its source just 
another figure from the past. And then, oddly, those strangers two hundred years into the 
future will find it. And they will sell it to another stranger, who—an avid collector of old 
things—will gift it to a folk art museum. At the museum, it will be placed in a glass 




today, it will be opened to the page on which you professed your love for H. B., writing 
“H. B.” in a sort of faux-script and enclosing these letters in a suggestively elongated, 
bleeding heart. Fortunately, you married H. B., so the curator’s decision will make your 
doodling appear more poignant than pathetic.  
Background to the Problem 
 The previous paragraphs of speculative fiction present a reality of museology: the 
strangeness that comes with removing objects from the lives of those who made and used 
them. At the same time, it suggests that objects in museums are significant to 
contemporary visitors because they present to us things that are uncannily familiar. The 
above story is based on another story—a history—in which our present is the future of 
the story. The story begins over 200 years ago, when Johannes (John) Whisler (1795-
1874), 19 years of age and a resident of Pennsylvania’s rural Cumberland Valley, 
embarked on his own notebook of arithmetic problems.  
 Unlike many composition books of the late 20th and early 21st centuries, 
Whisler’s notebook would have been something of significant material value to its 
original owner. It consists of around 200 laid rag paper leaves, bound neatly in light 
brown leather. Its dimensions are strikingly tall: roughly thirteen by eight inches. In other 
ways, too, this notebook can be distinguished from contemporary math notebooks. For 
one, it is more aptly called a cyphering book, one in a long tradition of so-named books. 
Cyphering (or ciphering, or exercise) books represent an arithmetic curriculum and 
pedagogical tradition that dominated European and North American mathematics 





Figure 1. A typical spread of pages of arithmetic problems from Whisler's cyphering 
book 
 
 Physically, a cyphering book is a bound manuscript in which a student—or a 
schoolmaster, if the book was to be used as a teaching aid—copied arithmetic problems 
and solutions. The student would have worked out the solutions previously on pieces of 
scrap paper. Usually, these solutions would have been vetted by the student’s teacher 
before being transcribed indelibly onto the pages of the cyphering book. In copying the 
problems and solutions, students would also exercise their finest handwriting in pen and 
ink. Each page bore a heading of varying decorative complexity. Pages were typically 
divided by ruled borders into sections, usually two or three columns. In most cases, 
students were also permitted or perhaps encouraged to draw small figures—usually 




Johannes Whisler’s book includes, in addition to playful calligraphic flourishes 
and exquisite—and rather eccentric—headings, some capably drawn pictures in a style 
associated with Pennsylvania German fraktur, a term given to illuminated manuscripts 
made by Pennsylvania German scriveners and schoolmasters in the 18th and 19th 
centuries (Weiser, 2001). In appearance, images and letters drawn in the fraktur style 
share the same materials and the same touches—inked lines, watercolor fills, hatched and 
stippled patterns—arising from the same ornamenting impulse. The book was thus a store 
of both acquired knowledge and attained skills. 
 Similar to a contemporary notebook, a cyphering book would have been a 
reference text, made by and for the student. But unlike a contemporary notebook, a 
cyphering book was typically the tangible result of an education, rather than its by-
product. It could serve as a résumé, a portfolio, and a diploma. More than this, cyphering 
books often maintained privileged positions in the adult lives of their owners; well into 
his adulthood, Whisler continued to utilize the blank pages of his book for personal and 
professional note taking. It is not so unusual, then, that we should continue to admire 
cyphering books; after all, they were in many ways made to be admired and cherished.  
 Still, the cyphering book shares the intimacy of the contemporary notebook; in 
this way, it is familiar to us. Whisler’s book, for example, includes a set of opposing 
pages with ornate, colorful drawings of angels atop large heart shapes typical of 
Pennsylvania German fraktur. Within the heart shapes, Whisler recorded in a simple 
substitution code the date and location of his betrothal to his future wife, Esther Shearer, 




pages’ handwritten text, Whisler’s hand seems to stray, not in an indolent way, but as 
though it was possessed by an unknown desire to create something beyond the text.  
This was my wonder as I examined Whisler’s book in the archives of the 
American Folk Art Museum (where it is labeled Book of Arithmetic Problems of 
Johannes Whisler). A Teaching Fellow at the museum in 2017-2018, I was a stranger 
from the future, peering into the past. In its strange familiarity, I imagined that Whisler’s 
book would reveal deeply embedded features of the psychology of mark making, 
particularly among adolescents. What I had barely perceived—and for which I had not 









 Cyphering books were dialogical spaces, where conventional social roles, 
pedagogical routines, aesthetic traditions, and craft disciplines complemented each 
other’s distribution and reproduction. Cyphering books were equally spaces through 
which individuals could attest to their participation in these publicly shared conventions. 
However, the guidelines for participating in such conventions were collected piecemeal, 
interpreted from antecedents, and translated from oral and printed media to the medium 
of the manuscript. In other words, cyphering books had a public currency dependent on 
multitudes of personally constructed versions of cyphering books over time. When we 
open a cyphering book, we see an individual’s idiosyncratic negotiation of various 
cultural forms, in passages that can be characterized less as carefully edited selections of 
propositions and more as the real-time flow of thought and action, through handwriting 
and doodling.1 
 As I began considering the dialogical space of Whisler’s notebook early in my 
research, I realized that I had come across similar creative processes in my work as an 
educator. Shortly before I learned of Whisler’s notebook, I performed a research study 
(Capezzuto, 2017) at the out-of-school studio art program at which I was teaching, in 
Queens, New York. The director of the studio had long since given up on preventing our 
adolescent students from drawing on the walls, and areas of graffiti bloomed here and 
there around the studio over a period of years. Noticing this, I wondered what would 
 
1 This is not to say that curation and self-editing (e.g. by practicing something on a piece 
of scrap paper) were absent during the creation of cyphering books, but that given the 
demand of volume and the limits on time and materials (see Chapter IV), the contents of 
cyphering books grew necessarily from learned and cultivated improvisation. A similar 




happen if I accelerated the process: I opened a blank wall in the studio to a group of 
adolescent students (ages 16-17), and for two weeks I recorded their actions and 
interactions through their mark making on the wall. The surface became a dialogical 
space. Although I had anticipated that students would draw or write over, transform, or 
deface the marks of their peers, this happened less frequently than expected. In fact, in 
separate interviews with three of the students, they each remarked that, at a certain point, 
the wall was “filled”—that there was no longer room to draw or write. Objectively, this 
was not the case—there were empty spaces in which students could draw or write—but 
they felt that to do so would encroach uncomfortably upon the existing marks of their 
peers. However, there were a few instances in which students transgressed those implicit 
boundaries and drew or wrote over or next to marks made by their peers, either out of 
professed boredom (for example, filling in a previously drawn shape with color) or out of 
a desire to contest and transform the meaning of another’s marks.  
 Another dialogical feature of the students’ activities in that study was the 
preponderance of Internet memes2 as subjects of their creative mark making (Capezzuto, 
2017). I questioned the rationale of translating memes generated in a readily duplicable, 
digital medium into a hand-drawn, site-specific, physical medium. But it quickly became 
clear that Internet memes were ready-made templates through which students could 
 
2 The term “meme” was originated by Richard Dawkins in 1976 to describe the gene-like, 
evolutionary quality of culture. As Limor Shifman (2014a) has pointed out, the notion of 
memes faces two challenges: that genetics does not afford a clean analogy to culture, and 
that some approaches to memetics do not give an adequate account of people as actors in 
influencing the transformation of memes. To the first point, Dawkins attempted to refine 
his formulation of the term so that memes are regarded as ideas, not the material 
reifications of ideas (or, in genetic terms, phenotypes) (McGrath, 2014, p. 124). 
Nevertheless, “meme” is often used to describe these phenotypic manifestations of 




succinctly share ideas and feelings with each other. Many of their drawings and jottings 
depicted well-known Internet memes, which the students adapted in order to comment on 
the studio, their peers and teachers, or the study itself. In the below detail from the wall 
(Figure 3), a student has adapted the “Math Lady / Confused Lady” (n.d.) Internet meme 
to express her consternation about an assignment given by her instructor (whose name 
has been blurred in this photo): “What does color mean to you?” To the students involved 
in the study, both the wall and the memes offered fields of potential; the adolescent artists 
had only to decide to make the transfer. 
 
 
Figure 3. A detail of the wall in the pilot study (Capezzuto, 2017). The meme to which 
her drawing refers is composed of four stills taken from a Brazilian telenovela, arranged 
in a grid, and on which advanced mathematical formulas are overlaid (“Math Lady / 
Confused Lady,” n.d.). 
 
 
 The adolescents’ mark making on the wall revealed their interactions with sets of 
conventions (Capezzuto, 2017). Some of these conventions were behavioral/moral (e.g., 
whether to alter a peer’s creation, or whether content is offensive) while others were 




provide a vernacular form of expression; they are easily deployed and saturated with 
meaning, but they are also sites for the contestation of meaning. Adolescence in 
particular is characterized by confrontations with the limits of one’s abilities but also with 
the limits (and possibilities) of cultural conventions.  
The research presented in this dissertation makes clear that Whisler, although he 
likely worked alone, was also working in a shared space—the cyphering book—which 
incorporated traditions of spatial organization and sequential content, and word problems 
composed by other authors. For Whisler, that space was also shared with other 
Pennsylvania German fraktur artists, who were meme-spreaders in their own right; 
throughout the extent examples of fraktur, there are found many repeated graphic figures 
and ornaments. Rather than pulling the fraktur drawings apart from the rest of Whisler’s 
cyphering book, I opted to treat the book as a whole. I recognized that there is a shared 
current of energy underlying both the drawing and the handwriting in Whisler’s book. I 
believed that discovering this current could contribute to understanding the continued 
relevance of a wide range of “folk” artifacts, beyond platitudinous reverence for artistry 
or historical significance.  
A Focus on Doodling 
The following study is a fine-grained account of instances of mark making in 
Whisler’s book that begin as writing and diverge toward drawing3. This elision from 
 
3 “Drawing” in the context of this study is defined broadly, as any intentional mark 
making that cannot be subsumed into numeric and linguistic systems—e.g. mathematical 
calculations and writing. However, drawing may appear wherever these systems are 
instantiated, as a quality or as an excess. The edited volume Thinking Through Drawing: 
Practice Into Knowledge (Kantrowitz, Brew, & Fava, 2011) is a robust resource of 




writing to drawing is best described by the term doodling. David Maclagan (2013), 
writing extensively on scribbling, doodling, and automatic drawing, described doodling 
as an unpremeditated drawing activity usually performed while the mind and the hand are 
engaged in another task, such as note taking. Maclagan located the origins of doodling (as 
it is defined in western cultures) in the conscious and unconscious meanderings of the 
pen in the margins of medieval manuscripts: 
   The connection with handwriting is something that is not just a matter of 
interpretative coincidence: not only did doodles begin like weeds flourishing on 
the margins of writing, but they use the same instrument, a pen or a pencil, for 
their own, different purposes. (p. 66) 
 
Maclagan (2013) further noted that doodling as a phenomenon was recognized only early 
in the 20th century, following the burgeoning of clerical labor (with its endless jotting) 
and the growth of the fields of psychology and psychotherapy. As with graphology, or 
handwriting analysis, it was believed that doodles, as deviations from rational thinking, 
also betrayed their makers’ psychological traits. Between these two historical points, 
from the high medieval era to the early 20th century, we might expect to witness gradual 
transformations in doodling, entangled with technological, economic, and political 
developments. Doodling appears to be a permanent feature of handwriting, as long as 
handwriting persists.  
 As Maclagan (2013) rightly pointed out, the problem with accounting for 
doodles—as cultural artifacts—is that they are rarely valued or preserved. In Europe, 
artists of the early 20th century, such as Wassily Kandinsky and Paul Klee, elevated and 
refined doodling as abstract art. To this day, artists continue to leverage idiosyncratic 
mark making (often from marginalized artists labeled “Outsider artists”) into formulas for 




elevate doodling as art, doodling as doodling remains a distinct feature of the cultural 
landscape, because it is not so much a form as it is a contextual activity, performed 
“unconsciously” and discreetly. Maclagan (2013) wrote: 
   [I]n our own culture doodling is one of the few bridges between the world of art 
and a more common and popular form of drawing that does not necessarily owe 
anything to professional skill or training. In some ways the doodle occupies a 
cultural ghetto; it is trivialized and insulated from the wider world of art, and its 
popular published versions are usually numbingly condescending. Yet doodling is 
not a completely encapsulated phenomenon: it can be situated on a spectrum, 
from the most elementary forms of mark, of which the scribble is typical, to 
highly complex automatic drawings or ‘meta-doodles’, which we shall come to 
later. In all these modes, where the human hand is involved there is a complicated 
and shifting relation between spontaneity, some degree of reflection and creative 
originality. (p. 73) 
 
Maclagan’s observation rings true in Whisler’s notebook; although Whisler’s ornamental 
flourishes follow—to an extent—conventions of the era, they show evidence of being 
“doodled,” improvised in both form and direction. These flourishes are woven through 
the text and share a visual field with more complex, ornamental lettering and drawing.  
Presentation of the Problem 
We are left with the problem of describing the role of Whisler’s doodling, 
embedded in everyday—often intense—practices of handwriting, in the larger creative 
action of making a cyphering book. Like the cyphering book itself, Whisler’s doodling 
doesn’t quite fit familiar conceptual categories: It is both private and public, formulaic 
and idiosyncratic, elegant and grotesque. To better understand this paradox, and to open a 





1. As creative activity, how does Whisler’s doodling fit within the wider array of 
mark making, including handwriting and discrete drawing, found in his 
cyphering book? 
2. Why has Whisler’s cyphering book come to be regarded as a significant 
cultural artifact—or a work of “folk art”—by audiences in the late 20th and 
early 21st centuries? 
3. What does Whisler’s book reveal about handwriting’s potential as a matrix for 
creative activity? 
These questions are, respectively, What is it, Why does it matter, and Why should it 
matter. These questions beg other questions. For example, the first question requires a 
theory of creative process; the second question assumes a notion of history in which 
historical artifacts—as indices of creative processes—can be ciphers of contemporary 
experience; and the third question requires us to consider the fate of handwriting today.  
By imagining handwriting as something other than an efficient conveyance of the 
symbols of language, but rather as an affective medium of perception and memory, we 
might come to some conclusions about what it means to teach, learn, and appreciate 
handwriting as an aesthetic form—beyond the conventions of penmanship and 
calligraphy (which in most educational settings have been deemed practically obsolete), 
and beyond the analytics of graphology (which circumscribes the minds of individuals 
through the recognition of psychological traits). What follows is a review of theories that 






 Two overarching theoretical perspectives have guided my exploration of 
Whisler’s book. The first is a conception of creativity as a process that is distributed 
(Glăveanu, 2010, 2012, 2014a, 2014b; Sawyer & DeZutter, 2009) and participatory 
(Hanchett Hanson, 2015; Hanchett Hanson & Clapp, 2020). This conception of creativity 
allows us to explore the book not only as a product of Whisler’s activity, but also as an 
unfolding process in which the book and its audiences—including contemporary ones—
are active agents. It places the book in an expansive web of relations that extends from 
Whisler’s own sociocultural milieu to 17th- and 18th-century European antecedents and 
to 19th- and 20th-century contexts. Glăveanu’s (2014a) approach acknowledges the need 
to account for the day-to-day work of creativity—individuals’ aesthetic and technical 
engagements with materials—but it is a broadly applicable theory; each medium, process, 
and style will have its own set of problems. As mentioned above, one challenge we 
confront in Whisler’s book is to take seriously the role of doodling in the book’s creation, 
both in terms of Whisler’s private engagement in it, and in terms of the public’s 
appreciation of it. In order to better understand the power of these marks for their maker 
and audiences, I have turned to theories from developmental psychology, particularly 
psychiatrist Daniel N. Stern’s (2010) theory of vitality forms and Heinz Werner and 
Bernard Kaplan’s (1963) studies on symbol formation.  
Interactions Among People and Things 
We might take the term “material culture” to mean, as art educators Paul E. Bolin 
and Doug Blandy (2003) have suggested, “a descriptor of any and all human-constructed 




unconsciously through culturally acquired behaviors” (p. 249). In this regard, any 
physical object that is given form by human intervention might fall into the category of 
material culture; this object reflects in turn the psychological and physical aspects of 
human intervention. Blandy and Bolin (2018) found that “most writers about material 
culture center their ideas on a belief that fundamental yet sometimes veiled relationships 
occur between people and the objects and spaces they encounter” (p. 7). Generally 
speaking, human-made forms and expressions have cultural implications that extend 
beyond the immediate motivations and actions of individual actors. Rarely do we take the 
objects in our everyday orbit to be the testaments of our values or the catalysts of our 
imaginations, yet material culture studies from a variety of disciplines—“the triad of art, 
architectural, and decorative arts history; cultural geography; the history of technology; 
folkloristics; historical archaeology; cultural anthropology, as well as cultural and social 
history” (Schlereth, as quoted in Bolin & Blandy, 2011, p. ix)—aim to reveal that this is 
the case. The material in “material culture” binds it to a particular time, place, and 
person(s); although culture connotes a system beyond the control of individual actors, the 
material of culture is built on the contingencies of everyday lives.  
Folklorist Michael Owen Jones (1993) has taken what he has termed a 
“behavioral approach” to material culture studies. Reflecting on a study about the work of 
a Kentucky chairmaker, Jones (1993) noted that “[h]istorical and sociocultural processes 
constituted the backdrop against which were displayed various psychological, 
communicative, and interactional processes” (p. 193). Regarding an earlier study of 
another Kentucky chairmaker, Jones (1989) wrote:  
   [T]he chairs owe their traits and features to the tools, materials, and techniques 




and expectations of customers as stated by them or inferred by the craftsmen; and 
to each maker's unique discoveries and inventions on the one hand, and his self-
concept, values, and aspirations on the other. (p. xi) 
 
In other words, Jones (1989) proposed that material culture is a confluence of factors, 
each of which is integral to the creation of the artifact. Moreover, these factors are 
interdependent: For example, the techniques of chair construction are useless without the 
proper materials—the materials are useless without the appropriate techniques; 
customers’ preferences are derived, in part, from the discoveries and inventions of 
craftsmen. As a folklorist, Jones (1989, 1993) paid special attention to the “self-concept, 
values, and aspirations” of the chairmakers he interviewed. In Jones’s accounts (1989, 
1993) of the lives of the craftsmen, social and material circumstances could conspire to—
by turns—perpetuate their troubles and drive them deeper into their craft. It might be 
inferred, then, that craft is always interactional. We might go even further, to say that it 
rests not in any artifact, nor in the mind of the craftsperson, but that it is a creative 
process that emerges among a set of variable people and things.  
Jones’s (1989, 1993) interactional account of craft is resonant with psychological 
theories that treat creativity not as a set of inherent or cultivated psychological traits, but 
as a process that evolves between individuals and their sociocultural milieus 
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1999; Gruber, 1974, 1989; Weisberg, 2006). Howard Gruber (1989) 
proposed that the evolving system, of which a creative individual is a part, involves a 
coordinated organization of knowledge, purpose, and affect over a long period of time. 
Gruber’s “evolving systems approach” is situated in the phenomenological experiences of 




Gruber’s (1974, 1989) evolving systems approach is useful for studying creativity 
as it develops with an individual and their milieu. Studies employing an evolving systems 
approach have been particularly enlightening when they have focused on individuals 
about whom an inordinate amount of biographical data has been preserved (i.e., the 
famous and infamous). The present investigation of Whisler’s cyphering book presents a 
challenge for the evolving systems approach, because relatively little is known about 
Whisler’s biography. Instead, the book itself appears as the locus of creative action. From 
the vantage point of the book, we can see the rich sociocultural contexts that gave rise to 
the book’s creation and in which the book gained meaning.  
Adding greater perspectival flexibility to the sociocultural approach to creativity, 
theories of distributed and participatory creativity describe creativity as a process that 
unfolds over time and among roles occupied by creators, audiences, and things. Recent 
scholarship by Vlad Glăveanu (2010, 2014a) on distributed creativity attends to both the 
socially distributed and the cumulative nature of creativity. Michael Hanchett Hanson 
(2015) has pointed out how Glăveanu’s (2014a) theory of distributed creativity may be 
regarded as building upon—and complicating the terms of—sociocultural models of 
creativity. Csikszentmihalyi (1999), for example, described creativity as a process of 
cultural change, enacted by individuals on a cultural domain and validated by a field of 
audiences, professionals, and institutions that act as the “gatekeepers” of the domain. For 
distributed creativity, the crucial contribution of Csikszentmihalyi’s sociocultural 
approach is not only the interrelation of individual, field, and domain, but also the likely 
complexity of the field and the possibility that a given individual can also serve as part of 




professional artist as a grant recipient). The shifting and multiple roles of individuals, as 
actors and audiences, are central to distributed and participatory models of creativity.  
This same principle (of shifting roles) is at work across people and things 
involved in creative systems; Glăveanu (2014a) summarized the basic components of his 
“five A’s” model of distributed creativity as follows:  
   Creativity can no longer be said to reside ‘within’ the person, the product, etc. It 
emerges as a form of action engaged in by various actors (individual or groups), 
in relation to multiple audiences (again individuals or groups), exploiting the 
affordances of the cultural (symbolic and material) world and leading to the 
generation of artefacts (appreciated as new and useful by self and/or others). All 
the five terms mentioned above are relational in nature: actors are defined by their 
interaction with audiences, action engages existing affordances and generates new 
ones, artefacts can become agents within creative work, etc. (p. 27)4 
 
The implications of this theory of distributed creativity are farther-reaching than the 
notion of an individual creator serving a field role. Glăveanu (2014a) posited that the 
actor—or artist—internalizes an audience; in other words, the artist internalizes the 
perceived expectations of the field. The artist must then determine how to navigate these 
expectations as cultural affordances. This “how to” has both cultural and developmental 
dimensions. While cultural symbols and materials provide necessary constraints on 
creative possibilities, the unique and dynamic development of an individual (and all of 
the messiness of life that it entails) exerts its own influence on creative systems that 
continue beyond the lifespan of the individual (Hanchett Hanson, 2015).    
In addition to the process of internalization, Glăveanu (2014a) emphasized that 
often an audience (as a group or an individual) can contribute quite directly in the making 
 
4 Elsewhere, Glăveanu (2014b) has referred to the “five A’s” model as the “creativity 
complex … a dynamic configuration of actors, audiences, actions, artefacts, and 




of a creative product, either through dialogue with the artist or through material 
assistance. Additionally, Glăveanu upheld the artifact as an agentive member of the 
creativity complex. Through his field research, he detailed the tradition of egg-painting in 
Romania, a painstaking and multi-staged process in which the materials are subject to 
variables that are difficult to control; as a result—as in most artistic processes—the artists 
have to react to unexpected changes. This case served as Glăveanu’s example of how 
artifacts and their material affordances—in interaction with an actor—can change the 
course of a creative process. In these ways, evidence of a contemporaneous audience’s 
expectations for and contributions to a creative enterprise, along with the artifacts of that 
enterprise, are pieces of a puzzle that allow us to reconstruct the point-of-view of a maker 
who left behind little direct evidence of that point-of-view (e.g., journals, interviews, 
archives, etc.). 
 Glăveanu’s (2014a) theory of distributed creativity is also useful in describing the 
distribution of creativity over time. Like Edwin Hutchins (1995), Glăveanu (2014a) 
argued that it is only “in the wild,”5 over time, and through multiple interactions that any 
socially distributed process can be observed. According to Glăveanu, creative action can 
be studied at three temporal scales. The largest scale is sociogenesis, the way in which 
society is transformed over time. By way of Csikszentmihalyi (1999), we are familiar 
with the notion that individuals make creative contributions to the domains of the arts and 
sciences, and that these contributions push these domains toward subsequent goals and 
horizons of discovery. Before the postmodern era, creativity may have been equated with 
 





progress; we may simply identify creativity as social transformation or change (Hanchett 
Hanson, 2015).   
The second scale is ontogenesis, which relates to the development of the 
individual over time. At this scale, Glăveanu’s “five A’s” model of distributed creativity 
has particularly significant ramifications for studies of artifacts such as Whisler’s 
notebook, because the development of the individual is not contained within the person 
but is distributed across the development of the artifacts they create and audiences with 
whom they interact. Although we know relatively little about Whisler himself, we have 
access to the artifact and, through historical sources, a knowledge of the audiences for 
such a book over the course of its history; these three sources are triangulated to provide 
a more robust view of creativity at the ontogenetic scale.  
The most fine-grained temporal scale is microgenesis, the moment-to-moment 
activity that builds into larger-scale actions and artifacts. At this level, the creator and the 
artifact are mutually engaged in “doing and undergoing” the creative process, a turn of 
phrase introduced by John Dewey (1934) and adopted by Glăveanu (2014a). Both the 
will of the maker and the materials of the process exert influence upon each other. 
Moreover, Dewey (1934) expressed that the experience of that creative process is 
recapitulated in the audience’s experience of the work. As we look at Whisler’s book in 
greater detail, we will focus on the manner in which the gears of microgenetic activity 
mesh with those of ontogenetic and sociogenetic change. At the same time, those larger-






Material Culture as Historical Text  
The above theories provide some framework for discussing creative processes the 
roles of materials within those processes. As models of process, they also suggest ways of 
thinking about historical change. However, we should tread carefully when identifying 
(a) history and our relation to it. Writing on the history of education in the United States, 
Petra Munro Hendry (2011) asserted: 
   History is not the representation of reality, it never has been. For the early 
Greeks, memory was not a means to situate events within a temporal framework 
but to understand the whole process of becoming. History, as a function of time, 
loses the poetic, the imaginative, and the power to evoke. History as an evocation 
of memory becomes our relationship to, and experiencing of, the identities made 
possible or impossible through historical narrative. (p. 15) 
 
Citing the influence of postmodern historians including Hayden White and Frank 
Ankersmit, Hendry (2011) maintained that histories are narratives—based on evidence 
from the past—which make meaning in the present. Any historical narrative is a dynamic 
of inclusion and omission; to delineate the circumstances of past events necessitates 
exclusions, a snipping of ties in a temporal network, not unlike those networks of actors, 
audiences, actions, affordances, and artifacts described by Glăveanu (2014a). Postmodern 
historians examine historical evidence in order to understand the limitations of prevailing 
ideologies, and to investigate processes that have included some narratives and omitted 
others.  
Mark Making and Symbol Making as Organismic Activities 
Calligrapher and historian Ewan Clayton (2013) noted that Chinese calligraphers 
have consistently articulated their art form with regard not only to visual resemblances 
but to dynamic movements of water and land, of people and animals, and of atmospheric 




and theories in psychology, particularly those of Daniel M. Stern. Beginning in the 
1970s, Stern identified what he would come to call “vitality affects” and, in his last work, 
“vitality forms” (Stern, 2010). With vitality forms, Stern sought to describe a Gestalt, 
“the mind’s integration of many internal and external events, as a subjective experience, 
and as a phenomenal reality” (p. 4). As Stern saw it, the dynamic event of an experience 
consists of a vitality form entangled with content (i.e., meanings or feelings) and 
sensations (derived from particular sensory systems). As living beings, we are always 
moving, whether with explosive force or in the background hum of unconscious shifts in 
posture and tonicity. Vitality forms arise from that essential proprioceptive state, 
describing the dynamism of experience solely with regard to properties of “movement, 
time, force, space, and intention/directionality” (p. 4). Stern provided a list of example 
descriptors for vitality forms, including “swelling,” “forceful,” “tense,” “powerful,” 
“loosely,” “halting” (p. 7). Crucially, none of these words convey a particular emotional 
content, nor do they belong to a particular modality, or perceptual input. They could 
describe the movement of the calligrapher’s brush, or the thaw of river ice in spring.  
Underlying Stern’s (2010) theory of vitality forms is the notion—supported by 
studies in neuroscience—that mental and physical sensations are perceived not only via 
local modalities but also globally, across the brain. Stern cited evidence of the existence 
of multisensory neurons distributed in regions of the brain typically associated with 
particular modalities; these modality non-specific neurons may be particularly abundant 
at certain stages of development.  
Heinz Werner’s “sensory-tonic field theory of perception” (Werner & Kaplan, 




Ernst Cassirer, Werner drew inspiration from the biologist Johannes von Uexküll’s theory 
of Umwelt, or vital field, positing that “the analysis of behavior in its fullest scope should 
not be directed toward an organism in isolation, but an organism embedded in its own 
vital field” (p. 5). The Umwelt is not only the immediate environment surrounding the 
organism and in which the organism directly engages; it is dependent on the “species-
specific and individual apparatus” (Werner & Kaplan, 1963, p. 5) of the organism. It is a 
reality defined by the particular experiences of the organism, afforded to the organism by 
its biological traits (Cassirer, 1944/1974).  
Furthermore, Werner and Bernard Kaplan (1963) proposed that symbol formation 
was based in the dynamic correspondence of symbolic vehicles and referents in the 
sensory-tonic field. Crucial to this theory of symbol formation is that neither symbolic 
vehicles nor referents are fixed, objectively defined entities. Rather, they are being 
formed and reformed by our (global, multimodal) perception and differentiation of the 
environment. “[O]bjects are given form, structure, and meaning through inner-dynamic 
schematizing activity which shapes and intertwines the sensory, postural, affective, and 
imaginal components of the organismic [that is, pertaining to the whole organism] state” 
(Werner & Kaplan, 1963, p. 18). In other words, objects are not simply sensed (seen, 
heard, touched, etc.) and attached to a name. Rather, they are interpreted through 
dynamic, organismic experience resembling the dynamic experience of the symbolic 
vehicle.  
In his book, The Hand, neurologist Frank R. Wilson (1998) made the case that the 
human hand has been integral to human evolution and intelligence, and much of his 




Kaplan’s concept of dynamic schematization. Wilson explained that praxis, or refined 
movement, is essential to the development of language, and of knowing and making 
sense of the world. “[P]raxis refers to a heterogeneous class of movements in humans 
that, by virtue of motivated planning and rehearsal, exploit novel biomechanical 
(structural) modifications in the human hand in order to gain precise and extended control 
of external objects” (Wilson, 1998, p. 204). Agreeing with linguists who postulated that 
language first emerged from the gestural activity of early hominids, Wilson inferred that 
any of the skilled hand movements learned by early hominids could become “perforce a 
sign for the act which it accomplishes, irrespective of the communicative intent of the 
doer” (p. 204). In this way, the gestures that we associate with communicative acts would 
have their origins in repetitive, stereotyped praxic movements, suggesting a primarily 
visual orientation for socialization and learning. Wilson (1998) questioned whether, in 
our own lives, a whole range of skilled movements—such as carpentry, painting, 
juggling, surgery, and so on—do not have their own internal “logic” or “grammar,” not 
dissimilar to language and music, which provide their own systems of thought and 
communication.  
The hand’s interaction with surfaces and objects is thus a primary mode through 
which percepts are made durable in the mind, not just as things but as dynamic things 
radiating with sensations, affect, and meaning. In The Hand, Wilson quoted neurologist 
Oliver Sacks’s paper “Neurology and the Soul,” in which Sacks expressed a perspective 
similar to that of Werner and Kaplan:   
   The infant immediately starts exploring the world, looking, feeling, touching, 
smelling, as all higher animals do, from the moment of birth. Sensation alone is 
not enough; it must be combined with movement, with emotion, with action. 




 This evolution of self, this active growth and learning and becoming of the 
individual, is made possible by “selection,” the strengthening of connections 
within neuronal groups in accordance with the individual’s experiences (and 
needs and beliefs and desires). This process of selection cannot arise, cannot even 
start, unless there is movement—it is movement that makes possible all 
perceptual categorization. (as cited in Wilson, 1998, p. 208)  
 
Like Stern, Sacks recognized that a constant of human experience in our dynamic 
orientation to the world, our movement—whether spatially or perceptually—toward, 
through, and across the environment. And like Werner and Kaplan, Sacks described the 
early differentiation of percepts as active, integrating a range of sensory and 
psychological experiences.  
Following these initial stages in which discrete perceptual objects emerge from 
the undifferentiated environment, Werner and Kaplan (1963) asserted, symbol formation 
follows a developmental trajectory of distancing—between persons and objects, persons 
and symbolic vehicles, symbolic vehicles and referential objects, and addressors and 
addressees. One effect of this distancing is the appearance of arbitrariness in the relation 
between symbolic vehicles and referents. However, according to Werner and Kaplan, 
vehicle and referent in fact share a fundamental inner resemblance grounded in affective, 
organismic perception. 
As an example of this inner resemblance (or “organismic schematization”), 
Werner and Kaplan (1963) asked readers to imagine a configuration of hard surfaces: a 
horizontal surface to sit on, and a vertical surface to lean against; this percept we 
recognize as a chair. Through the same schematizing activity, “as an essentially dynamic, 
intonationally molded sound stream—not as a static sonic configuration—the material, 
phonemically unique sequence, ch-ai-r, is articulated into a production whose expressive 




hearing or reading ch-ai-r, we reconstruct for ourselves the “sensory, postural, affective, 
and imaginal components” of that percept. Compare this with another example (my own): 
“Tent” might bear more formal (external) resemblance to the referent (a tent). In “tent,” 
the t’s are phonemically and graphically like the stakes of the tent, sharply securing the 
beginning and end of the word. But fundamentally, both “chair” and “tent” operate within 
the same process of dynamic schematization; at the level of organismic, schematizing 
activity, one is not more internally similar to its referent than the other. This, of course, 
requires agreement among those who recognize and deploy the symbol in meaningful 
ways; it requires that we have learned that a chair is “chair” and a tent is “tent.” As 
Wilhelm von Humboldt argued (and, Werner and Kaplan wrote, “anticipated our 
position”), this agreement is the loose agreement of structural similarities:  
   [Humans] do not understand one another by causing one another to produce 
exactly the same concept but by touching the same link in each other’s sense 
perceptions and concepts, by striking the same key in each other’s individual 
instrument whereupon corresponding, but not identical concepts arise in each of 
them. When the link in the chain, the key of the instrument is touched in this way 
the whole organism vibrates and the concept that springs from the self stands in 
harmony with everything surrounding—even at great distance—the individual 
link. (as cited in Werner & Kaplan, 1963, pp. 50-51)  
 
For Werner and Kaplan, conceiving of the formation of symbols as an interaction 
between organism and environment provided a means of stripping away the formal 
constructs of language and reaching toward something more fundamental. According to 
psychologist Joseph Glick (2013), “[T]hey focused on uncovering the ‘developmentally 
more primitive’ underneath the well-formed but eviscerated formal uses of language, thus 
uncovering the experiential within the more formal uses of language” (p. 442).  
Nevertheless, the assertion that there is no necessary external resemblance 




evidence that external resemblances are felt and do shade the perception of a word’s 
meaning. In fact, it is this evidence—of the “physiognomic perception” of language—
that supports the notion that words, as things that resonate physically through sound and 
text, reach us with “sensory, postural, affective, and imaginal” qualities, just as other 
features of the environment do (Werner and Kaplan, 1963). Through their own 
experiments and others, Werner and Kaplan observed what they regarded as evidence of 
the organismic foundations of symbols. In experimental studies by H. Lundholm (from 
1921) and R. Krauss (from 1930), different subjects ascribed different physiognomic 
properties to geometrically similar linear patterns (Werner and Kaplan, 1963). For 
example, of two of Krauss’s subjects who produced an upward arching, curved line, one 
subject associated the form with “yellow,” and the other subject associated it with “dark.” 
According to the first subject, the form connoted “expanding … a radiation outward,” 
while the second subject described it as a “covering” or “blanketing” … “dark being 
something which covers all things” (as cited in Werner & Kaplan, 1963).  
Conversely, different subjects ascribed the same physiognomic properties to 
geometrically different linear patterns. Two of Krauss’s subjects drew geometrically 
dissimilar patterns for “longing.” The first subject, having drawn a straight line slanting 
upward from left to right, explained “the line is infinitely lengthening, never comes to its 
goal, and the infinite lies above and beyond.” The second subject described their drawing 
of a pattern of abbreviated, slightly curving lines as “a striving from somewhere, always 
bending back, an infinite approximation towards a goal which is never reached.” In both 




physiognomically similar forms are geometrically different—subjects explained their 
interpretations with regard to physiognomic features of linear patterns.  
Werner and Kaplan (1963) called this phenomenon the concrete-affective-
dynamic character of referents. Referents are regularly conceived of as “things-acted-
upon or acting-things” (Werner & Kaplan, 1963, p. 341), and linear vehicles are 
associated with them accordingly. However, the authors noted a critical paradox. While 
the studies cited above revealed the prevalence of idiosyncrasy and subjectivity when 
subjects were asked to invent vehicles for referents or to attribute referents to vehicles, 
there also existed significant evidence for varying degrees of consensus among subjects. 
A follow-up study by Krauss revealed that a high percentage of new subjects matched 
previous subjects’ drawings to the “correct” referents. A similar study conducted by 
Scheerer and Lyons (1957) showed that, of subjects asked to match three linear patterns 
to the referents “gold,” “silver,” and “iron,” 43% of the subjects were in perfect 
agreement with all three pairings as designed by the researchers, and 85% matched at 
least one pairing “correctly” (Werner & Kaplan, 1963). Werner and Kaplan attributed the 
degree of consensus to several factors: context, differentiation between the referents, 
differentiation between the vehicles, and the degree of depictive incisiveness (the 
physiognomic, expressive capacity of the referents). If, as in the Scheerer and Lyons 
study, subjects are prepared to sort out a set of differentiated patterns according to 
referents of a comparable type (metals), they are more likely to identify and respond to 
similar physiognomic characteristics as they align vehicles and referents. 
Werner and Kaplan’s theories are valuable in contextualizing Stern’s concept of 




theoretical perspectives furthermore steer us away from more stereotypical notions of 
external resemblance, as well as from stereotypical associations of expressive form with 
emotions. At the same time, as observers of handwriting, we are presented with the 
difficulty of contemplating the subjective, internal correspondences between material 
forms, symbolic vehicles, and referential objects. This study is ultimately an act of 
interpretation, grounded in history, theory, and as presented in the following chapters, an 
in-depth material study of Whisler’s book.  
This theoretical framework points the way to describing creative processes that 
unfold over time and as interactions among people and things. And the research of 
Werner and Kaplan (1963) and educators’ insights into artistic development have 
suggested that both handwriting and drawing emerge from and are sustained by 
physiognomic, affective relationships between form and meaning. The following list of 
assumptions not to be debated and assumptions to be debated is a consolidation of the 
previously addressed and implied assumptions.  
Assumptions Not to Be Debated 
1. It is possible to understand the lives of individuals through the physical 
artifacts they have used and produced.  
2. Conversely, the unique qualities of the lives of individuals—situated in their 
respective cultural contexts—are crucial to understanding how and why their 
creative artifacts came to be.  
3. History is an interpretation of the past, through a coordination of evidence, 




4. With regard to the previous assumption, symbol formation is always a 
possible intention and possible interpretation of mark making.  
Assumptions to Be Debated 
1. The mind of the individual (in this case, Johannes Whisler) is evident in and 
through the materials at hand. The mind is not a discretely contained within 
the body but is distributed through material artifacts and cultural interactions.  
2. The surface on which marks are made—the wall, the book, the skin, etc.—is 
never neutral but is always hedged by cultural norms. A mark always carries 
its surface (as the surface carries the mark).  
3. Mark making is both culturally and organismically inflected: Drawing and 
handwriting are not merely externalized products of internalized culture but 
are also indices of affective and physiognomic human perception. 
4. The mark making of an individual reveals and makes durable the individual’s 
self concept with regard to cultural systems and social structures.  
5. History has only extrinsic value (Jenkins, 2003), and historiographic 
objectivity is untenable. The story of the researcher and the research becomes 
embedded in the story of the object.  
Limitations 
The limitations of this research were constructed around the challenge of placing 
a single, discrete object—the cyphering book of Johannes Whisler—at the study’s center, 
and branching out from this center in ways that do not embellish it but contribute to a 




from several methods, including anthropological and historical research methods and 
codicological research methods. In the latter, quantitative tools are used toward the 
construction of qualitative, descriptive, inductive propositions. Several metaphors may 
apply to my role in this research—antenna, funnel, sieve, catalyst—and ultimately I 
regard my role as a researcher as not so different than my role as an artist: to take a 
catholic approach to culture and humanity, and to place my faith in the revelatory power 
of attending to small acts and mundane things.  
Role of the Researcher 
My role is informed primarily by a constructivist worldview, by which—
according to John Creswell (2014)—meaning is inductively derived from the researcher’s 
direct experience of a context and interaction with sources of data. I gathered data 
through a formal analysis of Whisler’s cyphering book, and primary and secondary 
historical research. As a historical researcher working in a constructivist paradigm, I 
interpret a past reality for a present understanding of that reality.  
 I am also an artist who has engaged in repetitive, trance-inducing, “meta-
doodling” (Maclagan, 2014), similar to some of the doodling in Whisler’s book and to 
that of other artists of the past and present. In this regard, an ulterior motive of this 
research is to provide for myself a deeper understanding and engagement with my own 







Settings for Research 
 Internet databases and digital communication allowed for remote research of 
materials which would have been otherwise beyond my reach. I traveled to the locations 
where physical access to materials was absolutely necessary.  
The American Folk Art Museum, New York City. AFAM holds Whisler’s 
cyphering book (acquisition number 2005.8.44) as well as a research library containing 
volumes of literature about Pennsylvania German culture in general and fraktur in 
particular. I relied on the generosity of the staff at AFAM for assistance in locating and 
accessing primary and secondary resources. 
Cumberland County, Pennsylvania. The Cumberland County Historical 
Society—located in Carlisle, Pennsylvania—is a robust resource of historical documents 
and research about the region. Through the Historical Society, I accessed records that 
elucidate Whisler’s biography. The Historical Society also offers a wealth of information 
about the region in the early 19th century. Moreover, travel by foot and by car over 
historical routes in Cumberland County afforded an experience of a geographic setting 
that retains much of the agrarian character it possessed in the early 19th century.  
Columbia University’s Rare Book and Manuscript Library, New York City. I 
made use of my institution’s rare books library, which houses examples of 17th- and 
18th-century calligraphic copybooks that scholars believe are antecedents to some of the 
formal innovations of Pennsylvania German fraktur. 
Winterthur Library, Delaware (accessed online). The Joseph Downs 




cyphering books contemporaneous with Whisler’s. These manuscripts provide a basis for 
determining the typical and atypical features of Whisler’s book.  
Conceptual Limitations 
A vast breadth of handwritten texts from various contexts might teach us about 
the natural relationships between handwriting and drawing. However, a broad survey 
across history and cultures would collapse some important distinctions among these 
contexts—namely the intimately enmeshed connections between the individual, the 
object, and the social milieu. Whisler’s marks are quotidian and relatable, doodling 
embedded in the affairs of his everyday life. The purpose of this study is to create a 
model for reflecting on other artifacts of historical and contemporary handwriting.   
Educational Implications  
Over the past decade, the perennial issue of the decline of handwriting has once 
more haunted popular journals and opinion columns (Berger, 2017; Konnikova, 2014; 
Rothman, 2016; Tully, 2019). In the past, telephones, typewriters, word processors, 
computer printers have been held to blame for the degradation of handwriting. In this 
century, the ubiquity of portable digital devices—on which writing is most often done by 
keying—has pushed handwriting even farther toward obsolescence. However, 
complacency and a lack of imagination also share the blame. In contrast to the 
assumption that handwriting’s decline is a side effect of a neutral or even positive 
transformation of language, recent studies in neuroscience and cognitive science have 
provided evidence that handwriting strengthens bonds among linguistic abilities—




(Berninger et al., 2006; James & Engelhardt, 2012; Kiefer et al., 2015). Whatever the 
goals of education, handwriting provides access to unique cognitive activities associated 
with creativity, such as fluency of ideas and an active working memory (Berninger et al., 
2006). These findings will likely come as no surprise to artists and art educators—and 
anyone who creates through the physical manipulation of a medium. Further neurological 
experiments may reveal evidence that purposeful and improvised deviations and 
flourishes activate the brain in other ways, to say nothing of the cognitive activities 
involved in visually composing handwritten words on a page. It is not the purpose of this 
study to promote the efficiency or even the legibility of handwriting (although these are 
fine goals for the development of motor control). Instead, handwriting is imagined herein 
as a creative and expressive medium that bridges the symbolic realm of language and the 
affective realm of embodied perception. 
The proposed research will serve as a philosophical waypoint for a path forward. 
Along this path, handwriting will be treated as a unique creative medium, but also one 
that shares a primordial bond with drawing. Naturally, this association exposes 
handwriting to the same marginalization (or exceptionalism) that faces art education in 
general. Nevertheless, handwriting is a transdisciplinary medium; at a time during which 
the expansion and extension of art into other fields are integral to its reception, 
handwriting as art may be a key to preserving both handwriting and art in education.  
 When I imagine Whisler, I think also of my adolescent students, current and past. 
The educational institutions to which they are subject are by many degrees more 
technocratic than the relatively infrequent engagements between young people like 




typically unabashed in their penchant for popular forms of drawing. Through their 
drawings, doodles, and messes, they have lent a familiar texture to an otherwise cold and 
impersonal world. Is the time they spend in these artistic wanderings preparing them for 
futures of creative action and liberatory agency? 
Overview of Dissertation Chapters 
 This dissertation is organized into six chapters, followed by a bibliography and 
two appendices.  
Chapter I is the Introduction, which lays out the background to this study, the 
problem with which this study deals, and the questions that have guided the research. It 
includes a theoretical framework, introducing Glăveanu’s (2010, 2012, 2014a, 2014b) 
theory of distributed creativity, Werner and Kaplan’s (1963) Symbol Formation, and 
Stern’s (2010) concept of vitality forms, as well as the historical orientation of this study. 
Assumptions not to be debated and assumptions to be debated further delineate the 
theoretical orientation of the study. The introduction concludes with an overview of 
limitations and educational implications of the study. 
Chapter II is a literature review in two main sections: the history of Whisler’s 
cyphering book and the development of the mode of handwriting which Whisler 
employed in the book. The first section is further subdivided into a look at the traditions 
of cyphering and fraktur and their contributions to the form of the book; and the 
transformation of the book from an artifact with a social function in Pennsylvania 
German community to a folk art object in contemporary discourse. The second section 
reviews the development of early modern European scripts and the development, spread, 




Chapter III covers the methodology used in this study. It introduces the 
codicological method and describes the manner of data collection, the treatment of the 
data, and approaches to data analysis, including contemporaneous cyphering books to 
which Whisler’s book can be compared.  
Chapter IV presents the results of the data collection, treatment, and analysis. 
Whisler’s cyphering book is presented in three ways: first, as a sequential record of work; 
second, in terms of Whisler’s general approaches to page design and the distribution of 
doodling within the pages; and third, as a collection of flourishes, patterns, and icons. 
This chapter concludes with considerations of trends in which particular words or 
categories of words receive special stylistic treatment.  
Chapter V is a discussion chapter, delving more deeply into the implications of 
the data presented in Chapter IV. This discussion considers the significance of the lyrical 
lines of Whisler’s flourishes and the manner in which he depicted written words with 
various material properties, with regard to the sociocultural context and traditions in 
which he was working. 
Chapter VI is the dissertation’s conclusion, which posits some lessons that 
Whisler’s cyphering book can teach us about handwriting in our own time, as well the 
study’s implications for art and art education.  
The chapters are followed by a bibliography, which lists the works cited in this 
dissertation, including primary and secondary historical sources. 
The bibliography is followed by a list of sources of the many figures (images) 




Three appendices can be found at the end of this dissertation. Appendix A is a 
collection of primary historical documents from Whisler’s era. Appendix B is the trial 
coding of Whisler’s doodles, accomplished with the aid of two additional coders. 
Appendix C is the coding table of the entire book, which I compiled using the trial coding 
as a guide.  
Summary 
 The Book of Arithmetic Problems of Johannes Whisler (as it is named in the 
collection of the American Folk Art Museum) strikes chords both familiar and strange. 
Anyone who has kept a notebook in a mathematics course will spot the similarities 
between Whisler’s book and their own (even if the curricular content is not quite the 
same). The strangeness of Whisler’s book emerges as we identify the cultural practices—
in particular the traditions of fraktur and cyphering—that lent to it not only its appearance 
but the personal and social experiences that it represents. Within these cultural practices, 
the flourishes within and among Whisler’s handwriting are a sort of sanctioned doodling; 
they share the improvisatory and free-form character of other forms of doodling while 
also working within the organizational and presentational goals of the cyphering 
tradition.  
A historical account of the specific circumstances that seeded the flourishes found 
throughout Whisler’s book will illuminate a distributed creative process (Glăveanu, 
2014a) in which the book is an artifact and actor. Within the framework of distributed 
creativity, a fine-grained (microgenetic) account of Whisler’s doodling will provide 
greater definition to the relationship between widespread, enduring cultural practices and 




affective and dynamic nature of language, Whisler’s actions cannot be understood simply 
as the selection and deployment of culturally available signs. Throughout Whisler’s pages 
of arithmetic, the possibilities of language are matched by the possibilities of the hand’s 
manipulation of the pen. 
The “vitality forms” (Stern, 2010) that work their way throughout Whisler’s 
handwriting reveal the bleeding edges of what contemporary audiences tend to treat as 
discrete spheres of experience: visual and linguistic; spiritual and pragmatic; affective 
and rational. Thus, the educational implications of this study revolve around recognizing 
handwriting as an affective, flexible, cross-modal medium.  
To better grasp the conventions, tools, and materials with which this study deals, 
the following literature review will explore the oft-intertwined conceptual and historical 







II – LITERATURE REVIEW 
As expressed in the preceding chapter, a cyphering book could reveal multiple 
aspects of its creator’s life. Johannes Whisler’s cyphering book—retained by him for 
much of his adult life—points to his activities as a student, a schoolmaster, and a 
scrivener. Particularly significant to the continued valuation of this book as folk art is that 
it identifies Whisler as a maker of fraktur, a term used to designate a class of decorated 
manuscripts made by Pennsylvania German scriveners and schoolmasters in the 18th and 
19th centuries.1  
Most examples of fraktur are loose leaves of paper. In a recent survey of fraktur 
works, Lisa Minardi (2015) listed birth records and Taufscheine (baptismal records), 
“Vorschriften (writing samples), Haus Segen (house blessings), valentines or Liebesbriefe 
(love letters), New Year’s greetings, religious texts, family records, bookplates, and 
rewards of merit” (p. 17). The range of fraktur in these examples runs from intimate 
correspondence to historical records and quasi-official documents. Although valued by 
their owners, these fraktur documents were rarely shown to anyone; they were commonly 
tucked away in a dresser drawer or tipped into a book. A deceased person’s Taufschein or 
other personal document would sometimes be placed in the coffin, leading Frederick 
Weiser (1983) to speculate, “Conceivably the choicest Fraktur drawings have long since 
rotted into Pennsylvania soil” (p. 234; see also Shelley, 1953/1961). Donald Shelley’s 
 
1 Fraktur has also been used to designate similar manuscripts from German-speaking 




(1953/1961) extensive survey of fraktur included a variety of books, including music 
books, copybooks, and schoolbooks, though he noted that the latter two categories were 
rare. 
Aside from being a rare find, a book such as Whisler’s is of interest because it 
performed several roles. It is an arithmetic copybook and a display of a young man’s 
virtues in penmanship and drawing. It is evidence of an education and of intimate social 
bonds, containing records of his betrothal and marriage to Esther Scherrer and their 
baptisms. During his lifetime, Whisler achieved neither remarkable fame nor 
extraordinary wealth through his fraktur creations. There were certainly more well-
known and productive fraktur makers.2 Early in his adulthood, Whisler served as a 
schoolmaster in his rural community, but for much of his life, he was a farmer (like most 
of his compatriots) and a weaver, at a time when most commercial weaving in 
Pennsylvania was still done by men in household-based weaveries (Hood, 2003; U.S. 
Census, 1850, 1860, 1870). Yet throughout his life, he kept the book, occasionally 
recording scrivener’s copy for others (deeds, contracts, promises to pay, certificate of 
birth, etc.) and notes of relevance to his own affairs. In this way, Whisler’s book 
exemplifies folk art, or at least a definition of it given by Shelley (1953/1961): 
   Folk Art, then, was a creation of the peasant to suit his own taste. Beyond mere 
utility, it expressed his joy in life, and his great love for the beauty of nature. It 
reflected his pride in his home and his satisfaction with the small pleasures of 
everyday life. In the constant cycle of birth, marriage, and death, in the succession 
of the seasons, and in the ever-changing years, he watched the unfolding of a 
great plan of which he felt he was himself an integral part. (p. 12) 
 
 




Although it may come across as antiquated to contemporary readers, Shelley’s notion of 
folk art effectively evokes the simple, everyday pleasures that Whisler appears to have 
derived from his book. How, though, does one express “joy” and a “great love for the 
beauty of nature”? What brings pleasure to everyday life? And how does art reveal our 
integral part in the larger order of things? To understand folk art, Shelley suggested, we 
must understand not only the milieu in which these artifacts were created, but also how 
these artifacts contributed to the sensual and social qualities of people’s lives. In the 
literature review that follows, we will trace the history of Whisler’s book, as a knotted 
bundle of cultural traditions, material affordances, and individual actions.  
A History of Whisler’s Book 
 What follows is a history of Whisler’s cyphering book, told in two parts, each 
characterized by a different temporal perspective. The first treats the book as a 
retrospective object imbued with history; it serves as a record of past cultural activity, 
including evidence of its antecedents. In the second part, the book is imagined as a 
prospective object; in this version of the story, the book propels subsequent cultural 
activity. Naturally, these versions are complementary: That a created artifact appears to 
be a result of a historical development—evident in generations of antecedents—implies 
the artifact will in turn contribute to subsequent generations of artifacts (Gell, 1998).    
 The various ways in which audiences recognize history embedded in an artifact—
and the artifact’s embeddedness in history—reveal as much or more about the audiences 
as they do of the artifact. Like all artifacts, fraktur documents were created from ideas 




manufacture. However, fraktur makers and later commentators understood the contours 
and proximity of that history in different ways. 
The perspectival shift between these two groups had three dimensions: the shift 
from an emic to an etic perspective—from the culture making and using fraktur to one 
discovering fraktur as an artifact of history; the historical shift throughout the middle 
decades of the 19th century in the United States toward greater centralization of 
education and industrialization of the economy, contributing to a decline in fraktur 
creation; and the concurrent rise of ideas in intellectual disciplines such as archaeology, 
art history, and political economy that would give urgency and definition to the study of 
material culture. 
Whisler’s Book as a Retention of the Past 
Whisler’s fraktur cannot be separated from the context of the cyphering book, an 
educational medium with a centuries-long history. Despite the medieval origins of the 
cyphering tradition, participation in it by both anglophone and Pennsylvania German 
Americans was not only seamless with life in the early 19th century but integral to it. 
Similarly, the marriage of fraktur and cyphering in Whisler’s book indicates that fraktur 
was to Whisler a flexible and responsive visual paradigm, part of a lively social economy 
and visual culture in Pennsylvania German communities. 
The cyphering tradition in the Old World. While relatively few details are 
known about Whisler’s biography, his cyphering book is evidence of his formal 
education in penmanship and arithmetic. Since the 13th century, cyphering books (earlier 
called abbaci) had been a central feature of mathematics education in Europe and 




copy arithmetic problems—usually presented in the form of sentences—and transcribe 
their solutions from scraps of paper on which they solved the problems. The act of 
transcribing provided for an opportunity to present the problems and the correct solutions 
in an organized manner that also revealed the handwriting expertise of the cyphering 
book’s creator, as both arithmetic and handwriting were skills valued in the burgeoning 
mercantile economy of the late medieval and early modern eras (Ellerton & Clements, 
2012). A well-executed cyphering book could also serve as a model for the teaching of 
both arithmetic and handwriting; for much of the history of cyphering, arithmetic 
problems and methods of solution were passed manually from teacher to student, from 
cyphering book to cyphering book. 
Aside from the emphasis on penmanship and artistry, the cyphering book may not 
seem a radical departure from 20th- or 21st-century mathematics pedagogy; the sequence 
and form of instruction found in these books served as the model for mathematics 
curricula at the formation of common school systems in North America. Not unlike 
contemporary STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) curricula, 
the purpose of the cyphering tradition from its beginning was the preparation of skilled 
workers. Arithmetic was put to work for a vast and growing network of commerce, led by 
wealthy merchant traders in western European cities: 
   Business leaders increasingly recognized that being able to calculate, predict, 
and control profit was important, and hence they sought out skilled “reckoners” 
who understood the new sophisticated arithmetic that had developed in relation to 
Hindu-Arabic numeration (Franci, 2009). These reckoners were expected to take 
advantage of place-value notation within the Hindu-Arabic numeration system 
and, in particular, to apply the four operations on whole numbers and fractions 
with currency exchange, weights, and other measures, discount, simple and 
compound interest, ratio and proportion tasks, and partnership calculations. The 
aim was to maximize the profits of those merchants who employed them. 




As many of the European powers—particularly the Dutch, British, Spanish, and 
Portuguese—came to rely on advanced fleets of ships, they also required navigators 
skilled in maritime map reading and wayfinding; to this end, a relatively small percentage 
of extent cyphering books feature problems and solutions in maritime navigation. In any 
case, the cyphering tradition was responsive to the latest developments in commerce. 
Cyphering was a tradition on a grand geographic and historical scale, and its 
endurance owed more to its utility than to any ideology of preservation. The 13th-century 
mathematician Leonardo Pisano (known as “Fibonacci”) is often credited with the 
introduction of the Hindu-Arabic system to Europe, although it is likely that the system 
was disseminated in Europe through contact with Arab traders and statesmen as early as 
the 10th century (Ellerton & Clements, 2012, p. 10). Nevertheless, Fibonacci did create a 
compendium of mathematics, including algorithms3 derived from Arabic mercantile 
mathematics. This compendium, Liber Abbaci, became a model for European 
mathematics education, known as the abbaco tradition. From this tradition derives a 
format of problem—now called a “word problem” —in which “[c]omputations were not 
displayed, but were included within a single block of text so that they appeared in 
sentences” (Ellerton & Clements, 2012, p. 11). The sequence of problems presented in 
abbaci (exercise books) remained relatively consistent, even as it grew into the 
widespread cyphering tradition; however, while the most complete abbaci include 
recreational problems and relatively advanced geometrical and methodological problems, 
most students’ cyphering books include only business-related problems (Ellerton & 
 
3 The term “Algorithm” derives from a latinization of the name of the 9th-century Persian 




Clements, 2012, 2014). In a survey of 212 North American cyphering books spanning the 
period 1701-1861, mathematics historians Ellerton and Clements (2012) found that the 
books followed a fairly consistent sequence of categories of arithmetic problems, similar 
to the sequence of contents found in the abbaci and cyphering books of previous 
centuries. However, as was hinted at above, cyphering was always oriented toward the 
tangible ends of commerce. By the 16th century, the cyphering tradition abandoned the 
theoretical and abstract mathematical problems pursued in universities, and it spurred the 
creation of a parallel system of schooling taught through the vernacular languages of the 
populace. Ellerton and Clements (2012) reported that Lutheran, Calvinist, and Huguenot 
communities were especially ardent in incorporating cyphering into their systems of 
schooling, and in the vast migration of European Protestant communities to North 
America in the 17th and 18th centuries, the cyphering tradition was central to establishing 
an educational system in a relative vacuum of institutional structures.  
Pennsylvania German education at the nascence of the republic. As cyphering 
adapted to reflect the needs and ideals of the various milieus into which it was carried, 
Whisler’s book should be evaluated in light of his cultural milieu. Although Whisler did 
not leave much of a written record, the prominent aspects of Whisler’s identity—he was 
likely raised in a German-speaking, Mennonite household in rural Mifflin Township, 
Pennsylvania in the late 18th and early 19th centuries—lead to a number of conclusions 
about how and why education took place in the way that it did.  
Generally, Pennsylvania German culture—composed of descendants of 
Anabaptist, Lutheran, and Reformed Christians from the Rhine Valley and surrounding 




reaction against limits placed on traditional, communal land rights by the ruling class in 
their former homelands (Nolt, 2002, p. 13). In the valleys and foothills of the 
Appalachian Mountains, Germanic immigrants and their descendants found religious 
freedom and conditions that allowed them to continue the common pasturage of livestock 
they and their ancestors had practiced in the central European regions of Alsace and the 
Palatinate (Taylor, 2007).4 
James P. Wickersham (1886/1969), a public-school teacher and principal in the 
early days of public education in Pennsylvania, wrote the first comprehensive history of 
education in that state. Although not of Pennsylvania German heritage, Wickersham 
provided a thorough account of Pennsylvania German education, beginning with the 
earliest waves of immigration of German-speaking people to the state in the late 17th and 
first half of the 18th centuries. Witnessing an influx of German-speaking immigrants 
before the Seven Years’ War, church leaders of various denominations began in earnest 
to erect churches and associated schools in the towns and cities of southeastern 
Pennsylvania and the surrounding regions. Reverend Michael Schlatter, of St. Gall, 
Switzerland, was sent to the American colonies by the Reformed Synod of Amsterdam of 
1746 (Wickersham, 1886/1969). During this mission, he established about forty 
Reformed Church congregations. It was common for church leaders in the colonies to 
appeal for aid from wealthier benefactors in their European homelands. Schlatter wrote 
this appeal for aid to church leaders in Holland, Germany, and Switzerland:  
   What makes the condition of these congregations the more deplorable and 
worthy of our sympathy, is that most of them are not even provided with a good 
 
4 Taylor’s (2007) article refers particularly to the foothills along the south of Blue 





schoolmaster. Few, even as such as are found qualified, can be prevailed upon to 
labor in this work, because poor people are not able to contribute enough to 
enable a schoolmaster, who devotes his whole time to his calling, to support 
himself and family even with the greatest care and economy. Thus it is easy to see 
that children, deprived of all instruction, and having only a corrupt nature for their 
guide, must grow up as wild shoots—yea, I will leave any who heartily and in 
silence meditate on this matter, and who know the true value of immortal souls, to 
judge whether in this way, even such as are called Christians and bear the name of 
Reformed, are not in danger of falling back and being corrupted into a new 
heathenism, and thus become like the original pagan aborigines of the country, if 
not even worse. (as cited in Wickersham, 1886/1969, pp. 133-134) 
 
Within these lines we find the rationale for broadly accessible education in the colonies: 
Education was needed to instill Christian morality within children. The lot of pious 
colonists was portrayed as all the more desperate because of their poverty and their 
proximity to the untamed landscape and the purported heathenism of the indigenous 
people. Schlatter also made mention of congregants’ reluctance to pay for an education. It 
should be noted that ministers of these congregations were paid ten times the wages of 
schoolmasters (Wickersham, 1886/1969, p. 134). 
 People of the “plain” sects—including the Mennonites—occasionally opted to 
educate their children at home, but they also established church-affiliated schools and 
joined their neighbors in the patronage of nonsectarian neighborhood5 schools 
(Wickersham, 1886/1969, p. 162). People of these sects advocated for schooling mainly 
for the purpose of instilling manners and morals in their children. They were suspicious 
 
5 While Wickersham (1886/1969) used the term “neighborhood schools” to describe 
locally organized schools in the late 18th and early 19th centuries, Kaestle (1983) 
referred to the same schools as “district schools.” Kaestle wrote, “The district system had 
become prevalent in the North during the second half of the eighteenth century, as 
population dispersed outward from towns, and outlying neighborhoods demanded control 
of their schools” (p. 13). To preserve that “neighborhood” character to which both 
Wickersham and Kaestle referred, and to prevent confusion with contemporary term 





of higher education, as institutions of higher education in Europe were operated under the 
authority of the very Church or State that had persecuted them. Furthermore, colleges 
were often founded along with theological schools, of which the plain sects found little 
use: The Gospel was evident through their lives, not simply through interpretation of 
Scripture (Studer, 1967; Wickersham, 1886/1969). Wickersham (1886/1969) 
characterized their attitude in this way: 
   [G]uided in divine things, as they thought, by the direct light of the Holy Spirit, 
the wisdom of this world seemed like a will o’ the wisp, misleading while it lasts 
and finally dissolving in darkness. Of what value, they inquired, are the 
uncertainties of human knowledge compared with God’s highest and holiest truth, 
which comes down from Heaven to the waiting soul like a flash of light? (p. 163) 
 
As mentioned above, the cyphering tradition—compared to the theology-driven 
university—was a relatively apolitical mode of education (Ellerton & Clements, 2012). A 
completed cyphering book—the culmination of education for many rural students—was a 
guide not for transforming the material world but for navigating one’s way through it.  
 For most Pennsylvania Germans in the 18th and early 19th century, being in the 
world meant not only avoiding the pretensions of material and intellectual self-
advancement, but doing so alongside neighbors and institutions of British descent more 
responsive to individualist ambitions (Nolt, 2002). However, the cultural and linguistic 
differences that Pennsylvania Germans maintained as a matter of course were perceived 
by their British-stock neighbors as a threat to the stability of communities. In 1727, for 
example, at least a few of their English-speaking neighbors complained to Governor 
Gordon,  
that a large number of Germans, peculiar in their dress, religion and notions of 
political government, had settled on Pequea [Creek], and determined not to obey 




language, and acknowledge no sovereign but the Creator of the universe. (author 
unidentified, as cited in Wickersham, 1886/1969, p. 166) 
 
It can be assumed that “lawful authority” refers here to the authority of British political 
institutions, and that the characterization of Pennsylvania Germans as “acknowledging no 
sovereign but the Creator” is something of a caricature. Nolt (2002) characterized the 
general Pennsylvania German political stance as “peasant republicanism,” in which 
authority inheres in “local custom and church structure to provide order and an effective 
measure of social control” (p. 31).  
   Proponents of peasant republicanism resisted the efforts of distant power 
brokers to meddle in their local and traditional affairs, yet ancient privileges and 
the authority structures that guarded them received honor and deferential respect, 
and peasant subjects dutifully fulfilled their roles in a vertically organized society. 
The system of reciprocal relationships and localized mutual obligations that 
organized civic life thus supported a delicate balance of obedience and vigilance. 
Peasant republicanism endorsed a collective self-interest derived from a strong 
local base. It could produce seemingly passive subjects who compliantly yielded 
to hierarchies of merit, but its advocates actually based their actions on political 
principles that could also evoke stiff opposition and vigorous protest. (p. 31) 
 
As a group, the Pennsylvania Germans were not anarchists. Rather, they honored only the 
most enduring and stable forms of hierarchy, particularly those that gave order to local 
matters.  
The central importance of local authority helps to explain the persistence of the 
German language (or a dialect of it) in Pennsylvania German communities. Benjamin 
Franklin—whose attempt at a German-language newspaper famously failed in 1732—
complained bitterly about the Pennsylvania Germans’ resistance to British institutions. 
He wrote, in 1751, “Why should Pennsylvania, founded by the British, become a Colony 
of Aliens, who will shortly be so numerous as to Germanize us instead of our Anglifying 




Complexion?” (Franklin, as cited in Sommer, 1983, p. 268). Two years later, he 
enumerated some of the particular sources of his indignation:  
   Few of their children in the Country learn English; they import many Books 
from Germany; and of the six printing houses in the Province, two are entirely 
German, two half German half English, and but two entirely English; They have 
one German News-paper, and one half German. Advertisements intended to be 
general are now printed in Dutch and English; the Signs in our Streets have 
inscriptions in both languages, and in some places only German: They begin of 
late to make all their Bonds and other legal Writings in the own Language, which 
(though I think it ought not to be) are allowed good in our Courts, where the 
German Business so encreases that there is continual need of Interpreters. 
(Franklin, as cited in Sommer, 1983, p. 268) 
 
Franklin’s account indicates that the German language had permeated not only private 
discourse among speakers but also the material culture of towns and cities, and with 
ongoing ties to Europe. These real effects of Pennsylvania German culture on the texture 
of American life help to explain how it came to be perceived as a threat to the presumed 
dominance of British culture. 
In spite of their creation of a separate cultural sphere, most Pennsylvania Germans 
acknowledged the value of education in the English language, and this was borne out in 
their arrangements for bi-lingual education, open enrollment in their parochial schools, 
and cooperation with anglophone neighbors in the creations of neighborhood schools 
(Sommer, 1983; Wickersham, 1886/1969). Wickersham (1886/1969) lauded the role of 
neighborhood schools in establishing republican ideals, in fostering pluralism, and in 
abolishing Old-World sectarian rivalries; furthermore, he argued, they formed “the 




communities that founded parochial and neighborhood schools would be among the most 
resistant to the establishment of common schools in 1834.6  
 Creating a neighborhood school was no simple task, for it required the investment 
and consensus of stakeholders who found that only a minimum of education was 
necessary for entry into the economy—and, for that matter, Paradise. The physical 
construction of the schoolhouse was usually done frugally; most schoolhouses were 
constructed of roughly hewn log or clapboard, outfitted with few and small windows, 
made either of glass or greased paper, and puncheon floors (Wickersham, 1886/1969). 
Historian Carl Kaestle (1983) indicated that rural schools were usually “log or unpainted 
clapboard” affairs constructed on “useless fallow land” (p. 13). Indeed, although we 
might imagine land was plentiful in the rural regions of the early republic, arable land 
was the foundation of an agricultural economy; covering a tract of fertile soil with a 
building that would be used only during those times of year not suitable for planting and 
 
6 Nolt (2002) attributed this opposition to common schools to the peasant republicans’ 
distrust of distant, centralized authority. Additionally, it may be posited that the 
philosophical impetus for common schools was somewhat at odds with the ecclesiastical 
ideals of reformed communities. Leading up to the movement for common schools in the 
1830s, Rev. William Ellery Channing, a founder of American Unitarianism, espoused the 
notion of “self-culture,” an idea inspired by the relatively novel philosophical concept of 
the “conscience” (Neem 2017, p. 13). Channing’s vision of self-culture endowed more 
than full participation in republican ideals: It was a sense of self-realization and 
fulfillment, a closeness to God through a deeper understanding of the world (Neem, 
2017). Channing’s teachings on self-culture contributed to Horace Mann’s crusade for 
free, state-controlled, liberal education. The ideals of self-culture are not antithetical to 
Pennsylvania German attitudes toward education, per se. However, Mennonites and other 
plain sects emphasized that adherents needed only enough education to comprehend the 
Scripture; anything beyond that posed a potential obstacle to one’s faith (Studer, 1967; 
Wickersham, 1886/1969). In contrast, advocates of self-culture proposed that no limits 
should be imposed on education, for education was the source of discoveries in nature 
and philosophy—discoveries that would “present to all men new reasons for adoration of 





growing crops would have been self-defeating, to say the least. Another writer quoted by 
Wickersham (1886/1969), from Clearfield County, indicated that “[t]he early 
schoolhouses were generally situated near the road-side or cross-roads, being without 
play-ground, shade trees, or apparatus” (p. 188). Placing schoolhouses next to busy roads 
was practiced in various locales, for the plot would have been both useless to agriculture 
and easily reachable by the greatest number of students. In other, extreme cases, the 
schoolhouse would be situated far off the beaten path, on a patch of useless land 
equidistant from the homesteads of all stakeholders (Kaestle, 1983).  
Along with the material demands of building a schoolhouse was the challenge of 
finding and hiring a schoolmaster. Generally, there were three avenues by which one 
could become a schoolmaster in neighborhood and parochial schools7 (Wickersham, 
1886/1969). The first class of schoolmaster consisted of those who were selected from 
within the neighborhood that sought to establish a school; these were usually landless 
young men with the bare minimum of an education and more than a modicum of 
“physical strength and courage” (Wickersham, 1886/1969, p. 201), looking to earn an 
income during the months of the year not suited for agriculture. Belonging to another 
group were young men who were either beginning, in the middle of, or had recently 
completed their higher education. Typically, men of this category were longing for a 
career beyond the schoolroom. Finally, there were the itinerant schoolmasters: “[A]s a 
class their knowledge was limited to the merest elements, they were odd in dress, 
eccentric in manners, and oftentimes intemperate. In the schoolroom, they were generally 
 
7 Before the establishment of common schools, women became teachers in much smaller 




precise, formal, exacting and severe” (Wickersham, 1886/1969, p. 213). All 
neighborhood schoolmasters would face the seemingly impossible role of maintaining 
order and garnering the respect of their pupils while teaching multiple subjects to dozens 
of children of various ages and stages of education (Kaestle, 1983; Wickersham, 
1886/1969).  
 Schoolmasters in the employ of Pennsylvania German congregations were often 
of German-speaking origin themselves, but they were typically expected to use and teach 
English. Of prime importance was the instruction of the students in proper conduct and 
manners. Schoolmasters in church-run schools were held to especially high standards of 
behavior; they were to agree not to show anger or to quarrel with their employers in front 
of the children (Wickersham, 1886/1969). Given the demanding work and meager pay, it 
is no surprise that these schoolmasters were among the most enterprising members of 
their communities. Of rural teachers in general in the early 19th century, Kaestle reported 
that they frequently “doubled as farm laborers, tavernkeepers, prospectors, and 
craftsmen” (p. 20). Weiser (1983) offered a similar portrayal when describing 
schoolmasters in Pennsylvania German communities: 
   Living rent free, having land for crops and income from both church and 
families, schoolmasters nevertheless engaged in a variety of other income-
supplementing activities. These included cupping or bleeding the sick, singing at 
funerals, writing wills and deeds, clerking at sales, and carving tombstones. One 
schoolmaster apparently even took flowers to market to sell. And more than one 
of them made his living more ample by making baptismal certificates and other 
decorated [i.e. fraktur] documents. (p. 231) 
The roles of cyphering books in rural American education. The jack-of-all-
trades character of the rural schoolmaster found its talisman in the form of the cyphering 




cyphering books also became storehouses of knowledge and memory for those who 
carried them. Noting the long history of ulterior uses of the books, Ellerton and Clements 
(2012) remarked that abbaci might include:  
lists of “tariffs” and other practical business information and variations in weights 
and measures found in the major trading city-states of western Europe and 
northern Africa. They quantified the gold and silver content of different coins in 
popular currencies, and stated sensible itineraries for those who regularly used 
major trading routes, as well as names and addresses of major banking 
institutions, and lists of major business events, etc. Astronomical and astrological 
information (including descriptions of the zodiac signs) were also likely to be 
included, as were calendars (including ecclesiastical holidays), medicines (for 
various types of illnesses), and literature (including poems, romances, 
chronologies). (p. 15) 
 
This inveterate collecting of heterogeneous notes and creative blooms continued 
throughout the abbaco and cyphering traditions; it could be said to be the informal 
tradition. In possession of a bound book of crisp, blank pages, who could resist? 
 While cyphering books absorbed sundry personal matters for the benefit of their 
owners, it is worth reiterating that, in their form and character, they were designed to be 
read and admired, whether by teachers, college representatives, potential employers, or 
students: 
   In North America, it became an accepted tradition that a beautiful and mostly 
correct cyphering book would serve as a passport to desirable employment, 
especially if the arithmetic went as far as, or beyond, the rule of three. In a similar 
vein, a student who wanted to proceed to college would be expected to show his 
cyphering book to college authorities who interviewed him. From a teacher’s 
point of view, at the end of a term there would be an evening when students 
would be examined through oral questioning by a local committee and, after the 
formalities, over supper, cyphering books would be on display. Teachers knew 
that their future employment could hinge on the appearance of their students’ 
cyphering books (Ellerton & Clements, 2014, p. 130).  
 
Cyphering books were principally records of attained arithmetic knowledge, and 




would have preceded them. Given the demands placed on cyphering books as outward 
representations of students’ cultivation, teachers likely encouraged and provided models 
for drawing, prose, and poetry from their own cyphering books.8  
For over four hundred years, the cyphering method of arithmetic education 
depended on manual transcription from cyphering book to cyphering book. The printed 
books in arithmetic and penmanship instruction that became available in the 18th and 
19th centuries did not end the cyphering tradition but provided the possibility of 
completing a cyphering book without direct reference to another. For example, on one of 
the first pages of the Whisler’s book, Whisler indicated that he derived his arithmetic 
problems from three, nearly contemporaneous, published books: Thomas Dilworth’s The 
Schoolmaster’s Assistant (1797), Zechariah Jess’s The American Tutor’s Assistant 
(1811), and Titus Bennett’s A New System of Practical Arithmetic (1807). In their 
appearances, these dry volumes of typeset arithmetic problems bear little in common with 
the elegance and graphic exploration of Whisler’s book and many others like it. Although 
Whisler copied the texts word-for-word, the contrast between the printed sources of 
arithmetic problems and Whisler’s handmade cyphering book suggests that handwritten 
manuscripts maintained an important role in the face-to-face interactions between 
teachers and students (or potential employers), even as the contents of arithmetic 
education were updated to fit each present milieu. 
Given his use of textbooks, Whisler would conceivably have completed his 
cyphering book at his own pace. This is all the more likely given his relatively advanced 
 
8 In Chapter III, I discuss two books from North Carolina that appear to have been 




age, at 19 years. The questions that these circumstances raise about Whisler’s cyphering 
book are comparable to those surrounding a book created by a man of a similar age, 
described by Ellerton and Clements (2014). Cornelius Houghtaling enlisted in the army 
in 1775, at the outset of the Revolutionary War. At the same time, he began a cyphering 
book: 
   Why did Cornelius begin to cypher at such an advanced age? A possible answer 
to the question would be that he wished to earn money as a teacher, and he felt 
that he needed an attractive cyphering book to obtain such a position; he would 
also be able to use it if and when he did get a position. Another possibility is that, 
after quickly enrolling in the Revolutionary Army, Cornelius decided to prepare a 
beautiful cyphering [book] when he was not involved in army duty. In addition, 
there was the distinct possibility that if he had a beautiful cyphering book, one 
that went further than the most elementary topics, he would be admitted to a 
prestigious college … after the War. (p. 53) 
 
Ellerton and Clements speculated that Houghtaling’s book could have evidenced a 
cultivation of intellect and character valued by institutions of higher education or 
potential employers seeking a teacher.  
There is evidence that Whisler did serve as a schoolmaster in the year following 
the completion of his cyphering book, and it is likely that it was his immediate goal. On 
some of the pages of the cyphering book, Whisler indicated that he first completed many 
of the problems in the years 1809-1810. He would have been fourteen to fifteen years 
old, an age at which many young people would have pursued the level of arithmetic 
education represented in the book. Whisler transcribed these previously completed 
problems and solutions, as well as novel ones, into the cyphering book of 1814-1815. 
Thus, Whisler’s cyphering book appears to have included a consolidation and 
continuation of past learning, in the form of a handsomely bound volume with 




an agrarian community, a cyphering book like Whisler’s could have supported a bid for 
the position of schoolmaster and led to a source of income that could be used for the 
purchase of land (Earnest, 1999).  
 
Figure 4. Vorschrift given by John Whisler to his student, Christian Wegner, in 1816. 
Source: Winterthur Museum 
Whisler’s subsequent role as a schoolmaster is corroborated by a signed 
Vorschrift—a writing sample—created by John Whisler for a student, Christian Wegner, 
in 1816 (see Figure 4). This piece of fraktur was acquired by the Winterthur Museum in 
1957. Although this Vorschrift is not a part of the cyphering book, the paper on which it 
was created is likely a leaf from the cyphering book, as it matches in size and texture of 
the pages of the book, some of which have been cut from the book with a pen knife. 




and watercolor drawings of flowers, and a fancy heading that reads “Christus Spricht”—
are reminiscent of those found in the cyphering book. This Vorschrift is the most direct 
evidence that Whisler served as a schoolmaster soon after completion of the cyphering 
book.  
Another bit of evidence that suggests Whisler’s role as a schoolmaster is a letter 
from John Whistler (a spelling he later adopted, which appears on census records, his last 
will and testament, and his tombstone) to William Brown, the teacher at a schoolhouse in 
a neighboring township in the 1820s (see Appendix A). It includes a lengthy solution to 
an arithmetic problem and a note that reads, “Dear friend, please send me my Key as 
quick as possible for I stand in great need of it.” In 1997, this letter was in the possession 
of a descendent of William Brown, and was located by Ralph Whisler, a descendent of 
John. In his commentary about the letter, Ralph—with knowledge of the cyphering 
book’s existence—inferred that the “Key” is “the mathematical Key,” referring most 
likely to Whisler’s cyphering book. 
Although there is no evidence that Whisler came from a particularly wealthy 
family or sought higher education, circumstances in the early 19th century may have 
encouraged Whisler to envision his cyphering book as leverage to expand his enterprise 
and extend his profile in his small, rural community. Whisler’s resolve to create his 
cyphering book at the relatively late age of 19 was perhaps a gambit to diversify his 
skills, in anticipation of rapid economic changes in the early stages of an industrial 
revolution. According to Kaestle (1983), industrial developments in the early 19th 
century included “the geographical spread of small-scale manufacturing, continued 




rural areas, “farmers turned from diverse, self-sufficient production to single, cash crops. 
As a result, rural people had more contact with markets, both as producers and as 
consumers” (p. 24). If Whisler was responding to such changes, it would reveal 
remarkable—though not impossible—foresight on his part. In passages that appear to 
reflect Whisler’s work as a scrivener throughout his adulthood, the cyphering book 
includes the following document drafts: an “Oath of Election Officers”; “General 
Election Returns”; “Return of Inspector”; “Oath of Appraisers”; a land lease; “Deed of 
Land and Bargain”; “Deed of an Executor”; “Condition of Publick Vendue”; “Certificate 
of Birth and Christening”; a report “To the Superintendent of Common Schools … 
Mifflin Twp. District, County of Cumberland” (as cited in Spohn, 1988); and a list of 
“our meetings in the year 1844,” identified by Spohn (1988) as the names of congregants 
of the Upper Cumberland congregation of the German Reformed Church.9 With writing 
literacy in both German and English, Whisler was able to participate in a growing 
number of economic, legal, and bureaucratic institutions in which obligations and 
expectations were backed by the written word.  
Despite the cyphering tradition’s ability to adapt to change, and the utility of 
cyphering books for their creators, it could not survive dramatic shifts in education in the 
mid-19th century. Ellerton and Clements (2012) identified several reasons for the demise 
of the cyphering tradition in the United States, all of which can be traced to the creation 
of free and universal common schools: Graded classrooms with teachers trained in 
 
9 In his cyphering book, Whisler recorded that he was received into the Mennonite 
Church in May or June of 1815 and baptized in the German Reformed Church in 1844 (as 
cited in Spohn, 1988). Spohn (1988) discovered that his marriage to Esther Scherrer in 




normal schools provided a stepped education in mathematics, wherein students would 
begin at a younger age and build on elementary principles; teachers and students 
performed mathematics instruction in front of their classes, on blackboards; and 
evaluation was performed through standardized examinations administered across all 
classes of the same grade level. Furthermore, textbooks were written to reflect these 
changes in curriculum, replacing cyphering books as mathematics references.  
The decline of the cyphering tradition marked an end to the unique artifact of the 
cyphering book. Considering that cyphering books were often lifelong storehouses of 
memory and graphic play and practice, it is worth wondering what may have been lost. A 
cyphering book could constitute a grand achievement, not only of arithmetic learning but 
of handwriting and drawing craft. It could serve as an arena for engagement in visual 
culture, as it did for Whisler.  
The role of fraktur throughout Whisler’s cyphering book. It is unusual to 
classify a cyphering book as a fraktur document. Unlike many fraktur documents, which 
were typically stored in their owners’ dresser drawers or wooden chests, Whisler’s book 
was quite mobile and often used. Moreover, while it does contain intimate details of 
Whisler’s life, it was also meant to be opened to others for the purposes of education.  
Given Whisler’s eventual role as a schoolmaster, many of his drawings may be 
regarded as either samples for his students to copy or rewards of merit for students. Some 
of Whisler’s drawings commemorate moments of personal significance. One of his full-
page drawings, for example, is inscribed with the details of his meeting, betrothal, and 
marriage to Esther Scherrer (see Chapter I, Figure 2). That the inscription is written in a 




showing this cyphering book to others; he likely wanted to preclude revealing his 
infatuation to those who might come across the page. Another drawing includes an 
inscription about Whisler and Scherrer’s baptisms in the Reformed Church in 1844. 
Given the drawing’s place in the sequence of the book’s pages, and its stylistic similarity 
to other drawings dated 1814-1815, it is likely that the inscription postdates the drawing 
by almost thirty years.  
There are two general drawing formats in Whisler’s book: occupying an entire 
page or occupying an entire cell (usually at the bottom of a column). Of the eight 
drawings occupying entire pages, six of them are on facing pages in pairs of similar 
design. Each of the first pair of drawings (on unnumbered pages 1 and 2), exhibits a 
robed angel playing a trumpet, against a backdrop of stylized clouds. Below each angel is 
a heart-shaped outline for inscriptions the first contains the substitution code regarding 
Whisler’s betrothal and marriage to Esther Scherrer. The other heart contains records of 
Whisler and Scherrer’s adult baptisms. At the base of the drawings are stylized tulips, and 
both pages have two solid-colored borders.  
The next drawing appears on (recto) page 10. It is divided horizontally into two 
registers, each of which features a soldier mounted on horseback and aiming their firearm 
at the recto page of arithmetic tables and problems to the left. The horses and the 
horizontal ground plane that divides the two registers are filled in with dabbed points of 
color layered on hatched lines within irregular shapes.  
The next full-page drawing is on (recto) page 40. It is oriented horizontally, with 
the ground plane oriented toward the center of the spread. It depicts a horse, accompanied 




precise but lacking internal detail, which suggests that the drawing was aided by use of 
stencils.  
The next two pairs of drawings, on pages 41-42 and 75-76, share some 
similarities in composition and pattern. Like the pair of angels, each of these drawings 
features a heart shape for inscriptions. The verso page features male figures flanking the 
heart, above which a tree arises with birds in its branches and large flowers emerging at 
its extremities. The facing page is similar but features female figures. On pages 75 and 
76, the heart shape is near the top of each drawing. A branching plant emerges from the 
bottom center of each border, and carries the distinctive, multi-colored pattern of the 
border—a fishscale pattern and a herringbone pattern, respectively. On the verso page, a 
large dove rests near the bottom of the plant, accompanied by a smaller rooster. Other 
birds perch in its branches. The fishscale and herringbone patterns are found on some of 
the birds, as well, with a smaller herringbone pattern depicting wing feathers and a 
fishscale pattern as body feathers. On the recto page, a strange lion with a blue face and 
human-like eyes and grin stands at center, and other animals stand on the branches and on 
the ground next to him. In both pairs of drawing, the precise mirroring and replication of 
some shapes (particularly the hearts and the human figures) again suggests that stencils 
were used. The last set of full-page drawings appears just prior to the entry dated 
December 26th. These may have been Whisler’s occupation at Christmas, a holiday 
which, in the early 19th century, was celebrated primarily by Pennsylvania Germans. Did 
he intend these as a gift? Or was drawing a manner of celebrating the holiday? 
The smaller drawings in Whisler’s book are nestled within the pages of 




of the pages just as the text does. Although they are intermingled with the text, they have 
no apparent relationship to the text’s denotative meaning. A rectangle of roughly four 
inches by three inches—similar in size to the small drawings—has been cut from the 
bottom outer corner of the leaf that comprises pages 20 and 21, and I suspect that a 
drawing was removed there, perhaps as a gift to a student or friend. The last of these 
small drawings appears on page 48. Animals comprise most of the subjects, but there are 
a two people and two plants, as well: a large, stylized flowering plant (p. 15); a “phesan 
[sic]” (likely a pheasant) (p. 18); a “mouse” (p. 21); a “clerk” (p. 22); a “small robin” and 
a “small eagle” (p. 25); a “cat” (p. 27); a leaping “deer” (p. 28); a portrait of “General 
[George] Washington” smoking a pipe (p. 30); a “dog” (p. 33); a “bear” and a “perot” 
(parrot) (p. 46); a “unicorn” rearing on a curved platform (apparently derived from a 
heraldic device) (p. 47); and another flowering plant (p. 48). The subjects are a blend of 
the everyday and the extraordinary; but as images, they were likely all quite common in 
the visual culture surrounding Whisler, including printed matter, folk paintings, and 
publicly displayed signage.  
A review of the actual and potential sources for both the content and form of 
Whisler’s book suggests that both handwritten and printed books were essential to the 
circulation of educational and aesthetic ideals. With regard to the book, Whisler was 
likely hoping not to represent the past but to actively participate in a present made 
tangible through relatively recent printed, painted, and handwritten antecedents.  
The historical sources of fraktur. Donald A. Shelley (1953/1961) was the first 




from which fraktur takes its name. The term Fraktur10 will be familiar to students of 
calligraphy and typography, for it refers to a script developed by Leonhard Wagner in 
1507, in the employ of Maximilian I (Shelley, 1961, p. 26). Differentiated from the 
earlier Textur and Schwabacher scripts used in northern Europe, Fraktur letters consisted 
of both curved and angular strokes that were clearly delineated, hence its “fractured” 
appearance (Baines & Haslam, 2005). It appeared as a typeface as early as 1514, in a 
prayer book commissioned by Maximilian I and printed by Johann Schönsperger, with 
decorative drawings by Albrecht Dürer (Sommer, 1983, p. 292). By the 19th century, 
Pennsylvania Germans began to use the term as a verb, meaning “to write fancily” 
(Weiser, 1983, p. 231). Fraktur, the script, continued to enjoy popularity throughout the 
17th, 18th, and 19th centuries. 
However, Fraktur script was only a small piece of an elaborate and fertile 
exploration of letter forms in Europe that had reached a critical mass by the early 18th 
century. As Shelley (1961) noted, Schreibmusterbücher—copybooks designed and 
written by writing masters—were published in large quantities and multiple editions. 
Among these was Michael Baurenfeind’s Schreib-Kunst (1736), which featured elaborate 
and intricate engravings based on a range of European scripts, and commentary (typeset 
in Fraktur) on their usage. Johann Merken’s Liber Artificiosus Alphabeti Maioris (1782) 
is less a handwriting copybook and more a sourcebook of graphic conceits. Its engraved 
illustrations and textured, patterned, and ornamented letter forms are indicative of the 
popular graphic imagination of the era. Its title notwithstanding, its engraved plates offer 
 
10 In this text, I distinguish the script (and typeface) by capitalization, as is customary in 
the literature. On the other hand, “fraktur” refers to a disparate group of objects made in a 




relatively few complete scripts, but they do include the Greek and Hebrew alphabets and 
an astounding variety of rococo ornamentation and illustrations on topics as diverse as 
religion, drawing, silhouette portraiture, insect collecting, classical architecture, and 
genealogical charts. Shelley (1953/1961) noted that copybooks published in Europe had 
been discovered in the homes of Pennsylvania Germans. These books found their way to 
Pennsylvania either (as Benjamin Franklin noted) through importation or, along with 
handwritten manuscripts, among the precious few items carried by German-speaking 
immigrants on their passage to North America.  
Frank H. Sommer (1983), a scholar of Pennsylvania German folk art, found that 
while some 18th- and 19th-century Pennsylvania German folk images have origins in the 
16th and 17th centuries in central Europe, they were not folk origins. The “wonderfish,” 
for example, has its origins in popular broadsides printed in central Europe during the 
Thirty Years’ War. This legendary creature is consistently depicted—in both 17th-
century broadsides and 18th- and 19th-century fraktur—as a large fish with the claws of a 
lion, the talons of an eagle, and a man’s head wearing a crown adorned with crosses. A 
cannon sits on the back of the fish, and skulls, swords, rifles, and battle flags are 
superimposed on the fish’s flank. Among the earliest is one printed in Prague in 1624, 
ostensibly documenting a miraculous fish caught in the Vistula River near Warsaw in 
1623 (Minardi, 2015; Sommer, 1983). The image appears to have spread throughout 
Europe in a concerted political effort to influence popular opinion of the war.11 
 
11 The symbolism and context of the wonderfish suggests that it is an unfriendly depiction 




 There is an apparent fluidity between art produced for powerful political and 
economic interests and art produced by and for members of smaller communities. This 
fluidity confuses common notions of folk art (including, perhaps, Shelley’s [1953/1961] 
cited at the beginning of this chapter). According to historian Scott Swank (1983):  
   [T]he flowering of Pennsylvania German art coincides with a similar 
phenomenon in central, northern, and eastern Europe. [...] [T]he realization that 
the Pennsylvania German experience, although unusual in many details, had its 
analogue in Europe, enables us to suggest that so-called peasant or folk art is 
primarily rural bourgeois art. Preindustrial bourgeois attitudes, certain types of 
economic activity, geographic concentration, and a particular level of prosperity 
appear to be characteristic of each of the societies that produced significant 
quantities of art. The decorated and individualized artifacts are material 
expressions of modernizing cultures basically free of the restraints of the past and 
perched on the brink of modernization. While manifested chiefly in a rural 
context, the art of the rural bourgeoisie owes a great debt to urban bourgeois 
influences in Europe and America. Without the urban impulses of the eighteenth 
century there would have been no great florescence of rural folk art in Europe or 
in America. (p. viii) 
 
Pennsylvania German folk art was not insular; to the contrary, it emerged in a context of 
international trade and intense demand for material goods in Pennsylvania German 
communities.  
Swank (1983) and Weiser (1983) noted that, among the Pennsylvania German 
craft disciplines, fraktur was a uniquely rural phenomenon. Weiser (1983) posited that 
urban Pennsylvania Germans tended more toward acculturation with their English 
counterparts; not surprisingly, Pennsylvania German social institutions tended to thrive in 
rural communities that remained predominantly Pennsylvania German. Fraktur served 
chiefly ecclesiastical and educational roles, creating an economic niche of which rural 
schoolmasters took particular advantage.  
Fraktur was born of the need to document the lives of individuals, and in doing 




currency of community. The production of fraktur began to decline during the same era 
of educational reform. As Weiser (1983) emphasized, the production of fraktur was 
intimately tied to the traditions of education in small, parochial and neighborhood schools 
in rural Pennsylvania German communities. Schoolmasters produced fraktur for two 
purposes: to reward and provide examples for their students and to supplement their 
income through the commission of Taufscheine and other documents of personal value. 
In both cases, the production of fraktur would have increased the craft’s circulation and 
exposure to others in the community. As the setting and mode of education shifted away 
from locally organized schools to common schools, schoolmasters were supplanted by 
professional teachers educated in “normal schools.” The demand for fraktur certificates 
did not immediately ebb but was satisfied mainly by woodblock printed forms that could 
be simply filled out by itinerant scriveners (Weiser, 1983). Parochial and neighborhood 
schools were not the only setting for the creation of fraktur, but they were likely the 
primary context for learning to make fraktur; at the very least, they put students in contact 
with fraktur makers—their schoolmasters—and fraktur, in the form of rewards of merit 
and Vorschriften (writing samples). Parochial and neighborhood schools inducted 
generations of fraktur artists; without these schools, fraktur could not continue as it had 
(Mercer, 1898; Shelley, 1953/1961).  
The Shift in Historical Perspective 
By 1897, Henry Chapman Mercer’s zeal for archaeological fieldwork was 
waning. He had spent much of the preceding decade seeking evidence with which to date 
and describe the earliest inhabitation of the Americas (Dyke, 1996). This pursuit had 




the Ohio River and in his home state of Pennsylvania. But for all of his work, he had 
contributed no dramatic findings to his field.  
It was the second period of restlessness in his adulthood. The first came at the end 
of his law studies; beginning in 1881, he travelled nearly constantly, on the rivers of 
Egypt and Europe, and throughout Pennsylvania (Dyke, 1996). He never did practice law. 
Mercer’s jaunts stoked his fascination with the world’s material culture. During this era, 
the Lenape Stone drew him into the search for the origins of human inhabitation in the 
Americas (Dyke, 1996). The inscribed figures of the Lenape Stone, found in Bucks 
County in 1872 and presented to the Bucks County Historical Society (of which Mercer 
was a founding member) in the early 1880s, was purported to depict hunters and 
mastodon, and would have thus set the date of inhabitation to thousands of years earlier 
than archaeological evidence had previously suggested. Mercer concluded, in 1885, that 
it could not be determined whether the stone was authentic or a forgery (Reed, 1987).  
It was perhaps the grinding inconclusiveness of prehistoric archaeology that led 
Mercer, in 1897, into a frenzy of creative activity. The first of his unorthodox endeavors 
was an exhibition of tools from European America’s near past, culled from “penny lots” 
at country sales (Sandford, 1966, p. 7). His catalogue of the collection, Tools of the 
Nation Maker (Mercer, 1897a), remains a seminal document for the nascent field of 
material culture studies (Reed, 1987, p. 18). It both described in rich, historical detail the 
lives of everyday Americans and posited—perhaps even more dramatically for its time—
that humble material culture could illustrate deep continuities of human creative efforts 
across time and geography. Indeed, this was a theme that would grow only stronger as 




collection and a ceramic tile works that drew on the technologies and symbols of the 
global past and present.  
Entries 103 and 689 of Mercer’s Tools (1897a) catalogue are for paint boxes 
(Farb Kishtley), used by Pennsylvania German schoolmasters or students in Bucks 
County, Pennsylvania, for the creation of what Mercer called Fractur. The descendants 
of Jacob Gross, a maker of fraktur until around 1850, and a handful of other local 
informants appear to have been Mercer’s principal sources as he uncovered both fraktur 
and its tools (Mercer, 1897a). That these two entries were among the longest in the 
catalogue foreshadowed another publication released by Mercer in 1897, titled The 
Survival of the Mediæval Art of Illuminative Writing Among Pennsylvania Germans 
(Mercer, 1897b). In both the catalogue entries and in the latter pamphlet, Mercer 
highlighted the continuities inherent in fraktur, between Old and New World educative 
methods among German-speaking peoples and their descendants. Mercer wrote, in the 
conclusion of the pamphlet (1897b): 
   A study of these fugitive examples of a venerated handwriting leads the 
investigator by sure steps from the Germany of Pennsylvania to the valley of the 
Rhine, from the backwoods schoolhouse to the mediaeval cloister. In the fading 
leaflets we recognize prototypes of the glowing hand-made volumes that 
illuminated learning in the Middle Ages and still glorify the libraries of the Old 
World. From the paint box of Bedminster to the priceless book which at Venice is 
shown to the delighted visitor as the handiwork of Hans Memling, we are led by a 
chain of intimately related facts. With strange sensations, we rescue from the 
Pennsylvanian garret evidence indisputable of the passing away in the New World 
of one of the fairest arts of the cloister, which, meeting its death-blow at the 
invention of printing, crossed the Atlantic to linger among the pious descendants 
of the German reformers until recent years. (p. 432) 
 
In this statement, Mercer again invoked the idea of continuity, “a chain of intimately 
related facts,” that connects Memling’s paintings to the fraktur of rural Pennsylvania. 




disparate artifacts can provoke similar aesthetic responses, but also of material “facts.” 
As an archaeologist, Mercer intuited that Pennsylvania German fraktur was not merely a 
continuation of medieval illumination, but that fraktur and medieval illumination 
proceeded from the same prototypes. Moreover, it appears Mercer believed that fraktur 
more closely resembled those prototypes.  
Shelley’s (1953/1961) uncovering of early modern antecedents for fraktur design 
posed a challenge to Mercer’s intuition about fraktur’s medieval origins. Rather than 
emerging from the medieval imagination, fraktur appears to have emerged from a visual 
culture characterized by copying, transforming, and recontextualizing letter forms, 
images, and parts of images from an abundant repository made available through mass 
printing. It should further be noted that there is nothing particularly medieval about the 
subjects depicted in fraktur drawings. Many of the most common subjects, including 
tulips and North American species of birds, were familiar to German-speaking people 
only after the medieval era. As Earnest (1999) has indicated, references to folk legends 
and superstitions—including astrological predictions—appear in some fraktur; yet these 
too were modern in the sense that they were based on contemporaneous events and 
recorded in printed almanacs and broadsides from the 16th through the 19th centuries 
(Minardi, 2015; Shelley, 1953/1961; Sommer, 1983; Yoder, 1969).  
Although Shelley (1953/1961) identified many of the likely sources of fraktur’s 
aesthetics as having been developed and printed from the 16th century onward, he 
retained Mercer’s language of medievalism, defining fraktur as “a revival rather than a 





   In technique, in the use of the Fraktur alphabet, and in the form of drawn 
ornament, Pennsylvania German manuscripts depended on innovations in the 
Gothic, medieval tradition that were made in the sixteenth century, the period of 
the German Renaissance and of Mannerism. (Sommer, 1983, p. 293) 
 
Both Shelley (1953/1961) and Sommer (1983) suggested in these passages that, in spite 
of the defining differences between the medieval scriptorium and the Pennsylvania 
schoolhouse, the fundaments of medieval illumination may be found in fraktur’s genetic 
makeup. This is a tenuous argument, however, given that it might be applied to much of 
print culture, from the Middle Ages to today; what book does not owe its form, in part, to 
the medieval codex? In an imagined future in which books are obsolete, would the 
inhabitants of that future regard us as fairly medieval? 
A clue to Mercer’s willful naïveté lies in his proximity to a particular view of 
craft. As a student at Harvard University, Mercer’s appreciation of art history was 
profoundly influenced by his professor, Charles Eliot Norton. Norton was an American 
with ties to the Pre-Raphaelites and the Arts and Crafts Movement in Britain, and he was 
a close friend to John Ruskin. Norton was particularly impressed by Ruskin’s assessment 
of Gothic architecture which, according to Dowling’s (2007) biography of Norton, “in an 
extraordinary feat of cultural appropriation had captured Gothic for Protestantism” (p. 
25). Dowling continued, “[T]his paradigmatic Gothic character was Protestant in its 
energy, individuality, variety and love of change” (pp 25-26). Like Ruskin, Norton 
envisioned the Gothic past as both the incubator of the republicanism of the Italian 
Renaissance and as a model for a moral community founded on the free, cooperative, and 
organic coalescence of labor—in other words, a model for late 19th-century 
progressivism (Dowling, 2007). With his creation of the Moravian Pottery and Tile 




Crafts Movement in the United States, and was elected to Norton’s Boston Society, an 
Arts and Crafts society, in 1900. As it was for Norton, the medieval era was a useful 
ideological motif and imaginative construct for Mercer. Later scholars who both rebutted 
Mercer’s assertions and reframed them may have been unwittingly drawn to the same 
aura—or mirage—of possibility, always on the other side of some historical chasm.  
Mercer’s eliding of the Latinized work of the medieval cloister with the 
vernacular expressions of Americans (an appellation Pennsylvania Germans claimed 
readily for themselves [Nolt, 2002]) resembled Ruskin’s mission to free Gothic art and 
architecture from the trappings of Catholicism. Both Ruskin and Mercer were guided not 
only by academic interest but also by an agenda of social change. In spite of his skewed 
perspective on the past, Mercer is credited as the first to pull fraktur out of the dresser 
drawers of Pennsylvania German homes and expose it to the raking light of modern 
scholarship. He laid the groundwork for the continuing creative life of fraktur.  
Bringing Whisler’s book into the light of modern scholarship. The historical 
change in the viewership of Whisler’s book affords one example of a process of de- and 
recontextualization that occurs as historical artifacts are taken up by the fields dedicated 
to the study, interpretation, preservation, and presentation of them. However, each artifact 
will follow a different path and interact with different audiences. Regardless of whether 
these interactions materially alter the artifact, they contribute to the distributed network 
of materials and cultural symbols by which contemporary audiences come to know and 
imagine the artifact—museum buildings, archival units, boxes, labels, catalogue entries, 




misdirected deductions like Mercer’s, preserves artifacts and extends their material 
existence in time and space.  
The character of the path of Whisler’s book may be separated into three broad 
phases (see Figure 5, below). During Whisler’s lifetime, it experienced a period of initial 
use as a cyphering book and Whisler’s subsequent use of it as a notebook for scrivener’s 
copy, recipes for home remedies, instructions (in German) for “planting, grafting & 
cutting of trees” (Spohn, 1988), and other such memory aides. After Whisler’s death in 
1874, the book disappeared from the historical record until it was inherited with the 
contents of a house in the mid-1950s; even then, it was placed in storage for another 
thirty years. When it re-emerged in the 1980s, the field of fraktur studies had matured 
significantly. The book had arrived in a future wholly unlike its past. 
 No record has emerged regarding what happened to Whisler’s book between the 
time of his death and its re-emergence in the 20th century. His will (1873) dictated that 
his books should be left to his wife, Esther. Presumably, the cyphering book was among 
them. However, other historical events that would prove significant to the continued life 










1795 Whisler was born around June 16, likely in Mifflin Township, Cumberland County. 
1809-1810 Whisler solved arithmetic problems that he would later “go over” a second time 
and refer to in his cyphering book of 1814-1815.  
1814 On October 18, Whisler purchased the book from Archibald Loudon's store in 
Carlisle, Pennsylvania, for 240 cents. 
1814-1815 Whisler completed about 280 pages of arithmetic problems and eight full-page 
color drawings.  
1816 Whisler created a Vorschrift for a student, Christian Wegner. 
1873 Whisler made out his will, identified as a weaver. The first items he mentioned are 
his books, many of them in German and religious; he left these to his wife.  
1874 Whisler died on July 14 and was buried in what is today Center Church cemetery.  
1897 Henry C. Mercer published the pamphlet, The Survival of the Mediaeval Art of 
Illuminative Writing Among Pennsylvania Germans.  
SECOND 
PHASE 
1932 MoMA opened the exhibition “American Folk Art: The Art of the Common Man, 
1750-1900;” it featured seven fraktur works. 
1953 At New York University, Donald A. Shelley completed his dissertation, The 
Pennsylvania German Style of Illumination, a comprehensive study of fraktur. 
1957 The Winterthur Museum acquired Whisler's 1816 Vorschrift for Christian Wegner. 
~1958 A couple in California inherited the cyphering book with the contents of a home 
near Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. 
1969 The Pennsylvania Farm Museum held one of the first fraktur-only exhibitions. 
1976 The Free Library of Philadelphia, having amassed a fraktur collection, published a 
two-volume catalogue written by Frederick Weiser and Howell Heaney. 
1988 Through a book dealer, the California couple offered the cyphering book at 
auction. Clarence Spohn, antiquarian, evaluated the book with the help of 
Mennonite book collector Amos Hoover. Collector H. William Koch outbid the 
Winterthur Museum, placing the winning bid at $67,600. 
THIRD 
PHASE 
1999 The cyphering book was again sold at auction to Ralph Esmerian, a member of the 
board of trustees of the American Folk Art Museum, in New York City.  
2001 Whisler’s cyphering book was shown at the American Folk Art Museum with other 
gifts and promised gifts from the Esmerian collection in a show titled “American 
Radiance.” 
2005 Ralph Esmerian gifted the book to The American Folk Art Museum.  
2014-2018 The cyphering book, titled Book of Arithmetic Problems of Johannes Whisler in the 
Museum’s collection, was exhibited in a travelling exhibition of highlights of the 
collection, titled “Self-Taught Genius.” In 2017-2018, a portion of the “Self-Taught 
Genius” exhibition was shown in the Museum’s newly opened Self-Taught Genius 
Gallery, in Long Island City, Queens. 





As we have seen, fraktur studies arose as a field of scholarship, largely due to the 
visionary influence of Henry Chapman Mercer. As examples of fraktur were being 
reproduced in books and periodicals, they were also being displayed in museums. In 
1929, the Pennsylvania Museum (now the Philadelphia Museum of Art), displayed a 
framed work of fraktur in its German period rooms; as Minardi (2015) commented, this 
was likely the first time the piece was ever hung on a wall. In 1976, the Free Library of 
Philadelphia, having amassed its own fraktur collection, published a two-volume 
catalogue written by Frederick Weiser and Howell Heaney (Minardi, 2015). During the 
intervening years, fraktur and its motifs were circulated through mass media in the pages 
of magazines and popular books. By the last quarter of the 20th century, both scholarly 
and popular representations of fraktur had secured its position in museum and gallery 
collections, auction houses, and various publications.  
In 1988, Whisler’s cyphering book was brought to auction on behalf of a couple 
from California (Solis-Cohen, 1988). Thirty years earlier, they had inherited and placed 
in storage the contents of a relative’s house near Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. We may 
assume it was not until around 1988 that the couple re-discovered the book as an item of 
potential historical, cultural, and monetary value. At this moment, Whisler’s cyphering 
book collided with the institutions of scholarship and connoisseurship that had developed 
since the late 19th century to accommodate the book as an exemplary artifact of 
Pennsylvania German fraktur and American folk art.  
Clarence Spohn and Amos Hoover. Clarence Spohn, a local antiquarian, was 
hired by the auctioneer T. Glenn Horst & Sons, Inc. to describe and catalogue the 




Day weekend in 1988. Recognizing the significance of the book, Spohn sought the 
assistance of Amos Hoover, a Mennonite book collector. One night, from dinner time 
until 1:30 a.m., they decoded the page of substitution code on which Whisler recorded 
where, when, and how he became betrothed and then wedded to Esther Scherrer (Solis-
Cohen, 1988).  
Spohn (1988) described the book’s contents in great detail for the auction 
catalogue entry. He also noted, in capital letters: 
   THIS BOOK IS THE ONLY KNOWN EXAMPLE OF A COPY BOOK 
WHICH TIES THE OCCUPATION OF SCHOOLMASTER, FRAKTUR 
ARTIST AND SCRIVENER TO A KNOWN FRAKTUR ARTIST. [...] THIS 
BOOK IS TRULY A RARITY IN THE WORLD OF AMERICAN FOLK ART - 
A MUSEUM PIECE BEYOND QUESTION.  
 
Indeed, although Spohn was employed by a profit-seeking auction house, he hoped that a 
museum would acquire the book to ensure that its contents remained intact (Solis-Cohen, 
1988). Three renowned scholars of fraktur—Donald Shelley, Frederick S. Weiser, and 
Don Yoder—drafted a letter (1988) to collectors requesting monetary assistance to 
purchase the book for the Winterthur Museum, which had already acquired Whisler’s 
Vorschrift, the only other known example of Whisler’s fraktur. A writer for the 
Associated Press (1988) captured the air of suspense in the auction hall: 
   People stopped eating the strawberry pie the Mennonite ladies were selling at 
the sandwich stand, as Spohn stood up in front next to the auctioneer with the 
book in his hand. He quoted John Ruskin. 
 “A man who works with his hand is a laborer, a man who works with his 
hands and his brain is a craftsman, and a man who works with his hands, his head 
and his heart in an artist,” he said, opening the book. 
 He turned the pages of the book and held it open to the courtship fraktur. 





The scholars’ effort was in vain: The museum, represented by book and manuscript 
dealer Ron Lieberman, ended its bidding at $55,000 (Solis-Cohen, 1988); the book was 
sold to a private collector, H. William Koch, for $67,600.  
Meanwhile, Amos Hoover had been investigating John Whisler’s historical 
imprint on the local community: He discovered the location of the Whislers’ graves, at 
Center Lutheran Church; in a letter to Spohn, dated August 30, he speculated that Whisler 
may have developed the farm on which Hoover’s daughter then lived; he wondered, 
“Would that be a mistake for having left [sic] that book get away from its home?” 
(Hoover, 1988). I imagine that on the night that Spohn and Hoover stayed awake until the 
witching hour, cracking the code for the first time and peering into the tender moments of 
a life that had been sealed from view for over a hundred years, the book cast a spell on 
Hoover—not the spell of covetousness but the promise of completeness, or the 
restoration of something lost.  
Ralph Esmerian and the American Folk Art Museum. In 1999, the cyphering 
book was again sold at auction. It was purchased by Ralph Esmerian, a collector who had 
served as a member, president, and chairman of the American Folk Art Museum’s board 
of trustees. In 2001, the book was exhibited with other gifts and promised gifts from 
Esmerian’s collection. The book came into the museum’s legal possession in 2005.12  
 
12 In 2010, Esmerian was charged with wire fraud and bankruptcy fraud, and 
subsequently convicted. To settle Esmerian’s bankruptcy claims, the museum had to 




 In the catalogue for the 2001 exhibition, Weiser wrote the entries for the Whisler 
book and a similar book of sample accounts by John Eckman13. According to Weiser, 
“[Whisler] filled some pages with rather nervous drawings of the ilk of fraktur,” and, 
echoing Spohn’s pronouncement from the 1988 auction catalogue, “Page after page bears 
elaborate headings, and a collection of other drawings makes the record a tour de force of 
a type rarely encountered” (p. 494). While Weiser acknowledged the historical 
significance and identification of six pages of fraktur in the 1988 letter that he co-signed 
with Shelley and Yoder, he chose in his catalogue entry to qualify the drawings’ 
relationship to fraktur. It is unclear whether Weiser made a clear distinction between the 
contents of this book and “actual” fraktur, or whether other considerations caused him to 
hedge the term.  
For the book’s exhibition label in the 2014 show, Self-Taught Genius: Treasures 
from the American Folk Art Museum, curator Stacy Hollander did not identify the book 
as fraktur but did contextualize it within the intersection of Pennsylvania German and 
Anglo-American cultures. Hollander (2014) placed greater emphasis on that which 
contemporary audiences might find familiar within the book, and she identified Whisler’s 
drawing explorations as normative activities for a young person.  
The History’s Conclusion  
The history of the book, as it has been laid out, has provided the context for its 
creation, as a cyphering book and a work of fraktur. While Whisler’s book might well 
index the “evolving system” (Gruber, 1989) of his own creative enterprise, it also 
 
13 The Eckman book was put up for auction in 2014. A cyphering book by Eckman is in 




intersects with the lives of others, within evolving fields, and across time, so that it is 
more appropriate to describe the evolving system as distributed among Whisler, his book, 
other works of fraktur, and those who have invested these artifacts with cultural and 
historical meaning. Our eventual goal, however, is to describe the relationship between 
the moment-to-moment creative action of doodling and the broader cultural forms in 
which that action is inscribed. We have yet to form a phenomenological conception of 
Whisler’s lived experience in the making of the book, in the microgenetic gestures of 
handwriting and drawing in the book. What follows, then, is the first step toward a 
renegotiation of Whisler’s cyphering book, which will unfold over the next three 
chapters. In particular, this study takes a closer look at Whisler’s incorporation of 
flourishes and ornamentation within his Round Hand script. In these seemingly mundane 
details, we will glimpse the affective, somatic intersections of language and mark making 
that have persisted through much of human history.  
Calligraphy and Handwriting in Whisler’s Milieu 
Any discussion about the form of an individual’s handwriting must take into 
account the history and distribution of the script used. The use of a script is inherently 
social. A script selects an audience; while one may be literate in one script, it is possible 
to be illiterate in another. A script is most often used with an assumption of suitability for 
its purpose. It may be selected—or enforced—as a matter of efficiency, legibility, 
elegance, or all of these. To use a script that is illegible or inelegant may appear as an 
affront to normal communication and thus normal social relations. 
 Whisler’s hand was trained in English Round Hand. Several pages of handwritten 




script, commonly known as Kurrentschrift (a small portion of which is shown in Figure 
6). While both scripts may be called running scripts, or cursive, they possess unique 
histories. Kurrentschrift developed out of “black letter”14 (or Gothic) scripts, notable for 
thick, densely packed vertical strokes. The resultant cursive is therefore a rhythm of 
jagged minuscules (lower-case letters) and ropy majuscules (capital letters). In contrast, 
Round Hand is a cursive script that arose, gradually, from italic scripts. Italian humanists 
of the 15th and 16th centuries based their inventions on Carolingian and (older) Roman 
scripts, which appear more open and rounded than Gothic blackletter scripts. Clayton 
(2013) has noted that these new scripts reflected the “flowing classical language the 
humanists sought to revive” (p. 137). This suggests not simply an analogy between 
written and spoken language, but a material fact: The visual manner in which words are 
wrought contributes to the somatic perception of the language. It is not hard to 
understand, then, why Whisler and other Pennsylvania Germans learned both 
Kurrentschrift and Round Hand: They are different scripts for different languages, which 
engage the writer, the reader, and the listener in different ways.  
 
 
Figure 6. A detail of Whisler’s Kurrentschrift, from a page preceding the cyphering 
sections of his book 
 
14 Also “blackletter,” so called because of the visual predominance of black on a full 




The Origins of Early Modern Scripts  
Beginning in the 15th century, this abundance of hands writing in their vernacular 
languages owed something, paradoxically, to the printing press. Invented by Gutenberg 
and co-opted by his investors, the printing press is a bundle of technologies: the press 
itself, cast lead-alloy type sets, oil-based inks, linen rag paper, and a culture of readers 
eager to write. Clayton (2013) observed that a number of phenomena coincided with the 
development of commercial printing that would ensure the wide spread of handwriting. 
“As part of the intellectual awakening that the Renaissance had stimulated,” wrote 
Clayton (2013), “a new emphasis came to be placed upon collecting first-hand accounts 
of the observable world; handwriting served this need” (p. 155). New forms of 
documents, including handwritten pamphlets and printed newspapers, circulated news 
and gossip among literate urbanites. Handwritten copies of texts continued to be 
profitable, as handwriting remained faster and less expensive than printing. Education in 
handwriting became more widely available, and postal services began to spring up within 
cities and across kingdoms (Clayton, 2013). 
 The introduction of the printing press and the handwriting culture that followed 
also resulted in a greater demand for paper. Prior to the era of the printing press, and even 
during its introduction, the folios of manuscripts were made of calfskin vellum, a 
substrate that was costly and labor-intensive in its preparation. The more affordable, linen 
rag-based paper that became common toward the end of the Middle Ages was first 
introduced to Europeans in the twelfth century, by Arabs in Spain and Sicily. The process 
was developed in China nearly a millennium earlier (Jackson, 1981, p. 116). In this 




machinery—cotton and linen rags are left to deteriorate in water, and are then ground into 
fine fibers. The slurry of paper pulp is spread over a mesh of copper wire, and left to dry, 
resulting in a gridded, “laid” pattern. Even after the development of large-scale paper 
industries, rag paper continued and continues to be more costly than wood-based papers. 
Nevertheless, in comparison to vellum, it was instrumental in democratizing and 
disseminating handwritten texts.  
 
 
Figure 7. Ludovico degli Arrighi’s humanist script, ca. 1523. Source: Library of 
Congress 
To meet the demand for efficient and teachable handwriting styles, master 
penmen compiled and published handwriting manuals. As mentioned above, the 
genealogy of Round Hand can be traced to Italian humanist scripts. Many of these scripts 




(chancery cursive) would be sent to courts across Europe, thus giving greater exposure to 
these scripts (Jackson, 1981). The first of the Chancery scribes known to have published 
a handwriting manual was Ludovico degli Arrighi, in 1522. Jackson (1981) identified this 
script as a cursive version of earlier Carolingian minuscules; it is written with a squared 
pen, resulting in rather thick, vertical strokes. A successor to Arrighi, Giovanni Francesco 
Cresci, sought to improve upon the speed and economy of this cancellaresca script. He 
used a thinner, flexible pen tip, the strokes of which varied slightly in width with 
pressure. Two characteristics of Cresci’s hand stand out against that of Arrighi. First, the 
abundance of closed loops foreshadowed the copperplate styles that followed (Jackson, 
1981, p. 61). In many cases, these loops are imperceptible; at the tops of letters d, b, l, 
and L, the loops are so tight as to appear as solid black teardrops. Second, the letters lean 
forward, each leading the hand—and eyes—to the next. 
 
 
Figure 8. An excerpt of cancellaresca corsiva from Il Perfetto Scrittore, written and 






The Development of Round Hand 
By the early 17th century, cursive scripts dominated handwriting in northern 
Europe; among them was the French Italienne bastarde, which became widely adopted in 
England—presumably for its simplicity; it was the precursor to English Round Hand. As 
Clayton (2013) has observed, Alais de Beaulieu’s L’Art d’Ecrire (published in 1680) 
revealed that, initially, the variation of line thickness in Round Hand was not achieved—
as it is in other scripts—by placing varying pressure on the nib of the pen. Instead, the nib 
(typically made from a wing feather of a crow or goose), was cut squarely, and split 
unevenly, to create a thin (flexible) and thick (rigid) side to the nib. Thin lines were thus 
created by rocking the nib onto the corner of the rigid side, whereas thick lines were 
created by the full width of the nib lying flat on the paper’s surface.  
However, the introduction of copybooks printed with copperplate engravings 
allowed writing masters to dazzle potential adherents with forms that were otherwise 
difficult to achieve with pen and ink. Two aspects of engraving had important 
consequences for Round Hand: The sharp, V-shaped tip of the engraving tool (or graver) 
would remain pointed in the same direction as the engraver would rotate the copper plate 
on a small cushion (Morison, 1931); the variable line thickness (or “weight”) of the 
engraved lines was achieved through the variable pressure placed on the graver (thus 
effecting the depth and width of the gouged trough that would hold the ink). The smooth 
rotation of the copper plate on a cushion gave the engraver increased control when 
making uninterrupted arcs, loops, and curls. This was particularly important in the 
creation of dramatic flourishes, the radii of which could shift with a seemingly 




18th centuries was achieved by use of a squared pen nib, a new method of controlling 
line weight emerged. With a quill pen, this variable line could be achieved with a 
flexible, pointed nib, such that greater pressure on the nib resulted in a wider line. The 
increase of pressure on downstrokes and release of pressure on “hairline” upstrokes, 
while maintaining the pen’s contact with the paper, required practiced fine motor control. 
In sum, the difference between engraving with a sharp steel graver and 
handwriting with a goose quill pen was one of speed and direction: engraving could be 
accomplished through slow, smooth movements, and the hand holding the graver 
remained in a relatively stable position as the engraving surface rotated;15 handwriting, in 
contrast, was performed on a fixed surface, and the writing hand moved more quickly, in 
all directions and in coordination with the entire arm.  
With these affordances, the producers of copperplate manuals included 
increasingly dramatic flourishes and ornamentations to their handwriting samples. In a 
plate from Edward Cocker’s 1657 book, The Pen’s Transcendencie, Cocker’s script is 
nearly identical to that of Cresci, which had been introduced nearly a hundred years 
earlier (Jackson, 1981, p. 124). Cocker, however, was unabashed in his inclusion of 
meticulous knotwork, which forms (on flanking sides of the text) men with parrots, 
cherubs, suns, and a small, writing hand. Many contemporaries derided these promoters 
of ornamentation who, they argued, affected effete distractions from the simple beauty of 
skillfully produced scripts.  
 
15 Jackson (1981) wrote, “The very word ‘engraved’ has a slow unwinding sound to it” 





Figure 9. A plate from Edward Cocker’s (1657) The Pen’s Transcendencie. Source: 
NUMiSTRAL 
When Round Hand was first introduced to England, it was eschewed by men as 
overly feminine, foreshadowing a gendering of handwriting that continued well into the 
20th century. Ornamental flourishes did likely little to change the minds of detractors of 
Round Hand. Nevertheless, supporters of ornamentation developed arguments in favor of 
the practice. John Clark (1683-1736) wrote that, “The practice of striking and sprigging 
letters are pretty ingenious exercises for use at their leisure hours, and may also serve to 
please such as may admire the fancy of the pen as well as the solid use of it” (as cited in 
Jackson, 1981, p. 126). George Bickham, engraver of a series of popular copperplate 
manuals between 1733-1741 titled The Universal Penman, offered that the incorporation 




Gesture, and disengag’d Air, which is imperceptibly caught from frequently conversing 
with the Polite and Well-bred” (as cited in Clayton, 2013, p. 201).  
 Despite claims of its effeminacy, Round Hand script gained traction within the 
higher echelons of the British Empire and became the script of business therein. 
According to Clayton (2013): 
   One of the claims to fame that penmen now advanced was that they made a 
contribution to the nation’s wealth and overseas adventures. In George Bickham’s 
The British Monarchy (1743), a representation in maps, pictures and prose of the 
extent of the territory belonging to the King of Great Britain, we find “All those 
Countries, Islands, Forts and Settlements which are in the Round-Hand character, 
belong to the King.” Penmanship was leveraging an empire. (p. 182) 
 
Round Hand had become by the 18th century the favored script of men of business, and 
by virtue of that fact, the standard script of arithmetic education. Yet, in spite of its 
economical ductus—“the number, order and direction of letter strokes required to create a 
character” (Clayton, 2013, p. 36)—or perhaps because of it, Round Hand retained a 
capacity for ornamental flourishes that first sprang rather naturally from the cursive hands 
of Roman scribes. This is immediately evident in writing manuals and cyphering books 
of the period, wherein flourishes not only ensconce the text from which they spring but 
become pictorial, as well.  
To contemporary observers, this co-operation of cold calculation and carefree 
doodling may appear paradoxical, to say the least. Yet, as Tamara Plakins Thornton 
(1996) has shown, scripts were deployed in different manners according to several 
societal factors, including profession, but also gender and status. As Bickham’s 
exhortation suggests, a gentlemanly insouciance could be cultivated by the hand; that 
same insouciance might cost a scrivener his job. Thornton (1996) compared the 




dress and physical comportment—an observation that points to ideologies of potential 
selfhood. A woman’s individuality was applied; a man’s character, by contrast, exuded 
itself from within.  
 
Figure 10. Excerpt from Bickham’s The Universal Penman (ca. 1740). Source: Bowdoin 
College Museum  
John Jenkins: Handwriting for a New Republic. By the start of the 19th 
century, new notions of selfhood were taking root, and were consequential for 
handwriting instruction in the United States. In 1791, John Jenkins produced a 
handwriting pamphlet that would set the trajectory of handwriting instruction for much of 
the 19th century. By the printing of its second, expanded edition in 1813, Jenkins’s The 
Art of Writing, Reduced to a Plain and Easy System would become the “standard” 




Having come into adulthood as the colonies were declaring their independence 
from Britain, Jenkins lived in a society formed in part by craftsmen and merchants who 
had risen to gentility by utilizing their accumulated fortunes to acquire the manners and 
education of the leisured aristocracy (Christen, 2012). Guided by the ideals of the new 
republic, Jenkins proposed a method of handwriting education that would both elevate 
the status of skilled labor while making fine handwriting, a status symbol of gentility, 
available to a rising middle class. According to education historian Richard Christen 
(2012):   
   His vision of the new United States fused both old and new: glancing back to 
the values of the eighteenth-century aristocracy, he employed them purposefully 
to inch toward a more individualistic, mercantile, and middle-class society. 
Ultimately, Jenkins believed that synthesis—gentility with opportunity, aesthetics 
with utility, and most important, hand with mind—should define individual and 
national identity in the early American republic. (p. 494) 
 
Jenkin’s vision for education in the new republic would reconcile the traditional 
dichotomy of intellectual versus manual creation.   
Jenkins (1813) offered a systematic approach to Round Hand in which the letters 
were shown to be comprised of six “principal strokes,” each being slightly altered in 
relation to their role within the formation of a letter and the letter’s position in a word. On 
its face, Jenkins’s instructions appear unfailingly rational, even if this rationality was put 
to the service of reproducing in lockstep a wholly irrational, baroque script. Jenkins 
discouraged his readers from venturing into ornamentation traditionally attributed to the 
aristocratic posturing and copybooks of previous generations: “All needless scrawls and 
flourishes naturally obscure the simple idea of the letter, and the learner is thereby not 




In contrast to the wholesale copying of copperplate examples, Jenkins’ method—
in which letters were broken down into their most basic parts and gradually combined 
into more complex words and phrases—resembled other developments in pedagogy that 
followed the philosophy of the Enlightenment. Christen (2012) noted, for example, that 
Heinrich Pestalozzi “accepted Locke’s notion that sense impression was the foundation 
of all knowledge and perceived teaching as the ‘progressive clearing up’ of the confusion 
resulting from initial sensations” (p. 505). Similarly, Jenkins emphasized that control of 
the pen was a matter not only of imitating and practicing the actions implied by an 
example, but also of intellectual awareness of the parts of letter forms and their relation to 
the whole.  
As Christen remarked, “The hand-mind worker—the ‘ingenious mechanic’—was 
Jenkins’s exemplary citizen of early 19th-century America” (p. 517). This middle-class 
“mechanic” class was a uniquely American phenomenon, comprised of both “agrarian-
oriented Republicans” (Christen, 2012, p. 517) and the laborers of newly minted 
industrial towns. In this movement, we may recognize the early stirrings of movements 
valorizing labor throughout the 19th century, including the Arts and Crafts movement in 
Britain and the United States.  
Although it is unknown whether Jenkins’s teachings directly or indirectly reached 
a young Johannes Whisler, Christen (2012) speculated that such an approach to 
handwriting education had become commonplace by the second decade of the 19th 
century. Furthermore, the notion of handwriting as a mechanical craft would perhaps 
have appealed to Whisler, whose time in his adult life was organized largely by the labors 




Elementary parts. In concluding this necessarily condensed introduction to 
Round Hand, we are left to consider the fundamental parts and principles of such a 
handwriting scheme, or any handwriting scheme. In other words, how does the learner 
acquire a script? What are the qualities of knowing a script? How do the movements of 
handwriting—both intellectual and physical—become second nature to the writer? To 
begin entertaining these questions, we will look at one more “master penman” of the 
Round Hand tradition. 
In the mid-19th century, as the United States grew in area and population, 
advances in transportation and communication provided for the spread of shared ideas 
and ideals across the nation. Concurrently, public and private schools at every 
educational level adopted widespread standards, including those in handwriting 
education. In 1848, Platt Rogers Spencer, an intellectual heir to Jenkins if ever he had 
one, introduced the Spencerian Key to Practical Penmanship, a system of handwriting 
education that would gain favor throughout the nation’s schools until the end of the 19th 
century—and built a small empire in doing so. Like Jenkins, Spencer based his 
instruction on the reduction of letter forms to their fundamental strokes. Spencer, 
however, infused this model with aesthetic and moral ideals that would appeal to 
Victorian sensibilities (Thornton, 1996). The Key to Practical Penmanship indicated that, 
in Nature, “the elements of all the letters, in ways without number, enter into the 
composition of countless objects fitted to delight the eyes of the beholder” (Spencer, 
1866, p. 14). Spencer (1866) encouraged readers to imitate in their handwriting the 
appearances of natural forms: 
   We know that the rays of light emanating from luminous bodies, proceed to the 




straight line. The undulating wave upon the surface of the ocean, and clouds 
floating in the atmosphere, present to us curves full of grace and beauty. The oval 
is seen in leaf, bud and flower, in the wave-washed pebble, and in shells that lie 
scattered upon the shore, and cover the bottom of the sea. When we consider 
Penmanship as with these things, it is no longer merely mechanical labor, devoid 
of interest and pleasure, but it is a noble and refining art, having charms which 
appeal to the finest susceptibilities of the heart. (pp. 39-40) 
 
It is unclear whether any students of the Spencerian method took literally this directive to 
draw from nature, or whether it served merely as an enchanting metaphor. As Thornton 
(1996) wrote, “It is doubtful that most Victorian Americans credited penmanship with 
such transformative powers, but they did believe in the moral benefits of contemplating 
nature” (p. 50). Spencer regarded penmanship as not only a refinement of natural forms 
from without, but also a refinement of human nature from within.  
The other half of Spencer’s model, then, was the disciplining of the body. Indeed, 
as Spencer (1866) wrote, turning his attention from Nature, “The muscles of the arm, 
hand, and fingers, that is, those muscles which are chiefly concerned in the production of 
written forms, are well known to be under the direction of the will. They are capable, 
therefore, of being trained” (p. 15). Spencer devoted the third chapter of the Key to 
“Position”—including posture and pen hold—and another to “Movement.” Regarding 
posture:  
   The body … must always be in a position nearly erect—near to, but never 
leaning upon or touching the desk. The feet must have a direction corresponding 
to the slant of the letters. The hands must always be at right angles to one another. 
(Spencer, 1866, p. 27) 
 
As Thornton (1996) wrote, one key difference between Spencer and his predecessor, 
Jenkins, was the Spencerian notion that the movements of the hand were not easily 
dictated by the mind, but required repetitive, military-inspired drills, replete with 




actions. Spencerian handwriting drills would eventually be succeeded by Palmerian ones 
in the 20th century, and American handwriting education—as it fades, seemingly, into 
obsolescence—is remembered by most for the pain it inflicted on the bodies and souls of 
young people.16 
Spencerian handwriting has been introduced here not as a presentist critique of 
Victorian ideals gone awry but as a mode of instruction that lays bare two essential 
aspects of handwriting as it is experienced by the writer—aspects which may be found in 
handwriting paradigms throughout history and across cultures: ideal form and ideal 
movement. The prevailing historic record of handwriting in the West from the late 
medieval to the early 19th century suggests that handwriting has ostensibly developed in 
response to the perceived expediency of certain scripts for certain commercial and 
bureaucratic purposes. At any given time, the conception of the ideal script was tied to 
certain conceptions of the human body’s ability to wield the pen in a symbiosis of 
human-and-pen—or to train the human body to achieve an intrinsic mechanistic potential. 
In this way, handwriting became a moral exercise, for it demanded full attention and 
control of mind and body.  
For Whisler and many of those wielders of the pen who preceded him (like 
Cresci, Cocker, and Bickham), ideal form and ideal movement of handwriting were not 
defined by mechanistic routines. Rather than suppressing his mind’s interstitial 
 
16 The conclusion to Anne Trubek’s (2016) The History and Uncertain Future of 
Handwriting is among the most recent, representative diatribes against cursive 
penmanship education. The matter of contemporary handwriting education will be 




wanderings, Whisler channeled them through his hand and to the page, as flourishes, 
drawings, and other doodles.  
Summary 
This chapter has laid out a sociocultural and technical background of the creation 
of Whisler’s cyphering book. Whisler’s book arises from a confluence of two traditions: 
cyphering and fraktur. While both traditions prevailed in Pennsylvania German 
communities in the early 19th century, Whisler’s book is a rare extant example of both 
existing in a single artifact. Moreover, the extent to which Whisler illuminated and 
doodled within his pages of arithmetic problems provides us with a rare glimpse of the 
daily creative activity a young person in a rural Pennsylvania German community.  
This chapter has also presented a history of fraktur studies and of the interpretive 
framing of Whisler’s book, in particular. This history reveals how and why audiences 
from the time of the book’s creation until today would continue to derive relevance and 
salience from it. These histories also point to some of the ways in which these audiences 
have transformed the book by selectively ascribing to it markers such as medieval 
illumination or contemporary adolescence, or by placing and viewing it within the 
collection of a folk art museum.  
The background given in this chapter sets the stage for the present analysis of 
Whisler’s book, which is based in the phenomenal experience of learning, reproducing, 
and innovating upon forms of handwriting. As we have seen, Whisler lived in an era in 
which styles of handwriting denoted social position and profession, and in which learning 
to write by hand was a matter of copying from masterly examples—in much the same 




throughout works of fraktur. These conventions would soon give way to the Victorian 
era’s rote, mechanistic methods of handwriting education.  
The present analysis begins (in the following chapter) with a cataloguing of the 
microgenetic creative activity of handwriting flourishes and doodles in throughout the 
book. Not unlike the interpretive approach of Henry Chapman Mercer, mine is a product 
of my own cultural milieu, a reflection of my experiences as an artist and art educator, a 





III – METHODOLOGY 
In the previous chapter, we explored Johannes Whisler’s cyphering book with 
regard to its historical antecedents and the cultural milieu in which it was created. As a 
lifelong companion to Whisler, the book brought his biography into relief, and it wove 
Whisler’s life into the lives of others, some of whom—in conjunction with whole fields 
of study—brought Whisler’s book into the present. That story of the book emphasized the 
sociocultural dynamics of creativity. In it, the book was an already-created thing, within 
which past cultural forms resonated and were received by different audiences in different 
ways. To Whisler, his peers, and his potential students, the book was a means of 
participating in regimes of knowledge and aesthetics; for audiences looking back at the 
book after the industrialization of the economy and the centralization of schooling, it has 
represented a resistance to modernity and a persistence of the Old World. In the first case, 
an ontogenetic account, the development of Whisler’s identity was inscribed in and by 
the book; in the second, a sociogenetic account, the identity of the book underwent 
historical change as societal institutions grew and transformed to accommodate the book 
as a valued artifact.  
The present chapter treats the book with regard to Whisler’s numerous acts of 
mark making, which coalesce into patterns of activity and reveal in greater detail his 
attunement to the materiality of the handwriting in which he was trained. The following 
two chapters (Results and Discussion) build a reconstructed microgenetic account of 




comprised of the summoning of linguistic symbols, the use of particular handwriting 
tools and methods, and the organismic perception of language. These activities—which 
we might describe as personal and private—will reveal the temporal, phenomenological 
arc of Whisler’s process. Analyzed within the framework of distributed creativity, the 
private character of time and motion inscribed in Whisler’s book, like the hidden gears of 
a clock, mesh with the larger-scale temporal movements of Whisler’s developing identity 
and the “stability and change” (Glăveanu, 2014) of the social, historical traditions of 
cyphering, fraktur making, and handwriting. 
Codicological Method  
The following investigation into the material makeup of Whisler’s book and its 
contents may be considered a codicological analysis, with a focus on the doodling that 
emerged from Whisler’s handwriting. Since the introduction of the term in the 1940s, 
codicology has been interpreted in various ways, but its mature form tends to hew to what 
François Masai and L. M. J. Delaissé referred to as an “archaeology of the book” (Gruijs, 
1972; Gulácsi, 2005).  
Delaissé in particular was driven by the goal of describing the lives of medieval 
books—the impetus for and process of a book’s creation; the minds and hands that wrote 
and illuminated it; its alterations; its uses; its preservation. His earliest project toward this 
end, a study of the work of Thomas à Kempis, was said to offer readers a “look over 
Thomas à Kempis’s shoulder” (Vermeeren, as cited in Gruijs, 1972), a look at a creative 
process in its microgenetic complexity.  
Other medievalists also contributed to my approach of studying the book early in 




medieval manuscripts, noting that a page of a manuscript is rarely seen removed from the 
context of the facing page, let alone from the temporal experience of the preceding and 
succeeding pages. Similarly, I have taken inspiration from Michael Camille (1992) who, 
in his “heteroclite” study of liminal spaces in medieval European culture, interpreted the 
odd motifs that populate the margins of manuscripts not in isolation but “as part of the 
whole page, text, object, or space in which they are anchored” (p. 9).  
Based on the work of Delaissé, Masai, and others, Gruijs (1972) formulated these 
“basic principles of codicology stricto sensu [in its restricted sense]”: 
a. a highly detailed description of the physical aspects of the object 
investigated; 
b. a synthesis based on this description which outlines the material 
evolution of the codex; and 
c. a confrontation of this evolution with the actual contents of the item in 
question, its text or illustration. The whole gives a picture of the static 
and dynamic structure of the manuscript. (p. 104) 
 
To this, Gruijs (1972) added a definition of “codicology in the wider sense,” which 
would, he wrote, 
include full details of its incorporation in libraries or collections, of the catalogues 
or other literature in which it features, of the social function it fulfilled in its own 
day, the philosophical and sociological problems it creates as a cultural 
phenomenon and communication medium, the symbolism with which it is 
associated, and so on. (p. 104) 
 
Chapter II of this dissertation deals largely in this “wider sense” with regard to Whisler’s 
book. In the following chapters, this wider sense serves as a guide for interpreting the 
details that emerge through the narrower, microgenetic look at Whisler’s mark making—






At the time of my research, Whisler’s cyphering book was stored in the archival 
wing of the American Folk Art Museum. I requested and received access to the book on 
two occasions, in February 2018 and in March 2019. In the latter occasion, I was given 
permission to photograph all of the pages of the book with a digital camera, at 300 ppi. 
Each photograph consists of a spread of facing pages. For conservation purposes, the 
spine of the book could not be opened to 180 degrees, nor could the pages be flattened; 
thus, the photographs exhibit some distortion of the pages, particularly as the pages turn 
in toward the binding at the center of each spread. There are a total of 145 spreads 
consisting of 286 pages of arithmetic problems 
Due to copyright limitations, I was given unlimited access only to versions of the 
photographs set to a lower resolution of 150 pixels per inch. In most cases, these served 
the purposes of the research. Per request, I acquired higher-resolution versions of some 
photographs.  
Treatment of the Data 
With the photographs on file, I was able to identify, catalog, and visualize the 
characteristics and placement of the instances of doodling throughout the pages of 
arithmetic.  
Identifying “Doodling” in Whisler’s Handwriting 
Although the graphic flair of Whisler’s handwriting became quickly apparent to 
me as I pored over the book, the flourishes and other doodling Whisler deployed were 




linguistic graphic play at the other. “Ordinary Round Hand” in this case refers to the 
cursive script with only the linear elements that make each letter fully legible and the 
loops and ligatures that constitute the ductus, or flow and sequence, of the script. 
Drawing a dividing line through that continuum is difficult, because it was quite ordinary 
for practitioners of Round Hand to vary their letterforms (particularly the first capital 
letters of words) or to exaggerate the length and curve of an ascender or descender 
beyond what would be required for legibility.  
Nevertheless, throughout most of the passages of arithmetic problems and other 
passages in the book, Whisler did provide examples of what we might call ordinary 
handwriting, which is fairly consistent and does not contain idiosyncratic doodling. This 
provided a baseline for identifying the passages of handwriting that contain excesses or 
transformations of the script, the drawing in Whisler’s handwriting. Based on my 
observations of the handwriting of Whisler and his contemporaries, I identified three 
categories into which Whisler’s doodling might fall: flourishes, textures or patterns, and 
iconography. 
 
Figure 11. Flourishes: Non-representational, 
stylistic extensions of the line(s) used to 
compose linguistic characters. (Detail from 






Figure 12. Textures or patterns: The typically 
smooth, flowing line of handwriting is 
replaced by a composite line of smaller 
strokes (for example, a dotted line), or 
additional strokes or marks are added to the 
smooth lines. (Detail from Baurenfeind’s 
Schreib-Kunst [1736]) 
  
Figure 13. Iconography added to the linework 
of the script: The lines of handwriting are 
altered to form representational images, or 
representational imagery is attached to the 
lines of handwriting. (Detail from Peggey 
Clayton’s cyphering book [1776]) 
 
 
To establish a more objective lens through which to identify extra-linguistic 
doodling in Whisler’s handwriting, I invited two visual art experts1 to independently 
review samples of spreads of arithmetic problems from Whisler’s book, and to identify 
instances of the three categories of doodling. The two volunteer coders and I used felt-
tipped highlighters to color code instances of each of the three categories on 17-by-11-
inch prints of the spreads.2 In a preliminary “training” session, in which each of us 
reviewed five sample spreads, we discussed and refined the relevance of those terms with 
regard to Whisler’s handwriting. Through this process, we identified some gestures that 
were so common in Whisler’s writing as to indicate that they were necessary for the 
formation of characters and would thus not be coded as flourishes.  
 
1 Both hold MFA degrees in visual art; one has taught studio art courses at a university 
for several years, and the other teaches art to children with special needs. 
2 As with all attempts to categorize phenomena, there were some that bridged multiple 







Sample Showing All Ways of Identifying and Coding Doodles 
 
File # Page # Column Word/Object In cell 
In 
word Code Notes 
97 169 2 Dry Measures Top Thru P/T frizzled 
98 170 1 Quarts Bottom First F  
100 174 2 [curving looped line] Mid Inde F  
142 258 2 wall Mid Last I  
Definitions of Column Headings and Identifiers: 
File # – The number of the digital photographic file, each showing a spread of facing 
pages 
Page # – The page number according to Whisler’s pagination 
Column – The column in which the doodle appears; “1” indicates left column, “2” 
indicates the next column to the right; few pages contain three columns 
Word/Object – The word, character, or non-symbolic figure in which the doodle 
appears 
In cell – The location in the cell in which the doodle appears  
Top: The first line of text 
Bottom: The last line of text 
Mid: The lines of text between first and last lines 
In word – The location within the word/object in which the doodle appears 
Thru: Doodle appears throughout the word 
First: Doodle appears within the first character of a word 
Last: Doodle appears within the last character of a word 
Inde: Doodle appears as an independent object or character (e.g. a non-symbolic 
figure or a lone character serving as an abbreviation) 
Code – See above; one of three codes: Pattern or Texture (P/T), Flourish (F), or Icon 
(I) 
Notes – Descriptive notes, utilized to locate a particular example among the list 
 
Then, independently, each of us coded 28 additional sample spreads. With these 
three sets of spreads, I made a chart of the instances in Whisler’s handwriting that were 
identified by all three coders as falling into any of the categories of doodling (see 
Appendix B). With reference to the chart, I then identified all similar instances of 
doodling throughout all of the 286 pages of arithmetic problems, listing each one on a 




within the cell; the word or character in which it appears; the position within the word; 
and the category of doodling (see sample table, Table 1; see Appendix C for full table). 
Visualizations  
As I recorded instances of doodling throughout the 145 spreads, I used raster 
graphics editing software to digitally highlight them (in black) on copies of the digital 
photograph files. The highlights were made on transparent layers (with opacity set at 
10%); these layers were then combined into composite images, which show the location 
of doodles on multiple, overlapping pages (see Figure 21). Layers of transparent black 
highlights appear light gray against a white background. When layered in a composite 
image, those areas of highlight that overlap create a darker value; greater numbers of 
overlapping highlights result in darker areas. The resulting density maps reveal where the 
greatest amount of doodling activity occurred across all of the pages of arithmetic 
problems.  
Reproductions of Details 
Details from the photographs of the spreads—focusing on particular flourishes 
and other doodles—have been isolated from the larger photographs and presented in 
groupings at approximately the actual size at which they appear in Whisler’s book. The 
purpose of these groupings is to provide quick visual comparisons among formally 
similar details. At times, these are accompanied by my own pen-and-ink recreations of 
Whisler’s marks, drawn in stepped sequences to reveal (hypothetically) the paths taken 






With a comprehensive overview of Whisler’s doodling through handwriting, it 
was then possible to uncover recurring stylistic devices and gestures as well as what I 
will argue are Whisler’s physiognomic responses to language. Werner’s (1963) theories 
regarding the affective nature of language and the physiognomic qualities of line, as well 
as Stern’s (2010) theory of vitality forms, contribute to the latter stage of analysis. 
Furthermore, these theories are applied with reference to Whisler’s biography and social 
milieu. As part of that milieu, I will refer to some handwriting copybooks and cyphering 
books containing forms of handwriting and illuminating that may have been familiar to 
Whisler; by way of comparison, they will highlight the unique qualities of Whisler’s 
book. 
Comparisons to Handwriting Copybooks 
The forms of Whisler’s graphic play and doodles are in many ways based in the 
formal qualities and types of ornamentation found in the Round Hand script, as 
exemplified in copybooks published by master penmen. It is impossible to know the 
precise sources of Whisler’s handwriting education, but it is likely that he had access to 
some printed examples of Round Hand script. Shelley (1953/1961), for example, cited 
Baurenfeind’s (1736) Schreib-Kunst as a German-language copybook that was published 
in several editions and thus would have been likely to come into the hands of those 
emigrating to North America. Another German copybook of interest, although with 
perhaps less reach, is Johann Merken’s (1782) Liber Artificiosus Alphabeti Maioris. The 
encyclopedic amount of illustrations and astounding range of textured, patterned, and 




indicative of the popular graphic imagination of the era. Its title notwithstanding, its 
engraved plates offer few complete scripts but an astounding variety of rococo 




Figure 14. A plate from Johann Merken’s (1782) Liber Artificiosus Alphabeti Maioris. 
Source: Getty Research Institute 
 
Comparisons to Contemporaneous Cyphering Books 
While this study identifies the remarkable qualities of Johannes Whisler’s 
cyphering book, these qualities are meaningless if not compared with the content and 
format of other, contemporaneous cyphering books. While cyphering books from many 
contexts—both American and European—can be found among many public and private 
rare books and manuscripts collections, I will focus on four books from the collection of 




contexts to that of Whisler (and recall that Winterthur came just short of adding Whisler’s 
book to its collection [see Chapter III]). They are also available in full as digital 
facsimiles on the Winterthur Library Digital Collections website. A brief description of 
each book follows, along with a rationale for comparing Whisler’s book to it. 
John Eckman (1804; Lampeter Township, Lancaster County, Pennsylvania). 
Frederick Weiser (2001) mentioned John Eckman’s cyphering book in his catalogue 
entry for Whisler’s cyphering book and Eckman’s book of sample accounts (see Chapter 
III). Like Whisler, Eckman was of Pennsylvania German descent and lived in a rural 
community in eastern Pennsylvania in the early 19th century. The format of the pages 
and the arithmetic topics covered are similar to those of Whisler’s book. There are some 
overlaps between the arithmetic problems in Eckman’s book and in Whisler’s; this will 
be explained further in the discussion of Whisler’s book. Eckman wrote in both German 
and English. However, unlike Whisler, Eckman did not employ Kurrentschrift but used 
Round Hand for both languages. According to Winterthur Library, John A. Eckman—
likely the former Eckman’s son—took up the cyphering book in a different and less 
steady hand; thus, the books contains two somewhat different approaches to design. 
While the elder Eckman’s handwriting is an excellent specimen, he included far fewer 
flourishes in his handwriting, and although the headings of the pages are lettered and 
colored with watercolor, the style of script is limited to Roman capitals, and the 
ornamentation and colors are subdued. The younger Eckman—whose work occupies 
roughly one quarter of the book—drew exclusively Round Hand headings, many of 
which are shaded with watercolor, and many of which are broken horizontally and 




features several small drawings. Many of the elder Eckman’s drawings appear to be 
richly patterned, highly abstracted crowns or flower buds, and both Eckmans drew a 
number of birds comprised of simple, overlapping shapes.  
 
 





Jacob Myers (Mayer) (1805-06; Virginia [possibly Berkeley County, now in 
West Virginia]). A birth record for “Jacob Mayer” written in German and tipped into the 
final page of this cyphering book suggests that Jacob Myers was of Pennsylvania German 
descent. Like the elder Eckman, Myers lettered his headings almost exclusively in Roman 
capitals. Myers used red and green watercolor in abundance; the pigments have 
unfortunately faded. Myers’s book is most remarkable in its borders. Myers inscribed 
wide borders between and around each page’s columns, and within these borders he 
invariably drew plants and flowers of various shapes. Although his drawings are crude, 
his handwriting is deft, dynamic, and legible, exhibiting few flourishes.  
Weeden Rider (1795-1803; Rensselaerville, New York). Rider was likely not of 
Pennsylvania German descent, and his locale was distant from Whisler’s. Nonetheless, 
Rider’s book is a strong example of a turn-of-the-century cyphering book that was also 
likely used as a teaching resource. The handwriting is similar to Whisler’s. Compared to 
the previous examples, Rider incorporated many flourishes within his Round Hand, the 
only hand that appears in the book. Other graphic play consists of tightly patterned 
ornamental borders and fills, all completed in pen and dark brown ink. The organization 
of Rider’s pages is unique in that he did not pre-divide them into columns. He drew 
borders only after completing all or a large portion of the text of each page, so the borders 
conform to the irregular shapes of blocks of text. Rider accompanied problems in 





















Peggey Clayton (1776; Windsor, Bertie County, North Carolina). Clayton’s 
cyphering book arrives from a very different context—the southern colonies at the 
beginning of the American Revolution. It is richly illuminated. Headings in Round Hand, 
Gothic, and Roman scripts are decorated with a range of patterns and flourishes. Tiny 
drawings of warships, flags, and towns line the peripheries of the text, often accompanied 
by pro-revolutionary slogans and poems.  
Among the example cyphering books, Clayton’s book features the greatest 
degrees of precision, detail, and work. Clayton’s book appears to be the product of a 
personal vision and many hours of work. While the latter is undoubtedly true, it is unclear 
whether the work was Clayton’s alone. In their studies of remarkable cyphering books, 
Ellerton and Clements (2014) analyzed a composite cyphering book astonishingly similar 
to Clayton’s. It was also created during the years of the American Revolution, by sisters 
Martha and Elisabeth Ryan, also from Bertie County, North Carolina. The Ryans’ book 
features similar decorative lettering, drawings, pro-revolutionary phrases, and poems. 
Ellerton and Clements (2014) hypothesize that a tutor (who signed their work with an 
“H”) modeled much of the handwriting and graphic elements of the books mentioned in 
their study. The consistencies between the cyphering books of Peggey Clayton and the 
Ryans suggest that, even if the girls did not have the same private tutor, the style and 
substance of both cyphering books followed the same highly formalized model. 
This sampling of cyphering books from Winterthur Library points out some of the 
difficulties of identifying and attributing creative action in cyphering books, for they are 




printers, and tutors. Even as they stand for individuals, cyphering books exemplify the 
distributed character of creativity.  
Comparisons to Whisler’s Drawings and Ornamental Page Headings 
While Whisler’s handwriting is the subject of the present study, it cannot be 
dissociated from the elaborately constructed drawings and lettered page headings—which 
often include solid fills of watercolor—found throughout his book. As areas of 
representational drawing and ornamental lettering are separated spatially and 
conceptually from the handwritten arithmetic exercises, they stand as discrete objects for 
comparison with Whisler’s handwriting, particularly with regard to the recurrence of 
visual patterns. The styles of headings in Whisler’s book vary greatly, with some 
resembling the text and flourishes of the handwriting below (see Chapter IV) and others 
constructed in different styles and patterns.  
Summary 
The methodology of this study is geared toward describing the minute levels of 
creative action—the flourishes and doodles of Whisler’s pen—and their intersections 
with increasingly broader temporal and social contexts. I begin, then, with an essentially 
codicological method, in its “restricted sense,” including a detailed description of the 
materials and contents of the book.  
The detailed description of the book was accomplished by photographing its 
pages; and identifying and cataloguing elements of doodling; and creating visualizations 
that represent the placement and characteristics of three types of doodles: flourishes, 




My analysis of the catalogued doodles is based on Werner’s (1963) theories 
regarding the affective nature of language and the physiognomic qualities of line, as well 
as Stern’s (2010) theory of vitality forms. These psychological theories are applied with 
regard to evidence of the historical and sociocultural milieu in which Whisler’s book was 
created. Nearly contemporaneous cyphering books and Whisler’s preconceived drawings 
(as opposed to improvisatory doodling) further support the analysis by offering points of 
direct formal and contextual comparison.  
As we turn to the results of the microgenetic approach to Whisler’s book, we will 
see how the parts of the book comprise a whole. This whole, introduced in the previous 
chapter, is an artifact that served as a social “stand-in” for Whisler and an extension of 
Whisler’s mind. The identification, description, and organization of parts will reveal 
patterns of Whisler’s activity that merge with “the developmental pathway” (Glăveanu, 







IV – RESULTS 
In this chapter, we will look at the book as a collection of Whisler’s microgenetic 
activities, from small-scale, mark-making gestures to larger-scale compositions of words, 
pages, spreads of pages, and sequences of pages. These acts of creativity, which unfolded 
over just a few months of Whisler’s 19th year, were acts of discovery and invention, but 
they were also acts of mimesis, embedded in the overlapping visual cultures of 
cyphering, fraktur, and penmanship. In order to understand the relationship of the parts of 
the book to the whole book, as a dynamic, ontogenetic and sociogenetic artifact, we must 
first define its parts. 
Defining the Parts 
There are two ways in which we can conceive of the parts of Whisler’s book. The 
first is the division of the book into contiguous groups of pages, divided by the types of 
content. The second is the identification of like content spread throughout the book—for 
example, the recurrence of a subject, word, character, or flourish across multiple sections 
of the book.  
 The curricular content of a cyphering book is usually ordered into a sequence of 
arithmetic topics, which have proven to be relatively stable across British and North 
American cyphering books from the 17th to the 19th centuries (Ellerton & Clements, 
2012, 2014). The curricular content of Whisler’s book may be divided into three portions 
corresponding to three different textbooks from which he sourced the arithmetic 




Figure 19).1 These portions are divided into sections by arithmetic topics, indicated by 
ornate page headings (Addition, Alligation, Interest, The Single Rule of Three, Tare and 
Trett, etc.).  
Much of the curriculum represented in Whisler’s book follows what Ellerton and 
Clements (2014) have termed “the IRCEE (‘Introduction, Rule, Case, Example, 
Exercise’) genre” (p. 8). For each topic covered (that is, within each section), the student 
would copy an introduction and rule, and then the topic would often be presented in cases 
(representing different applications of the rule) accompanied by examples and exercises 
(or problems to be solved by the student).  
 There are also pages in Whisler’s book that do not fit neatly within the three 
portions of arithmetic content. 25 pages of the book precede the arithmetic curriculum. 
These include Psalm 95:6 in German; nine geometry solutions (with figures) that 
correspond to problems on pages 283-285; an unfinished, decorative alphabet in a vegetal 
style based loosely on Fraktur capitals; two pages of contract copy in German 
Kurrentschrift, including two promise-to-pay agreements by Whisler himself; a note 
about the textbooks from which he drew the arithmetic curriculum; and two facing pages 
of drawings of angels (these are the first “numbered” pages; although they bear no 
numbers, the first two pages of arithmetic are numbered “3” and “4”).   
 
1 On page xxiii, according to Whisler, the first part of the book up to page 143 was taken 
from The Schoolmaster’s Assistant (no author was provided, but Whisler likely referred 
to the book of that title by Thomas Dilworth, first published in 1743); the second part, up 
to page 197, was taken from The American Tutor’s Assistant by Zachariah Jess (first 
published in 1791)[beginning corresponds to page 134 of Jess’s book]; and “the most part 
of the wrest [sic]” was taken from The New System of Practical Arithmetic by Titus 




Content Type # Description Dated 
Flyleaf 1 Verso, inscription at top (in Fraktur script): “Kommt 
läßt uns anbeten und knien und niederfallen vor dem 
herrn” (from Psalm 95:6) [trans. “Come, let us worship 
and bow down and kneel before the Lord”]) 
 
“Front matter”  23 Table of contents spanning 20 pages, eleven 
geometric problems, notes dating from 1866 (in blue 
ink), an incomplete, ornamented Fraktur alphabet, 
kurrentschrift writing samples, and textbook 
references 
Full-page drawings 2 Two full-page drawings, each of an angel playing a 
horn, over a heart shape with inscription (verso: 
Whisler and Scherrer’s betrothal; recto: Whisler’s 
baptisms) 
Conversion tables and 
arithmetic problems 
7 First numbered pages, 3-9 
Full-page drawing 1 Two mounted cavalrymen, in profile, facing the recto 
page  
Arithmetic problems 29 Numbered pages 11-39 p. 37:  
Dec. 1, 
1814 
Full-page drawing 1 Man in red shirt, blue breeches, and riding boots, 
standing next to a horse, holding its reins, in profile 
 
Full-page drawings 2 Two men in waistcoats and breeches (verso) and two 
women in dresses and shawls (verso) flanking stylized 
plants with birds and heart shapes  
Arithmetic problems 32 Numbered pages 43-74 
Full-page drawings 2 Two full page drawings of stylized trees accompanied 
by birds (verso) and birds and mammals (recto) and 
topped with empty heart shapes 
Arithmetic problems 67 Numbered pages 77-143 (concludes first portion of 
arithmetic problems, from The Schoolmaster’s 
Assistant) 
p. 78:  
Dec. 26, 
1814;  
p. 105:  
Jan. 7, 1815 
Arithmetic problems 54 Numbered pages 144-197 (second portion of 
arithmetic problems; from The American Tutor’s 
Assistant [Jess, 1791]) 
p. 144:  
Jan. 23, 
1815 
Arithmetic problems 99 198-296 (third portion of arithmetic problems; from 
The New System of Practical Arithmetic [Bennett, ca. 
1808]) 
p. 215:  
Feb. 28, 
1815 
Sundry 3 Last numbered pages, 297-299; two blank and one 
with recipes for home remedies 
	
Blank 32 Blank pages 
Sundry 1
3 
Scrivener’s copy (dated 1815, 1823, 1839, 1841, 1844, 
and 1853), additional arithmetic, and sundry notes 
 




Nineteen of the preceding pages are ruled along the top two inches to create a 
horizontal column that serves as a table of contents, with the arithmetic topics and their 
corresponding page numbers oriented parallel to the book’s spine. The topics are in 
alphabetical order and correspond to printed letters along outer vertical edge of each recto 
(righthand page). Each page has two letters printed on it, one above the other, in 
alphabetical order, and the pages have been notched (by a blade) to reveal all the letters 
printed on the subsequent pages. The pairs of letters alternate in color: The first two, A 
and B, are black; the next, C and D, are red, and so forth. Given that the letters were 
printed, it is likely that the notched index was a feature of the book before Whisler 
purchased it. There are six other full-page drawings in the book—all of which are within 
the first portion of the book, on pages 10, 40, 41, 42, 75, and 76.2  
There are many pages that follow the arithmetic problems, as well. Page 295 is 
numbered and ruled into columns, with the heading—in simple Round Hand—“Measure 
per John Whistler” (note the t, indicating a shift toward a more anglicized version of his 
surname), but the columns are empty. The last numbered page is 299, but it contains not 
arithmetic but recipes for medicinal remedies. This is followed by a stretch of a few 
dozen completely empty pages. The last thirteen pages of the book are notes and copy for 
an array of official documents, which strongly suggest that Whisler moonlighted as a 
scrivener in his rural community. 
Thus, there are many ways to group the pages of the book into parts of the book. 
Some of these groupings are prescribed by the sequence of the curriculum, while others 
 





seem to occur around and between those portions dedicated to arithmetic. The latter are 
marginal zones of the book, relatively untethered to chronology or order. The former, on 
the other hand, give a fairly robust account of how Whisler spent his days for several 
months of the years 1814 and 1815. 
The Duration and Rate of Completion of Arithmetic Entries 
The rate at which Whisler completed the work of cyphering can be estimated 
from the dates which he inscribed on some of the pages. Page 144—the first page of the 
second portion of the book—is dated January 23, 1815. The last date recorded prior to 
page 144 appears on page 105: January 7, 1815. If these dates are accurate, Whisler 
completed 39 pages of text, each page featuring one of his most ornate headings, in a 
span of sixteen or seventeen days. We can compare this portion of activity to a similar 
time span immediately preceding it, from December 26, on page 78. These pages feature 
similarly complex headings. In those twelve days, Whisler completed 28 pages. Taken 
together, both sets of pages were completed at an average rate of about two and one-third 
pages per day. This is not taking into consideration days on which Whisler may have 
taken a rest, such as the sabbath.  
From the date on the last dated page, February 28 on page 215, the date on which 
Whisler finished the book can be estimated. At two and one-third pages per day, 76 pages 
(pp. 216-296; 2 missing, 3 mostly incomplete) would have taken approximately 33 days 
to complete. However, given that few of these pages feature decorative headings or 
watercolor, they were likely finished in a much shorter period of time. If Whisler 
continued working on the book without a break, he likely finished the arithmetic sections 




notebook on October 18, 1814, and page 37 is the first dated “December the 1 the 1814.” 
He completed the arithmetic contents and full-page drawings in the notebook within 
about five months, synchronous with the end of the harvest and the beginning of the 
planting season.  
As the order of the pages in Whisler’s book is chronological, it readily reveals 
how similar visual forms appear and re-appear over time. These visual forms—flourishes, 
patterns, and icons—that emerged within Whisler’s handwriting are themselves 
categorizable and provide an alternative, micro-visual3 means for grouping parts of the 
book.  
Content and Design of the Pages of Arithmetic 
These two ways of dividing the book—into chronologically produced pages and 
sets of pages and into linguistic signs and extralinguistic doodles grouped by their similar 
forms and roles throughout the book—are the overarching ways in which we will see the 
data. The book will first be presented with an overall, macro view of the pages of 
Whisler’s book; attention will be given to the general patterns of handwriting activity that 
emerged by comparing activities across all pages, aided by the visualization of density 
maps. We will then turn our attention to the appearance of flourishes within recurring 
words, letters, and characters. Finally, at the most fine-grained scale, we will examine the 
occurrences and recurrences of gestural marks that comprise various flourishes. Through 
 
3 In his master’s thesis, Jonas Parnow (2015) used the term “micro visualisations” to 
describe “basic graphical modifications or additions, that enhance the comprehension of 
text” (p. 14). Whisler’s visual modifications are “micro” but cannot readily be understood 




an examination of these layers of data—individually and in relation—we can discern 
some particular rhythms of Whisler’s creative activity. 
Before delving into the handwriting, a look at Whisler’s page headings will reveal 
technical and stylistic characteristics of Whisler’s hand as well as the visual culture from 
which he undoubtedly drew.   
Page Headings 
The page headings vary in height—ranging from approximately one to two 
inches—and script, including versions of Round Hand, Fraktur, and Roman. Among the 
set of cyphering books at Winterthur, only that of Peggey Clayton (see Chapter III) 
exhibits a similar variety of script and ornamentation in its page headings. While 
Clayton’s calligraphic escapades would appear to require the sort of leisure time afforded 
only to the upper classes, Whisler somehow managed to create something to rival them. 
Most of Whisler’s headings and drawings feature watercolor fills in colors that still retain 
intensity—primarily red-orange, yellow-orange, blue-green, and brown. On page 51, 
Whisler recorded what appears to be a shopping list of paint pigments and ingredients: 
“Vermilion / Verdigrees / Brusia Blue [likely Prussian Blue] / Gum too [?] yellow / Gum 
Arabick.” Whisler outlined most shapes with the same pen and ink used in his 
handwriting. Whisler’s brush and brushwork were fine, evident in his ability to neatly 
color narrow, adjacent shapes. He was furthermore adept at filling large shapes with even 
washes of color. In keeping with the fraktur style of illumination, there are no gradients 





Figure 20. Pages 142 and 143 of Whisler's cyphering book 
 
Stylistic shifts in the headings occur at the junctures between the portions of the 
book. Page 143 exhibits a very large heading that is divided across both page 142 and 
page 143, reading “Exch/Ange” in an outlined fraktur-like script, with a wavy line pattern 
inside, filled with yellow and green, and given a red “shadow,” which hugs the lower left 
side of all letters. Curls extend from some of the outlines. It is among the most ornate 
headings. Within the text, a large, involuted “Q” sits in the middle of the verso page, 
presumably standing for “Question” (as it precedes a mathematical problem posed as 
one). The spread of pages 144-145 is muted, by comparison. From this point forward, the 
headings are smaller, and are exclusively written in Round Hand. Nevertheless, Whisler 




well as relatively elegant flourishes. Flourishes also continue to appear throughout the 
text.  
Looking at the transition from the second portion of the book to the third—
beginning on page 198—the spread of pages 198-199 features a shift in the style of 
heading, from Round Hand to stolid Roman characters in the words “Tare and / Trett,” 
dated February 15, 1815. The shapes comprising the characters are bisected along their 
lengths, with orange on one side and yellow on the other. The next spread of pages (200-
201) reverts back to a Round Hand heading. Pages 202-203 and 204-205 also feature 
simple Round Hand headings, but Whisler has introduced a new feature in these and 
following two spreads: The borders between the headings and the body of the text, and 
those that divide the text into columns, are made with twelve parallel lines in black, 
yellow, blue, and red. Colorful headings in various styles continue to appear until page 
228, which features an elaborately flourished Round Hand with a simple plant-like motif 
(to which I refer as “grocer sprig,” below; to see a similar heading, refer to Figure 42.a 
and 41.b). All but one of the headings from this page until the last page of problems (296) 
are written in Round Hand, of progressively declining scale and decoration. Page 282 is 
empty, and after this break, the handwriting is generally tighter, and written at a steeper 
angle, and appears faster, based on the size of the final strokes relative to the others; this 
is particularly evident on lower case “d”s which end in strong leftward arcs. Throughout 
these later pages, speed and completion appear to have been Whisler’s main concerns.  
Whisler’s drawings and page headings are highly visible examples of his range of 
graphic imagining. What follows is an exploration of the visual order that emerged 





The density map of the distribution of flourishes throughout Whisler’s book is the 
broadest visualization of his handwriting activities. It reveals the recurrence of flourishes 
in particular areas of the book’s 286 (mostly) two-columned pages of arithmetic.4  
The density map of all 286 pages (Figure 21) reveals that the top and bottom 
regions of the pages received the greatest frequency of flourishes: Density ranges from 
one to nine layers of flourishes occupying the same areas across all pages. In the 
expanses between the top and bottom regions, density ranges from one to five layers, 
with substantial areas in which no flourishes are present. Within those areas, there is 
greater density in vertical bands along the left and right edges of the pages’ columns. This 
visualization suggest that Whisler tended to incorporate flourishes at the beginnings and 
ends of columns and words. However, this pattern is undermined when the book is 
visualized in two nearly equal parts. This division corresponds with those pages for 
which Whisler used The Schoolmaster’s Assistant as a reference (pages 4-143) and those 
pages that were completed later, with reference to two other textbooks (pages 144-297). 
By itself, the density map of the first half of spreads (Figure 22) reveals clearly that the 
greatest activity occurred on the tops and bottoms of the pages; by contrast, the activity in 
the map of the second half of spreads (Figure 23) is diffuse, without preference along the 
 
4 Arithmetic content begins on numbered pages 3 and 4 and ends on page 296 (verso; 
recto is an empty page 297). The pages of arithmetic are interrupted only by eight full-
page drawings—three spreads and two individual leafs (both recto). Page 295 is empty 
but is ruled into columns and has the heading “Measure,” in Round Hand script. The last 
numbered page is 299; this is followed by a stretch of a few dozen completely empty 
pages. The last thirteen pages consist of scrivener’s copy (deeds, agreements, etc.) and 
notes (including recipes for medicinal remedies) from later in Whisler’s life. The latest is 




vertical axes of the pages, despite there being 32 more instances of flourishes identified. 
However, there remains in both halves the appearance of more frequent activity along the 
left side of the pages’ columns, where between one and five layers of activity cover 
nearly all of the area along that edge; this is where the problems are numbered and where 
sentences and phrases often begin.  
The visual tracing and condensation of flourishes across all pages is 
complemented by a quantitative record of where flourishes were found. Most pages are 
formatted into two columns separated by a vertical, ruled border. The columns are further 
divided into cells, separated by horizontal borders. Each cell contains one arithmetic 
problem. As the visual evidence suggests, flourishes are distributed nearly evenly 
between the columns, with 422 flourishes appearing in the left columns of the pages and 
436 appearing in the right columns.  
Each flourish was further identified as appearing at the “top” (the first line of 
text), “bottom” (last line of text), or “middle” (between the first and last lines) of a cell. 
Within the cells, 393 flourishes appeared at the top of a cell, 323 in the middle section, 
and 153 at the bottom; these numbers indicate that flourishes tend to appear at the 
beginnings of word problems. This tendency is further borne out in a count of flourishes 
by the words in which they appear. The word What is decorated 29 times; A 17 times; If 
14 times; How 10 times; and Case 22 times. These are words that frequently begin the 






Figure 21. Density map of 
flourishes (represented by 
areas highlighted in gray) 
throughout the pages of 
arithmetic problems 
 
Figure 22. A density map of 
flourishes in the first half of 
the book, up to page 143 
 
Figure 23. A density map of 
flourishes in the second half 






Figure 24. A density map of 
all spreads, with a threshold 
applied to reveal areas where 
three or more flourishes 
overlap 
 
Figure 25. A density map of 
spreads up to page 143, with 
a threshold applied to reveal 
areas where three or more 
flourishes overlap. Across 
these spreads, flourishes 
appear most frequently and in 
larger areas at the tops and 
bottoms of pages. 
 
Figure 26. A density map of 
spreads up to page 144-297, 
with a threshold applied to 
reveal areas where three or 
more flourishes overlap. 
Across these spreads, 
flourishes appear more 
diffuse than in the previous 




Words or abbreviations that often received flourishes in the middle of word 
problems tend to be units, such as D (as an abbreviation of pence, which received the 
highest number of flourishes at 101), L or £ (as an abbreviation for pounds), and Yards 
(or Yds.). The word Answer appears with flourishes 69 times, in the middle and bottom 
sections of cells. And Whisler—as a sign of authorship—appears with flourishes 14 
times, at the bottoms of cells.  
These tallies of where flourishes appear on the pages of Whisler’s book point to 
patterns of activity. The repetition of these patterns of activity throughout the book 
suggests that they are motivated by an underlying logic. To better describe and 
understand this logic, we now turn our attention to how and where instances of drawing 
appear within and among the handwritten words.  
Drawing in and among Words: Flourishes, Patterns, and Icons 
The above section introduced some of the words that frequently took on extra-
linguistic drawing; here we will examine how and where these occur in the words 
themselves. Furthermore, some instances of extra-linguistic drawing appear not within 
but among words, sometimes in non-linguistic characters such as brackets and asterisks. 
As with the placement of flourishes on the page, patterns emerge through repetitions of 
forms; similar flourishes and doodles are repeated throughout the book, comprising 
Whisler’s visual repertoire.  
As we focus on the location of extra-linguistic drawing within words, we may 
grow aware of not only the appearance of words or their legibility to readers, but also the 
flow of Whisler’s handwriting. It is at this level that the visual rhythm of each 




the first letter of a word comprise 298 of the 869 instances of extra-linguistic drawing 
identified throughout the book. One hundred forty-one flourishes were found in the last 
letter of a word. In two cases, a flourish was placed only on a letter in the middle of a 
word. In 47 cases, extra-linguistic drawing appears throughout all characters of a word. A 
plurality of the extra-linguistic drawing appears in independent characters, whether these 
are single-letter abbreviations (such as D and L) or non-linguistic characters. These 
independent characters account for 381 of the instances of extra-linguistic drawing.  
What follows is a presentation of some of the notable instances of extra-linguistic 
drawing found in Whisler’s book. In some cases, the instances presented are examples of 
forms that are repeated throughout the book. Other instances are notable for being 
singular in form and context.  
The instances of extra-linguistic drawing in Whisler’s book fall into three general 
categories—flourishes, patterns/textures, and icons—which were defined in the previous 
subchapter on methodology. In brief, a flourish in cursive handwriting is an extension or 
convolution of the (usually) continuous line that forms a given letter and—through 
ligatures between letters—appears to carry throughout a word. A pattern or texture 
appears when the line that comprises a character (or characters) is altered or augmented 
with a repeated mark or gesture throughout. Iconography appears when extensions, 
convolutions, patterns, and other marks appear to take on a representational quality. It is 
possible for a single character to exhibit features of two or three of the categories of mark 






Flourishes in Whisler’s Book 
Whisler tended to extend flourishes from the first and last letters of words. The 
former are typically capital letters: A (the article and the first letter of Answer), B (usually 
as the first letter in Bought), I (usually as the first letter in If), P (usually as the first letter 
in Pounds and Problem), the W in What, and the Y in Yards.  
 
 
Figure 27. (a-d): examples of B in Bought found on page 15 of Whisler’s book; (e): the 
stem of B, drawn from upper right to lower left; (f): the bowls of B, drawn from top to 
bottom; (g-i): examples of B in Bought on page 176 
 
B is a letter that exhibits a particularly wide range of flourishes in Whisler’s book. 
The first appear on page 15. Here, Bs are comprised of two lines: the left stem and the 
right bowls. By Whisler’s hand, the stem is transformed into a diagonal that begins its 
path at a point to the upper right of where the letter will come together. The stem 




the line is indicated by the swell, or shading, of each downstroke on the right side of each 
loop; each downstroke turns to the left and leads into the next loop. The line terminates to 
the lower left of the B, as it runs into the cell’s border. As the line comprising the bowls 
begins its path, it ascends slightly before descending into the first arc, and in this ascent 
makes a tight downward-pointing loop. In its descent, it turns to the left and makes 
another tight loop before bowing to the right to form the final bowl. Taken separately, 
both lines can be seen to follow a similar logic: They curve only in one way, with radii of 
varying lengths along their paths. This can be seen and felt, if one attempts—as I did—to 
recreate the letter form; it is a repetitive motion. Elsewhere, B appears to be composed of 
one continuous line (see Figure 27.g-i). In these examples, the line again begins at the 
upper right of the B. It curves down and to the left, and—where the line was broken in 
the previous example— rises into a large loop. As it makes its the exiting ascent from the 
loop, it curls downward to complete the bowls. Again, the bends are the result of the 
recursive, fluid movements of loops and curves.  
Flourishes in the letter W appear 35 times throughout the text, most often at the 
beginning of What—a common opener to arithmetic word problems. Essentially, W is 
composed by four stems at alternating angles. In cursive handwriting, including that of 
Whisler, the junctures of these stems are tight loops, such that the stems are in fact not 
straight lines but subtle S-curves. The spread of pages 79 and 80 offer typical and 
atypical examples of W. Whisler often began W with a tight loop to the left of the figure. 
This is followed by an outward arc ending to the right of the starting point and turning at 
another tight, upward loop that leaves the line pointing downward to create the first stem. 




the letter h in What. On occasion, Whisler introduced deviations from this form. On page 
80, a W appears to begin like the letter Q, with recursive rather than alternating loops. It 
ends with an unusual, B-like line of alternating curves. At first glance, this may appear as 
a whimsical anomaly or an abortive attempt to join the W to the h. Insight is gained, 
however, by comparing this W to those that appear in Whisler’s German Kurrentschrift 
(cursive blackletter script) writing in the pages that precede the arithmetic problems. Both 
share a similar start, with downward-facing loops, and both finish in the aforementioned 
B-like line of alternating curves. The W on page 80 thus appears to be a hybrid of English 
Round Hand (Figure 28.i) and German Kurrentschrift (Figure 28.j).  
 
 
Figure 28. (a-f): examples of What on page 79 and 80 of Whisler’s book; (g & h): 
examples of What on page 204; (i): a recreation of a typical Round Hand W; (j): a 






Some of Whisler’s flourishes take the form of spirals. Given that Round Hand is a 
script consisting mostly of continuous, curvilinear lines, spirals are one of a few 
fundamental linear forms that arise when working within the script’s stylistic constraints. 
As with many other flourishes, spirals tend to appear in the initial capital letters of words. 
For example, on page 189 (Figure 29.f and .g) Whisler deployed recursive spirals at the 
start of the Y in Yds and the B in Bought. Spirals are rather commonplace in the 
copybooks of the 18th-century master penmen, and they are practically built into the 
formation of Round Hand capital Q. In Whisler’s book, Q can be seen in both its simplest 
form (Figure 29.a and .b) and with increased numbers of revolutions in the central portion 
(Figure 29.c and .d).  
 
 
Figure 29. (a-c): examples from pages 118 and 119 revealing an “evolution” of the letter 
Q into a larger spiraling form, most evident on page 170 (d); (e): a divergent letter Q on 
page 142; (f-i): examples of spirals at the outset of a word, on pages 189, 98, and 122; (j 




Not all flourishes can be explained with reference to the typical formation(s) of 
letters or tidy additions to them. Page 188 features one example of an atypical flourish in 
the P in Pols. In the display of arithmetic, the word Pols appears three times in 
succession. In all three, P is composed of a vertical stem and round bowl. The bowls do 
not only project to the right of the stems, but encircle the tops of them, resembling 
spherical mushroom caps. The P of the leftmost Pols (Figure 30.f) begins with a series of 
loops that follow no prescribed order. The line loops ten times, inverting its curvature 
once during that path. The result is something like a tangled telephone cord.  
 
 
Figure 30. (a): Johannes Whisler’s name on page 39, in a blackletter style with doubled, 
knotted lines; (b): Whisler’s name in Round Hand with knotted capitals; (c-e): further 
examples of loose, idiosyncratic flourishes on page 177; (f & g): the letters P (p. 188) and 
H (p. 252) with seemingly random knotwork; (h): an unusual two-stroke B on page 220 
A historiated capital H (in How) on page 252 is similarly knotty. Very little in this 




elements. The single line that comprises the form likely begins above the top of the right-
hand stem. It swoops downward and to the left, then spirals around until it alights on a 
point that will become the top of the left-hand stem, then descends to create that stem. Its 
path from there—a varied set of loops and curves—defies description. The result is, 
however, an H, which is evident not only in its odd form but also through its position in 
front of “How much sugar [...].” 
Whisler often reserved this manner of improvisatory knotwork for his own name. 
The earliest example of this is on page 39. In the lower left-hand corner of the page, 
Whisler wrote his name—as Johannes Wiẞler—prominently in Fraktur script. Johannes 
appears above Wiẞler so that the J is oriented above and to the left of the W. These letters 
are made of multiple lines, but their many intersecting convolutions make it difficult to 
determine where lines begin and end. While lines loop around and through the letters, the 
essential components of the letters are comprised of doubled, parallel lines. This 
approach harkens a decorative blackletter script, wherein the parallel edges of the broad 
strokes of blackletter are stylized as parallel lines. A John Whisler, in English Round 
Hand, appears at the bottom of page 44; its J and W are similar to the H in How (Figure 
30.g), hidden in masses of loops and curves. 
Whisler’s name also frequently features a flourish that extends from the r, as the 
final stroke (see Figure 31.a, from page 20 of Whisler’s book). Usually, this takes the 
form of an elongated horizontal stroke that curves down into a complete loop (of varying 
size) before ending in a rightward motion. The same final gesture can be seen at the end 
of Answer in several instances throughout the book. As we have seen in the example of 




itself to repetition in a series. This same repetition occurs in the final strokes of words—
particularly of Answer—as well. Page 66 offers an example. At the bottom of page 13, a 
similar formation—a series of five arcs—can be found extending from the r in Answer 
(Figure 31.b). Here, however, they do not comprise one continuous gesture; whereas the 
arcs in previous examples are joined by loops, these arcs stop abruptly along a baseline, 
and are restarted each time.  
 
 
Figure 31. (a): John Whisler’s signature, written across pages 19-20; (b): Answer ending 
in repeated hooks (p. 13); (c): Answer ending in three downward loops (p. 66); (d): a 
“lazy” (reclining) S at the end of a line of script (p. 31); (e-l): attached and detached lazy 





Figure 32. (a) N in Nails and the lazy S begin and end with similar curls (p. 36); (b) 
repetition of S-curves (p. 36); (c) doubling of S-curve (p. 36); interlocking S-curves (d, e, 
f, & k) arise as a more complex flourish than those usually extending from lone D 
(standing for pence) (g-j); (k): the last letter of the heading on page 36 extended with the 
same interlocking S-curve pattern 
 
Throughout Whisler’s book, the gestures that extend letter forms into flourishes 
are repeated as independent strokes. In both cases, these figures extend an authorial 
gesture across otherwise empty spaces on the pages, and they lend visual density to the 
pages where it might be felt to be lacking. To this end, Whisler often deployed a discrete 




appears as an elongated S turned on its side. It is similar in appearance (although 
reversed) to the contemporary typographic character the swung dash (⁓), which is most 
commonly used to indicate the omission of a word, but Whisler’s swerving flourish does 
not appear to serve this function in his book. The mark appears in abundance on the 
spread of pages 35 and 36; in all of these instances, this “lazy” S completes a line of text 
after the final word of a sentence. On page 35, problem 10, a very small dash appears at 
the end of the problem, following the word Miles. It then appears on page 36 after the 
words Nails, Yards, Ells, and Perches. Its use is not consistent; there are lines of text that 
are left open, without a flourish to carry them to the right-hand edge of the column or 
page. In problem 2 on page 36, one of the appearances of the word Nails is followed by 
four dashes in succession, each one gradually rearing up into a more vertical position as 
they dance toward the right edge of the column. These relatively short dashes curl 
prominently at each end. They invite comparison with the N in Nails, which has 
essentially the same form as the curled dash, but with curls that are extended into spirals, 
and with an up-and-down zigzag in the middle.  
 
 
Figure 33. Three fundamental linear forms. (a): loops drawn in various directions; (b): S-




A review of Whisler’s flourishes reveals that, regardless of where they appear 
within a word or line of text, they follow a few fundamental forms inherent to the 
continuous lines of Round Hand script: loops (Figure 33.a); S-curves (Figure 33.b); and 
spirals (Figure 33.c). As has been shown, loops may be very open or so tight as to appear 
as points. These fundamental forms also vary according to the direction from which they 
are drawn; due to the flexibility of the pen’s nib, downstrokes appear thicker than do 
upstrokes or lateral strokes. These strokes formed the foundation of Whisler’s repertoire.  
From Gesture to Pattern and Texture 
As the above examples show, flourishes are characterized by fluid, uninterrupted 
gestures, which stand either alone or in combination with other gestures. While the 
sideways-S, or swung dash, exemplifies a continuous movement it is also deployed as a 
unit in more intricate patterns. On page 63, a letter D (standing for pence) is extended in 
its final stroke into a hooked flourish. Whisler executed this flourish on most Ds that 
serve the same purpose. However, here Whisler has added to the flourish, repeating the 
swung-dash form five times so that the final curl of one interlocks with the beginning curl 
of the next. The pattern is similar in appearance to stylized ocean waves. Throughout 
Whisler’s book, we can find examples in which the gestural marks of flourishes are 
foundational to pattern making, whether through simple repetition (as is the case with the 
letter D on page 63) or in combination with other marks.  
Another type of pattern appears in another D, on page 116 (Figure 34.c). The 
single line that comprises the bowl and final stroke of the D is not smooth but is drawn in 
many outward-bulging arcs. At the end of the stroke, the line descends and wavers, as if 





Figure 34. (a): the heading Dry Measures over a problem on page 169; (b): the heading 
Liquid Measure on the adjacent page, 168; (c): a “deflated” D on page 116; (d-f): 
“scrolls” on unnumbered pages of document copy preceding and following the arithmetic 
problems 
 
A similarly textured line appears on page 169, wrought into the words Dry 
Measures. Again, the letter D is comprised of repeating arcs and loops. The same style of 




underlining the numerical solution. The rest of the letters in Dry Measures have a less 
pronounced texture, of tighter loops that ease into waves. These waving lines are 
comparable to a decorative script found among Baurenfeind’s (1736) samples, which—
with twin, parallel, thick and thin lines—appears ribbon-like. Merken (1782) also used 
wavering and zig-zagging scripts.  
 
 
Figure 35. A sample of a decorative script from Baurenfeind’s Schreib-Kunst (1736) 
 
 
Figure 36. A sample of a wavering blackletter script in Merken’s Liber Artificiosus 
Alphabeti Maioris (1782). Source: The Getty Research Institute 
 
 
Figure 37. A sample of a zig-zagging blackletter script in Merken’s Liber Artificiosus 





Although tightly looping lines are occasionally found among flourishes in printed 
handwriting copybooks, I have not come across letter forms comprised of this line in the 
purview of my research.5 A similar line was used frequently in legal documents of the 
period to mark the place of a seal (locus sigilli), a device used to indicate the veracity of a 
signature. Derived from the practice of using embossed dollops of wax for the same 
purpose, hand-drawn seals usually appear as the word Seal encircled by a looping line—a 
squiggle—called a scroll or scrawl (Russell, 2019). This common device can be found in 
Whisler’s document drafts, which appear before (in German) and after (in English) the 
pages of arithmetic.  
From Pattern to Icon  
Whereas tightly looping lines index a fluid, repetitive gesture, Whisler also 
created compound patterns drawn in stages. One fascinating example of a pattern of this 
sort first appears extending from the G in the word Grocer on page 176 (see Figure 40.a). 
I will refer to this pattern as “grocer sprig,” because of its resemblance to a sprig, or 
branch, cut from a plant. In its first appearance, it extends from the initial stroke of the 
G—from the upper righthand extremity of the letter. This detail is significant, for it 
suggests the sprig’s “stem”—a wavering, horizontal, line—was first drawn from the left 
to the right, beginning far beyond where the final r of the word would appear, to then 
continue into the initial loop of the G, continue throughout that letter, and finally 
complete the first r of the word. The execution of that line would require forethought and 
 
5 The clearest examples of lines made into series of tight, recursive loops can be found in 
the works of writing master Edward Cocker, who used the tools and flourishes of 




suggest that the grocer sprig was intended before the word was written. On the other 
hand, it may have been tacked onto the word after the word’s completion. In either case, 
it seems that the stem of the sprig likely preceded the writing of the next word, bought, 
for it interrupts the vertical part of the b. Added to the stem are short, curved lines on 
both sides in an alternating pattern. Each curved line is accompanied by two additional 
parallel, but free-floating, marks, resembling leaves. In addition to the first appearance, I 
have counted 45 other appearances of the grocer sprig in subsequent pages of the book. In 
only a handful of cases does the pattern extend from a letter form; in most cases, it is an 
independent graphic element that functions much like the horizontal S—as a “fill” at the 
end of a line or cell. Furthermore, there are instances in which the grocer sprig is applied 
to horizontal S and 8 forms. 
 
 
Figure 38. A portion of a page of lettres ondoyées [undulating] from Pierre Hamon’s 
Alphabet de plusieurs sortes de lettres (1567). Source: The Newberry Library 
 
 
Figure 39. A portion of a page of lettres frizées [frizzed] from Pierre Hamon’s Alphabet 




That handwriting could imitate the forms of tangible things was surely recognized 
earlier in the modern era, as is evidenced in Pierre Hamon’s 1567 Alphabet de plusieurs 
sortes de lettres, which features “a number of … alphabets of waved, frizzed, crooked, 
interlaced, club-footed, and other similarly treated latins” (Morison, 1931, p. xxviii), and 
in the works of Baurenfeind (1736) and Merken (1782). As early as the late 17th century, 
the practice of adding (or “striking”) decorative flourishes to one’s handwriting earned 
the epithet “sprigging” from British writing masters who favored a utilitarian hand 
(Morison, 1931, p. xxxiii).  
 The notion of “sprig’d” letters was undoubtedly meant to conjure a ridiculous 
image, of letters literally sprouting new branches as if under a sorcerer’s malicious spell. 
Nevertheless, the jab is a tacit acknowledgment that the same refined tools, practiced 
movements, and dynamic lines may quickly turn away from the assumed transparence of 
language and toward the duplicity of picture making. “Sprigging” has been an enduring 
metaphor for the root- or vine-like qualities of calligraphy in general. It has had 
continued significance in the running ligatures and scroll-like flourishes of the cursive 
hands that dominated the scribal professions from the 15th century onward. The 
frequency and boldness of flourishes in Whisler’s book suggest that he was not 
discouraged from sprigging his letters; to the contrary, his explorations of graphic 
possibilities of lettering appear relatively ambitious (leaving aside judgments of his skill) 






Figure 40. (a): the first appearance of the grocer sprig pattern on page 176; (b-h): similar 
examples from pages 178-193; (i & j): Answer and [Case] 1 on page 204; (l & m): Annum 
on pages 210 and 211; (n): money and Quarter on page 221; (o): Case 6 on page 242; (p): 






















Figure 42. (a & b): The Single Rule of Three … Applications, headings of pages 190 and 
191; (c): a detached, knotwork flourish with a leaf pattern in the heading of page 199 
 
Whisler may have been aware of the term “sprigging” as it was applied to 
handwriting, although it is unclear whether such language ever extended beyond debates 
among English writing masters in the 18th century. In any case, his approach to 




him to discover the sprigging metaphor on his own, transforming it into a literal 
representation of sprigs in the form of what I have called “grocer sprigs.”  
Grocer and its attendant sprig fit into a larger class of script augmented by the 
inclusion of pattern or texture. Most often, examples of this type of script appear as 
headings to cells. Similar to Grocer, their uniqueness among the other stylizations of 
script in the book encourages conjecture of a relationship between the word’s 
appearance—its iconographic or textural qualities—and its denotative meaning. 
A few brief descriptions of some of Whisler’s stylized words will highlight the 
salient differences among them. In Whisler’s book, we can find conversion tables and 
arithmetic problems under the headings Liquid Measure, Long Measure, Cloth Measure, 
and Dry Measures, as well as Troy Weight, Time, and Motion. While other headings—
notably Troy Weight (on page 3) and Time (on page 5)—bear a similar style to that of the 
first example of Land Measure (Figure 43.a), the style of the second example (Figure 
43.b) is nowhere repeated throughout the book. Whether invented by Whisler or copied 
from another source, Whisler reserved this style of lettering—widening the letters with 
repeating parallel bands—for Land Measure only.  
Conversely, in the version of Land Measure on page 4 (Figure 43.a), Whisler used 
a Fraktur-style lettering, filled with a regular, black-and-white, striped pattern. A similar 





Figure 43. (a & b): Land Measure cell headings on pages 4 and 36; (c): Time cell heading 
on page 5; (d): Motion cell heading on page 6; (e): Time cell heading on page 9; (f): 
Motion cell heading on page 9; (g): Time cell heading on page 39; (h): Motion cell 
heading on page 39 
 
The letters of this blackletter script are created in clearly defined segments. 
Within the core of each letter, Whisler has left a negative shape which has its own rhythm 
that sometimes mimics but also breaks the segments of the letters into smaller segments. 
Below the heading is a table (not shown) for converting units of time from seconds, to 




in an Italic script similar to Round Hand, with shaded downstrokes. The M of Motion 
begins with a recursive spiral. The word appears to have been created by one continuous 
line, each letter a trace of the pen’s change of direction and pressure. The end of the n 
appears to flow with barely any interruption into the 1 of 1814.  
Time and Motion recur as subheadings on page 9 and again on page 39 (see 
Figure 43). Although no longer drawn in blackletter, Time on page 9 retains the same 
interior pattern that was used on page 5. On page 39, the bold strokes of Time are thinner, 
and the pattern that fills them is comprised of simple hashmarks at regular intervals. The 
iterations of Motion are more consistent; the script and weight of the lines are relatively 
stable, however the curvature of the beginning and ending strokes of the word (and thus, 
the motion of Whisler’s gesture) are different in each occurrence. 
The above examples of stylized lettering—along with flourishes like the grocer 
sprig and non-objective loops, curves, and spirals—point to a continuity from simpler, 
fundamental marks to more complex combinations of those marks. In the next chapter, 
we will examine how the movement and physiognomic character of simple marks and 
their combinations weave together more and greater opportunities for meaning making, 
where the manner in which letters are drawn express an idea denoted by the word.  
Summary 
 A thorough account of the doodling in Whisler’s book reveals a number of trends 
and tendencies, both in the distribution and forms of flourishes, patterns, and 
iconography. In the first half of the book, these doodles are more highly concentrated in 




half; in other words, Whisler appears to have increasingly integrated doodling into 
passages of “regular” handwriting over time.  
 The most common forms of doodling among Whisler’s pages are the abstract 
flourishes that extend from Whisler’s handwriting—loops, S-curves, and spirals. These 
are fundamental ways of making lines (particularly those of Round Hand script), and 
Whisler incorporated them into his patterns and iconographic marks: zig-zagging and 
curlicued lines, and “grocer sprigs,” for example. 
 Of particular significance to the present study are a variety of unique handwriting 
transformations that Whisler applied to headings of cells and word problems. In doing so, 
Whisler gave affective and physical properties to those words. I posit that these doodles 
are not merely accidental in form, but that they are the products of a marriage between a 
physiognomic perception of language and the particular material and cultural 
circumstances in which Whisler lived.  
Following the framework of distributed creativity, Whisler’s doodling is creative 
action so deeply embedded in layers of cultural forms that meaning is inevitable; this 
mark making, done without apparent conscious intention, reached for and grasped onto 
that which was familiar. The pertinent question is whether and how audiences exist for 
whom meaning is accessible. The first half of that question is answerable by the fact that, 
at the time of the book’s emergence in 1988 into the purview of scholarship and 
connoisseurship of Pennsylvania German history and folk art, it was purchased for a dear 
sum by a private collector. It was subsequently purchased by a second private collector 
and gifted to the American Folk Art Museum, where it has been displayed to the public 




“read” obsolete signs meaningful to past audiences. The following chapter presents an 
argument about how Whisler’s book can continue to be meaningful to a broad audience 
capable of making sense of the affect implied by the movement of the hand, and of the 






V – DISCUSSION 
The previous chapter revealed that, although the doodles of Whisler’s cyphering 
book were not premeditated, neither were they arbitrary. The formation and arrangement 
of flourishes, patterns, and icons across the pages’ passages of text reflect underlying, 
extra-linguistic movements across and through pages. Whisler celebrated language, but 
nowhere in Whisler’s book do we find a ballad like Peggey Clayton’s (1776) On the 
Death of General Montgomery1, which fills the last few pages of her cyphering book. The 
surviving documents written in Whisler’s hand—his pages of cyphering, pages of 
scrivening, and marriage and baptismal records within his book, as well as the Vorschrift 
and letter attributed to Whisler—are boilerplate, unoriginal, matter-of-fact, denotative 
uses of language. We may speculate that he found joy in the written word, not as a writer 
who creates meaning through syntax but as an image maker for whom words were a 
visual subject. This observation aligns with Yoder’s (1969) remark that, in Pennsylvania 
German fraktur, “‘word’ dominates over picture” (para. 16): The essential logocentricity 
of Protestant fraktur sets it apart from image-centric Catholic folk-culture and devotional 
art. The creators of fraktur were tasked with making written words perform, and with 
performing written words. 
This chapter’s interpretive approach places Whisler’s doodling within an ever-
widening cultural network, or meshwork (Ingold, 2006, 2007). Although Whisler’s 
 
1 General Richard Montgomery led the Continental Army’s invasion of Canada and was 




doodling is idiosyncratic in the context of cyphering books, it is stylistically related to 
handwritten and printed materials that preceded it, with roots in 16th-century Europe. In 
that sense, Whisler’s book continued traditions of handwriting even as it deviated from 
them. The book is not a cohesively designed object but various expressions of a loose 
meshwork of material and cultural possibilities and constraints, unfolding over several 
months.  
In this chapter, we will look at the forces that push and pull the threads of the 
meshwork into perceptible—and, at times, meaningful—configurations in Whisler’s 
book. In the previous chapter, two general formal phenomena emerged that will serve to 
organize the discussion of Whisler’s doodling. The first is the lyrical2 flow of lines—
characterized in Chapter IV as flourishes and patterns—from letter to letter, word to 
word, and across the spreads of pages. While stemming from cursive handwriting, this 
lyrical flow moves readers through the text, marking points of exit and entry from one 
idea to the next. The second phenomenon is the materiality given to words through 
Whisler’s depictive devices: examples introduced in the previous chapter include a 
depiction of the letters in Land Measure drawn in parallel bands (Chapter IV, Figure 43); 
and depictions of Time and Motion that appear to allude to these qualities in their pace 
and flow of their making. As shown in Chapter IV, a continuum of mark making runs 
between these descriptive forms and flourishes, a continuum characterized throughout by 
“vitality forms” (Stern, 2010; see Chapter I). In the former, vitality forms are carried by 
signifying vehicles; for example, the widely spaced, recursive, curving lines of Land 
 
2 Lyrical is here intended as a visual descriptor, without regard to the tonal character of 




Measure iconically suggest rolling, furrowed hills. However, in many cases flourishes, 
patterns, and textures have no apparent relationship to a verbal or pictorial referent but 
emerge from the motion of handwriting itself.  
This interpretive approach, focusing on the two general phenomena described 
above, sits within the larger theoretical framework of distributed creativity, which, 
according to Vlad Glăveanu (2014a), 
emerges as a form of action engaged in by various actors (individual or groups), 
in relation to multiple audiences (again individuals or groups), exploiting the 
affordances of the cultural (symbolic and material) world and leading to the 
generation of artefacts (appreciated as new and useful by self and/or others). (p. 
27) 
 
We have already seen how Whisler was involved in creating an artifact intrinsically 
enmeshed with familiar cultural forms and made for particular audiences. The sources of 
novelty in these forms are less apparent. Whisler did not provide us with explanations for 
his invented doodles. While this leaves us with a gap in our understanding of Whisler’s 
process, a distributed creativity framework provides a means of recapturing an account of 
historical creative action by triangulating evidence about actors, audiences, affordances, 
and artifacts.  
Doodling Within the Meshwork 
According to developmental theories of artistic growth (Burton, 2000; Lowenfeld, 
1957) the earliest marks that young children make—scribbles and doodles—are non-
directive and non-representational. Through experiences of mark making, young children 
discover relationships between their marks and other embodied experiences of their 
world, including increasingly refined visual resemblances (in other words, pictures of 




referents within doodles rather than making premeditated drawings of things—are not 
relegated to a discrete stage but recur throughout the life of an individual as a part of their 
creative repertoire. Given its relationship to experience, an individual’s doodling 
repertoire is expanded and refined by practice and habit as one engages in cultural forms; 
this engagement could include the rote copying of handwriting scripts, as well as the free 
interplay of images and parts of images. Doodling emerges from an expanding feedback 
loop of form invention and referent discovery, and in a given individual’s repertoire, this 
loop tends to settle into well-worn paths (Burton, 2000; Werner & Kaplan, 1963). 
Anthropologist Tim Ingold (2006, 2007) described the confluence of materials 
into things in terms of a meshwork, with each strand of the meshwork representing a 
material in time; but this model is not well-equipped to explain how human actors acquire 
and apply forms from one material source to another. For the model to work, perception 
and cognition must be understood in terms of a chain of essentially material processes 
involving, among other things, physiological processes. For our purposes, it suffices to 
say that individuals do perceive and think, and that they apply those perceptions and 
thoughts when giving form to a medium. Furthermore, the advantage of the meshwork 
model with regard to Whisler’s book is that it reminds us that all of the graphic 
formations found in the book and elsewhere are contingent on the materials from and 
upon which they were drawn or printed, and that Whisler’s book is itself a thing that has 
acted upon its own creation. In other words, while Whisler’s doodles might recall forms 
from far afield, originating in the cities of central Europe, they also recall each other 
within the book. We will explore later in this chapter how these different scales of time 




address how Whisler’s doodling is part of a meshwork within the larger world of modern 
illuminated books and manuscripts and within the book itself, with reference to the lyrical 
flow of lines and the materiality given to certain words.  
Lyrical Lines 
Beyond forming letters and words the lines of Whisler’s text move across and 
occupy otherwise empty space. This filling of blank paper is not so extreme as to suggest 
horror vacui; instead, Whisler’s flourishes appear in isolated irruptions. Often, they mark 
transitions into and out of ideas denoted by the words in and around which they appear. 
Spatially, they often appear at the beginnings and ends of lines of text. Less apparent, due 
to the variety of forms that these doodles take, is that all are the products of recursive 
movements. As noted in Chapter IV, flourishes fall into one or more of three fundamental 
linear movements: loops, S-curves, and spirals. By themselves, these forms suggest at 
least one recursive motion; often, Whisler repeated them in linear patterns. Whisler’s 
flourishes and patterns, then, serve to extend the breadth of words into recursive 
movements. They turn the silence and stillness before and after a word into a dynamic 
event.  
In relation to the visual structure of words, recursive patterns are visual analogues 
of aural resonance. Words sound themselves through particular sequences of 
differentiated letter forms, but recursive movements—loops, waves, and spirals—are 
holding patterns, like the repeating sound waves of a bell tone. Page 197 of Whisler’s 
book (see Chapter IV, Figure 41) offers several instances of these dynamic pauses. As 
mentioned in Chapter IV, this page features several horizontally oriented “grocer sprigs,” 




to the answering of a problem. These two parts—the posing and the answering—take 
very different linguistic-symbolic forms; the posing is written out in a complete sentence, 
whereas the answering is a set of numerical mathematical procedures. The grocer sprigs 
create a visual and temporal distance from one part to the next, and from one manner of 
writing and reading to another. Significantly, the grocer sprigs possess a direction of 
“growth” from left to right, inviting our eyes to follow them (and thus follow the 
movements of Whisler’s hand). Flourished capitals introducing several lines of text play 
a similar role, but rather than leading us through a spatial-temporal passage, they 
heighten and intensify the beginning of a block of text. As we visually scan the page, our 
attention is likely to become snagged on those capitals. These visual markers are made 
not only through enlarged scale but through recursive, fluid movements that build 
momentum and tension into the letter form. For example, the P in Pounds at the top of 
the second column reaches outward in recursive loops, poking through the cell’s borders 
to draw attention to the answer to problem 9, which could not fit at the bottom of the first 
column. Flourishes like these are illuminations in the sense that they advance forward 
from the overall texture of handwritten script, complementing the lateral motion of 
flourishes like the grocer sprig.  
As discussed in Chapter II, an abundance of penmanship copybooks in the 18th 
century contributed to a stylistic milieu in Europe and North America. These exemplars 
and their use in education would have contributed to Whisler’s ability to evoke lyrical 
movement in his script. Plate 45 of Merken’s (1782) Liber Artificiosus Alphabeti Maioris 
(Figure 44) blares a courtly rococo, continental style, yet this plate shares several 




nature of the text, the final line of Psalm 32: “Rejoice in the LORD and be happy, you 
righteous, and sing praise, all you pious.”3 A comparison to a Pennsylvania German 
Vorschrift by Christian Strenge (1795) (Figure 45), which begins with Psalm 37:5, 
reveals that the two share a similar size, format, and composition. While Merken 
employed a complex but elegant network of spiraling, looping, and curving linear 
flourishes on the left and right sides of the plate, Strenge has committed all decorative 
linework to the outright representation of plants; the position and form of both Merken’s 
and Strenge’s ornamentations on the left side of each composition are remarkably similar, 
both being structured around a large S-curve. Furthermore, neither would be complete 
without the ubiquitous bird. It may be impossible to know whether Strenge was directly 
influenced by Merken’s plates, but they are clearly based on a similar compositional 
structure, sharing similar cultural values and educative goals.  
Missing from Strenge’s fraktur, however, is the use of flourishes as rhythmic 
lines, in the way that Merken and Whisler grasped them. In Merken’s Psalm, initial 
capital letters, such as the F in Freuet, are augmented through repeated lines and added 
loops; they extend over the rest of the word, activating the spaces between the lines of 
text. The P in Psalm is interlaced with a flourish that reaches the left side of the block of 
text. The expansion and contraction of loops and curves is a visual analogue to the 
denotative meaning of the text, a spiritual exultation. Merken has also lent a tangible, 
physical presence to the lines of flourishes, for the flourishes intersect with and are 
 
3 In Merken’s (1782) German, “Freuet euch des HERRN und seid fröhlich, ihr Gerechten, 






carried into depictive drawings. The lines of flourishes wind around the core of the S-
curve on the left, a chain of lozenge- and ball-shaped forms, and therefore depict a three-
dimensional spiral. The lines of flourishes flow into the illusionary space around three-
dimensional forms of fantastical creatures merging with acanthus ornaments. On the right 
side of the plate, the letters Q, R, and S are rendered as though constructed of beads or 
paper. Ornaments on both sides appear to float in a hallucinatory, gravity-free 
environment. Although Whisler’s flourishes do not present the same degree of spatial 
complexity, they operate within a similar imaginative framework, a physical space that is 
neither a representation of the real space that surrounds us nor the strictly two-
dimensional space of page-bound text. It is a space of dynamic movement suitably 
described and accessed in terms of vitality forms. 
  
 
Figure 44. Plate 45 of Johann Merken’s (1782) Liber Artificiosus Alphabeti Maioris. 






Figure 45. Writing Exercise (Vorschrift) for Daniel Hammacher (Commit your ways to 
the Lord [Befiehl dem Herrn deine Wegel]). Ink and watercolor on laid paper. The 
inscription on the reverse reads, in German, “Written in Hempfield Township in the 




As described in Chapter I, vitality forms were identified by psychiatrist Daniel 
Stern (2010) to explain the fundamental feelings of force and movement that give 
character to consciousness, perceptions, memories, and our interactions with others. Stern 
found that a bevy of psychological and neurological research indicated that the concept of 
vitality forms describes a modality non-specific Gestalt of experience, with its source in 
the arousal system of the brain (the brainstem). The concept of vitality forms describes 
how infants and young children turn to older children and adults to model and manage 
their sensorimotor experiences and how artists elicit predictable and reproduceable, 
visceral responses from their audiences.  
Stern (2010) devoted a chapter to discussing how artists—particularly those 




for others to perform and experience. These codes include musical and choreographic 
notations and scripts. I argue that handwriting flourishes are also fundamentally a coding 
of vitality forms; they trace the dynamic movement of the one experiencing force, time, 
and motion of the pen moving across the paper, and they are most frequently created for 
an audience, with the implicit assumption that the vitality forms inherent in the flourishes 
will re-emerge for the viewer. Why, though, should a writer want to convey these vitality 
forms? Particularly in the case of Whisler’s cyphering book, what emotional or cultural 
content is added to the written content of the book by virtue of his flourishes? There may 
be no satisfying answers to these questions. Or perhaps the answers are already sitting 
before us. The discovery and exploitation of cursive handwriting as a medium for 
experiencing and tracing vitality forms is itself a way of expressing fellowship with an 
audience. Rather than a calculated arrangement of symbols, flourishes are comparable to 
the hand gestures that often accompany speech.4 They signal to the listener/viewer the 
character of the message being broadcast, and to the feelings of the broadcaster; they are 
an attempt—effectual or not—at what Stern called “affect attunement.” The urgency of 
this attunement is perhaps more appropriately felt in Merken’s rendering of a line from a 
Psalm about finding joy in religious faith. But recall that Whisler’s book was created with 
its own urgency. As Thornton (1996) noted, for much of history, most text was 
handwritten and was indexical of the social identity of the writer; Whisler’s book was a 
representation of his intellectual capacities—and his vitality—to potential employers.  
 
4 In Chapter II, I posited a link between praxis and vitality forms. In summary, praxis—as 
expressed by Frank R. Wilson (1998)—is the range of refined hand movements and 
gestures capable of manipulating the environment and communicating meanings 




But what about those forms, introduced in Chapter IV, that were more 
meticulously drawn, which suggested physical or material properties connected to a 
word’s denotative meaning? These rendered words operate in a manner different than the 
gesture-like flourishes. They share meaning through relationships among physiognomic, 
linguistic, and pictorial representations.  
Materiality Given to Words 
In Chapter IV, we examined a set of doodles in Whisler’s book that appear to take 
on properties shared with tangible materials in the world, including the grocer sprig 
doodle, which appears to be a direct representation of a branch with leaves. As explained 
above, the grocer sprig provides an implied directional “growth” movement. It also 
carries representational features, which in the context of the word Grocer form a co-
constituted meaning with that word: A grocer is one who buys and sells produce, the stuff 
that grows on sprigs. While this example derives meaning from iconographic 
representation, the movement implied in the gesture and pattern reveals a physiognomic 
layer to the representation. 
In some cases, denotative meaning affords a literal term through which to 
understand the physiognomic quality of Whisler’s mark making. This is apparent in the 
phrase Dry Measures, on page 169 (see Chapter IV, Figure 34), the lines of which are 
tightly looped and frizzed. As mentioned in the previous chapter, this textured line is 
rarely found anywhere else in Whisler’s book; one exception is its use to draw scrolls 
around handwritten seals. In the case of Dry Measures, the line suggests the desiccation 




stocked the pantry of the Whisler household.5 Similarly, the drawn scroll suggests the dry 
edges of a pressed, round dollop of wax. While the textural quality of the line could be 
interpreted as a depictive illustration of the denotative meaning of the word Dry or the 
symbol of the seal, external resemblance between a vehicle and its referent is a 
convention that points toward a more fundamental internal similarity established in the 
mind of each individual (listener, reader, viewer, etc.) (Werner & Kaplan, 1963). In Dry 
Measures, Whisler’s line operates not only as a depictive illustration, in which the letters 
are drawn as dried, shriveled material; fundamentally, Whisler’s line is a physiognomic 
response, in which Whisler repeats or analogizes the feeling of dryness through the 
movement of his pen. Again, the notion of vitality forms (Stern, 2010)—based in 
modality non-specific sensations—allows us to go beyond chasing resemblances between 
doodles and things in the world and points toward other potential correlations between 
form, line, and linguistic meaning. Underlying the denotative meaning of dry; the 
bunched, tightly looping line; and the restricted, repetitive movement of the hand in 
forming that line, there is a unifying sensation located in the “sensory-tonic” field of 
experience, according to Werner and Kaplan (1963), and as vitality forms in the arousal 
system of the brain, according to Stern.  
Another depictive relationship appears between the stylization of Land Measure 
(Figure 43.b in Chapter IV) and the meaning of its words: In Whisler’s rendering, the 
letters have become tracts of land, their parallel bands evoking furrows or rows of crops 
(perhaps rows of flax for Whisler’s future weavery). Land Measure reminds us that 
land—arable land and pasture land—was central to the agrarian economy of Whisler’s 
 




society. As discussed in Chapter III, most young schoolmasters—perhaps Whisler 
himself—took on the role to earn money for the purchase of farmland. While we cannot 
know whether Whisler intended this visual-linguistic redundancy, it introduces the 
possibility that handwritten words may be given material properties. While this example 
also relies on depictive representation, a consideration of Whisler’s gestures in making 
these letters reveals a physiognomic layer to these representations. To draw out Land 
Measure is to measure and traverse an expanse of space with the tip of the pen. It 
exemplifies the physiognomic continuity among the touch of the pen, the mark left by 
that touch, and the thing represented by the mark.  
The cell headings Time (on pages 5, 9, and 39) and Motion (on pages 6, 9, and 39; 
see Figure 43 in Chapter IV) bear the influence of physiognomic responses to abstract 
physical concepts. In each of these instances of Time, the interiors of the letters are filled 
with segmented, linear patterns. In the first instance, on page 5, this segmentation is 
repeated in the Fraktur letters themselves. They are like the teeth of a clock’s gears, or the 
repetitious motion of its pendulum. Likewise, the instances of Motion are examples of 
motion, as defined by direction and speed. Furthermore, we can find the qualities of Time 
and Motion in the other; the concepts of time and motion are, after all, interdependent. 
That Whisler has seemingly distinguished between the two through the formal qualities 







Figure 46. From John Eckman’s cyphering book, (a): heading for problems dealing with 
reductions of units of time; (b): heading for problems dealing with measurements of 
motion. Source: Winterthur Library 
 
A ready comparison may be made between Whisler’s subheadings and the 
subheadings [reduction] OF TIME and [reduction] OF MOTION that share a page in 
John Eckman’s (1804) cyphering book (see Figure 46.a & .b). The sequence of arithmetic 
problems that begin Eckman’s book match those beginning at the bottom of page 25 in 
Whisler’s book. As Whisler indicated in the front matter of his cyphering book, these 
problems were drawn from Thomas Dilworth’s textbook The Schoolmaster’s Assistant.6 
Thus, Time and Motion on page 39 of Whisler’s book and those same subheadings on the 
page from Eckman’s book refer to the same textual source and introduce the same 
arithmetic problems. Eckman’s uniform commitment to Roman capitals was limiting. 
Even so, Eckman found an opportunity to annotate these subheadings with doodles. 
 
6 Eckman appears to have relied exclusively on Dilworth’s text. Eckman omitted many 
problems, whereas Whisler copied most problems up through the section on “exchange” 




Between the words OF and TIME are two small, nearly identical spirals, which in the 
context of the subheading connote clock mainsprings. Following the word TIME, a 
spiraling ribbon—dotted at regular intervals—is yet another visualization of time’s 
progression. MOTION is accompanied by a similar ribbon, with a different pattern of 
twists. These forms are found nowhere else in Eckman’s book. They illustrate the 
abstract and related concepts of time and motion through the movement of the line and, 
like Whisler’s rendering of Time, a regularly intervaled pattern. While mostly different in 
appearance, these subheadings by Whisler and Eckman reveal similar underlying somatic 
sensibilities about the words. (Compare these examples to the heading TIME in Jacob 
Myers’s cyphering book [Figure 16 in Chapter III], which possesses none of these 
qualities.) Isolated and hierarchically prominent, these words compelled a physiognomic 
interpretation by their creators. Nevertheless, Whisler’s renditions of Motion and Time 
uniquely depict the denotative meanings of the words in both their physical creation and 
their appearance.  
The materiality of some of Whisler’s words is one of the most notable aspects of 
his cyphering book. The sort of physiognomized lettering that we find in Whisler’s book 
is not common in cyphering books, nor is it common in fraktur or Pennsylvania German 
broadsides. We might expect to find something similar in the intensively developed 
cyphering book of Peggey Clayton, and Clayton’s book does feature an extraordinary 
array of ornamentation and pictorial devices woven through its text. However, these 
inflections appear unrelated to the denotative meaning of the text itself and serve more as 
a generalized repertoire of stylization. It is possible that Clayton responded 




remains inscrutable among other forms of linguistic and visual play, such as acrostics and 
drawings of flowers. As indicated in Chapter III, we may further speculate that Clayton 
was encouraged by her tutor to approach her stylization of headings in this manner, 
perhaps suppressing more immediate responses to the denotative meanings of the words. 
Similarly, Pennsylvania German fraktur artists were extraordinarily inventive in their 
ornamentation of lettering—the headings throughout Whisler’s book are representative of 
this tendency—yet rarely do clear cases arise of physiognomization in relation to the 
denotative meanings of words. It may be that Whisler was exceptional in this regard, but 
there is greater evidence that the context is exceptional; very few Pennsylvania German 
cyphering books of this ilk survive, and—as fraktur—they would serve as a very different 
sort of substrate than, say, the single leaf of a baptismal certificate or similar presentation 
document.  
We may further speculate that Whisler picked up the notion that he could or 
should give letters a physiognomized, material character from examples found in printed 
matter, such as Pennsylvania German broadsides and copybooks. However, broadsides 
were not embellished with depictive lettering; instead, their text was printed mostly with 
letterpress fonts, occasionally including ornamental and historiated capital letters. Often, 





Figure 47. House Blessing (Haus Segen) printed by Johann Ritter. Ink on wove paper. 
Circa 1816-1820s. Source: Free Library of Philadelphia 
 
The bifurcation of the design of broadsheets and poster into image and type 
continued until lithography became a primary method of commercial printmaking during 
the late 19th century. In the production of a lithograph, text and other graphic elements 
are placed on the same matrix. Instead of employing the work of both a typesetter and a 
woodcut artist, a lithograph could be designed by a single artist or studio. As 
combinations of text and illustration became more cohesive, greater experimentation in 




broadsides went, compositions remained typically straightforward, textual affairs, even 
with the advent of commercial lithography.  
 
 
Figure 48. Broadside advertising a Pennsylvania Dutch Liars’ Contest, 1950. Source: 
The Library Company of Philadelphia 
 
Again, Merken’s (1782; see the right side of Figure 44 above) application of 
material properties to letter forms remains one of the closest historical and formal 
precedents we have for Whisler’s physiognomic, depictive articulation of letter forms. 
Beyond this, we are left to plumb the deeper history of illuminated capitals found 
throughout medieval manuscripts. While these medieval examples set a precedent for 




or as physiognomic as Whisler’s letters. In the baroque and rococo styles that followed—
beginning with the first metal plate copy book, Pierre Hamon’s Alphabet de plusieurs 
sortes de lettres (1567)—dynamic illusions of movement take precedence over solidity of 
form; letters are not containers for illumination but reach out in unpredictable tendrils 
across the page. Thus, baroque and rococo models—in conjunction with the flowing lines 
of cursive handwriting scripts, as they were presented in countless copybooks and 
repeated by countless practitioners—likely made possible the particular physiognomic 
qualities of Whisler’s handwriting.  
It is already apparent, then, by looking closely at the two above phenomena, that 
these examples of individual, microgenetic activity were closely tied to broader cultural 
practices—not simply as a mimicry of style, but as an active negotiation of language, 
media, and vitality forms. However, our discussion has thus far been focused on that to 
which Whisler responded. As a creative artifact, his book has also acted in and on the 
world around it. In the section that follows, we look more deeply into both sides of this 
model and trace the lines of action that run through them.  
Distributed Creativity Revealed through Whisler’s Book 
Whisler’s book offers a microgenetic glimpse into a mind receiving and 
responding to various cultural signals. The distributed creativity framework indicates 
that, in the flux of creative action, individuals engaged in creative activity are confronted 
with material and cultural affordances and constraints that influence the action in real 
time (Glăveanu, 2014). As John Dewey (1934/2005) put it, the creating individual is 
“doing and undergoing” the experience. In this phrasing, doing always precedes 




discrete but are two elements of a fluid cycle (Dewey, 1934/2005; Glăveanu, 2014). 
Thus, we can speak of the same experience in terms of receiving (undergoing) and 
responding (doing). 
Doing Cyphering as a Daily Practice 
Our investigation of Whisler’s book as a distributed system displays how 
creativity happens through networks of material and cultural affordances; in which 
individuals—as actors and audiences—participate; and from which coherent, meaningful 
artifacts emerge and contribute to subsequent creative action (Hanchett Hanson & Clapp, 
2020). Making entries in a cyphering book was a daily practice and—based on our 
projection of Whisler’s rate of work (at two and one-third pages per day [see Chapter 
IV])—one open to spontaneity in doodling and ornamentation. Perhaps more than other, 
certificate-type fraktur, the decoration of a cyphering book owed much to chance and 
improvisation. Nevertheless, as we have seen, these tactical improvisations were drawn 
from culturally available forms, particularly from a wealth of handwritten and printed 
script. Moreover, script and scripture were fundamentally important to the religious lives 
of Mennonites and other Anabaptists, a community of which Whisler was a part. 
According to one fraktur scholar, “Scriptural revelation was active, emotive, and 
unmitigated by academic learning,” and “Anabaptists carried a vibrant inner life of the 
spirit to the outside world through demonstrations of faith, namely good works” (Ames, 
2014, p. 60). Both the body of artifacts collectively known as “fraktur” and what we 
know of Whisler’s pietist culture indicate that handwriting—particularly of the “fancy” 
variety—could be an especial manifestation of one’s internalization of the Holy Spirit, 




Without knowing Whisler’s particular attitude toward his religion, we can 
nevertheless imagine that everyday routines were—for Anabaptists of Whisler’s milieu—
opportunities to exercise one’s religiosity, particularly when those everyday routines 
were practiced in a medium already imbued with spiritual significance. This is not to say 
that religiosity leads necessarily to outwardly scriptural texts, symbols, or themes; in the 
pietist sense, the Holy Spirit could reveal itself through all manner of Creation. A 
religious (sociocultural) framework contributes to a spiritual (personal, developmental) 
framework, and a spiritual framework to an apperceptive (microgenetic, dynamic) one. 
Spirituality and vitality (forms) are related insofar as the former predisposes adherents to 
place significance in the latter. In this way, Whisler’s flourishes and other physiognomic 
renderings would have fulfilled a requisite of spiritual or personal significance as rather 
direct representations of vitality forms.  
This spiritual significance would have been instrumental in motivating Whisler to 
continue his cyphering book in such a time- and labor-intensive manner. Given that 
Whisler practiced doodling through cyphering nearly daily over a period of months, it is 
worth considering whether and how his doodling transformed or progressed over the 
course of the cyphering book’s creation. Individual habits and routines comprise a 
register of what Glăveanu (2014a) referred to as “distribution in time” (p. 72). We often 
think of practice in terms of repetitive behavior from which individual artifacts emerge, 
progressing on-the-whole toward greater refinement.  
   In a tentative formulation, habitual creativity defines the ways in which 
novelties form an intrinsic part of habitual action by constantly adjusting it to 
dynamic contexts, allowing for transitions between and combinations of different 
“routines,” and finally perfecting practices, thus resulting in mastery. (Glăveanu, 





A cyphering book such as Whisler’s demanded a set of proficiencies that contemporary 
readers might take for granted: the manual dexterity demanded by the quill pen, the 
preparation of watercolors, the ruling of the pages, and others. Although this book was 
completed over a period of months, Whisler had already achieved a certain degree of 
mastery; in the book, we see a rapid condensation and display of that previously achieved 
mastery.  
Nevertheless, Whisler’s patterns of activity do change over the course of the 
book’s completion, as illustrated in Chapter IV. The patterns and distribution of doodling 
activities throughout the book reveal that activities of the page (handwriting, flourishing, 
patterns, icons) become less visibly differentiated over time. As the activity progressed, 
the fundamental marks that first appear flourishes (loops, S-curves, and spirals) were 
combined into patterns and textures. With regard to placement on the page, the instances 
of doodling in the second half of Whisler’s book appear more diffuse than those in the 
first half, even as they appear in nearly the same quantity. Why might this be? Are we 
witnessing entropy, or does the diffusion represent an increase in the fluency of doodling 
or its persistence in Whisler’s working memory? The diffusion might be a sign that 
Whisler’s mind was growing more accustomed to alternating between handwriting and 
doodling. Much of the work of creating the cyphering book consisted of transcribing 
passages of text from textbooks and from Whisler’s arithmetic calculations made on 
another sheet of paper. With regular practice over the course of months, Whisler likely 
experienced an increasing permeability between the mode of transcription and the mode 
of invention. He likely experienced greater ease in his penmanship and in the cognitive 




assuming that Whisler was merely copying problems and their solutions, as was typical in 
the making of cyphering books, very little burden would have been placed on his long-
term memory. He would have been freed from having to recall a lexicon or syntactical 
rules; words, characters, and their arrangements all would have been given to him by 
textbooks and by his prior arithmetic work. His task was thus essentially one of design 
and manual dexterity, and he would have been free to draw from his prior experience and 
practice of those skills.7 
The progression outlined above suggests that the prohibitive effects of certain 
material and cognitive constraints were lessened by a buttressing of certain material and 
cultural conventions; in other words, as Whisler grew more habituated to material and 
cultural conventions (primarily those of textual transcription), he more frequently 
integrated improvisational doodling within conventional practice.8 This dynamic points to 
a dialectic of individual and social behavior, where the discrete habits of individuals—
such as Whisler’s daily routine of cyphering—comprise their participation in the habitus, 
a term put forth by Pierre Bourdieu to describe the self-perpetuating practices and 
everyday actions individuals are disposed, but not determined, to perform based on their 
historical and social position (Glăveanu, 2012). Individuals follow the habitus as a matter 
of everyday routine; but creativity can be regarded as a process of expanding or 
transforming the definitions of the habitus.  
 
7 A similar phenomenon was observed by Clayton (2013) in his description of the writing 
of the early modern chemist Robert Boyle (1627-1691) who, when transcribing a text, 
switched from a loose, flowing script to a more careful script embellished with flourishes. 
8 On the necessity of constraints and conventions to creative processes, see Glăveanu, 
2014b: “[C]reativity is not about total freedom, not even primarily about freedom—it is 
about the capacity to integrate constraints and conventions in the making of an 




Habitus Carried Onward with the Artifact 
We have seen how the book intersects with other aspects of habitus in Whisler’s 
lifetime: religious, educative, and occupational. Whisler’s tendencies to record and to 
ornament are furthermore aspects of his habitus that were not reserved for his lifetime but 
are preserved for posterity. Stern (2010) identified vitality forms as paths to memory, 
ways of recalling parallel phenomenal experiences in the past (Stern offered the example 
of a fading church bell calling to mind a memory of a person leaving a room or a 
relationship). Whisler likely would have associated his doodles with various experiences, 
as they were themselves part of the experience of making the book. We do not have a 
robust account of Whisler’s memories, but vitality forms offer some access to his 
phenomenal experiences. Furthermore, Whisler embedded vitality forms within semiotic 
markers (written language and icons) to conjure more meaningful Gestalts. 
Whether these meaningful Gestalts continue to have significance for us today is a 
question that can be answered, in part, by looking at the book’s recent history. The theory 
of distributed creativity holds that artifacts of creative activity resonate in ways both 
intended and unintended by creators and audiences. In Whisler’s lifetime, his book had 
limited reach, however meaningful it was for him and his immediate community. 
However, as new values regarding historical and cultural preservation emerged in the 
United States, and as new disciplines were constructed to accommodate and articulate 
those values, an infrastructure of scholars and institutions was built on and for the 
preservation and study of Pennsylvania German material culture. Chapter II included a 
recounting of the history of fraktur studies, beginning with the (at that time) eccentric 




exhibition and absorption of large quantities of fraktur documents into the collections of 
major museums and libraries.  
With the reemergence of Whisler’s book in 1988, a handful of fraktur and folk art 
experts weighed in on its value. Spohn, in the auction catalogue entry, and Shelley, 
Weiser, and Yoder in their fundraising letter concurred that the book’s evidencing of 
three overlapping occupations (fraktur artist, schoolmaster, and scrivener) made it 
particularly valuable to fraktur scholarship. These scholars also suggested in their 
descriptions of the book that the full-page drawings (two of which hold inscriptions) are 
the book’s main attractions. In bold, capital letters, Spohn enumerated and described in 
detail the book’s drawings, particularly the six full-page frakturs.9 For their part, Shelley, 
Weiser, and Yoder estimated that the book’s monetary value would exceed the total value 
of the full-page frakturs were they sold individually. As we have seen, the style and spirit 
of Whisler’s full-page drawings also spills out into the headings of the pages of 
cyphering. Spohn and the other scholars also made note of these pages of illuminated, 
fraktur headings (Spohn counted 156; the others, 164). Furthermore, within the headings 
we find traces of the flourishes, icons, and patterns—for example, the grocer sprig—that 
emerged spontaneously in Whisler’s handwritten text. In other words, just as the book is 
an artifact of (at least) three intersecting occupations, whatever value is placed in 
Whisler’s book—cultural, monetary, or otherwise—is a result of a continuity of 
seemingly disparate creative activities. As Weiser (2001) later wrote, Whisler’s book is a 
“tour de force” (p.494); the book is a world in movement, a world inspirited. It is no 
surprise then that Amos Hoover, the Mennonite book collector, would suggest to Spohn 
 




that the book might belong in its purported place of origin, for it represents a rich thread 
of continuity through Whisler’s phenomenal experience, his social roles and occupations, 
and the evolving cultural and material world around him.  
The Hand in Handwriting 
Handwriting and calligraphy are a part of a category of mark making that index 
the movements of the hand. Handwritten letters and words are fixed images comprised of 
these gestural marks. Lines themselves imply movement, and particular kinds of lines 
(broken, jagged, smooth, straight, etc.) imply certain kinds of movements (rhythmic, 
halting, flowing, direct, etc.). Stern’s (2010) concept of vitality forms—taking dynamic 
movement as its exemplar—explains why this might be: visual and proprioceptive stimuli 
are both channeled through the same, amodal, neurological structures. Yet, the process of 
learning to write by hand tells us that the directionality of each requisite gesture is not 
always apparent. Young children learning to write will develop their own tactical ways of 
drawing letters, sometimes very different than the prescribed order and direction of 
strokes (although some systems of handwriting, including Chinese brush writing, place 
greater emphasis on correct process than on mimetic results [Chung, 2006; Obert, 2013]). 
Those with experiential knowledge of indexical mark-making systems will have more 
uniform perceptions of the dynamic movements constituted in the marks. Wilson, in The 
Hand (1998), noted as much when he posited that repertoires of skilled hand movements 
comprise their own systems of communication. As we continue to revise the methods by 
which we share meaning, will we imagine languages as discrete systems, or ones co-
constitutive with our material and affective lives? Are images elaborate arrangements of 




these things? These are questions to be addressed in the next chapter, as we consider the 
educational implications of this study.  
Summary 
 Whisler’s cyphering book weaves together threads of individual perception and 
material culture, which is expressed through two general, formal phenomena present in 
Whisler’s doodling: the lyrical flow of lines and the materiality given to words.  
 In Whisler’s book, lyrical lines—flourishes and the component lines of patterns 
and iconographic doodles—heighten and transform the temporal, dynamic quality of 
visual linguistic signs. Whisler’s doodles move us through his text, punctuating the 
beginnings and ends of lines and columns of handwritten words. A comparison of a plate 
from Merken’s (1782) Liber Artificiosus Alphabeti Maioris to a Pennsylvania German 
Vorschrift by Christian Strenge (1795) illustrates that lyrical linear elements could fulfill 
similar roles in strikingly similar compositions of image and text, in a book printed and 
distributed in Europe and in a handmade document made by an individual fraktur artist in 
rural German Pennsylvania. The Psalms featured centrally in both compositions further 
suggest that their creators associated the lyricism of their ornamentations with the 
lyricism of the religious texts. The works of Whisler, Merken, and Strenge feature what 
may be recognized as culturally relevant approaches to “affect attunement” (Stern, 2010) 
through the visual transformation and ornamentation of text. Although religious piety was 
not necessarily the central motivation for creating in this mode (Whisler’s book being an 
example), the outwardly religious nature of most Pennsylvania German fraktur 
documents would suggest that piety was the prominent framework for affective 




 Whisler extended the expressive qualities of line into physiognomic and 
iconographic representations of the denotative meanings of words. These two modes are 
not discrete but overlapping; instances of iconography operate simultaneously on a 
physiognomic level. Efforts to locate precedents for Whisler’s physiognomic approach 
toward lettering point again to earlier, baroque and rococo European copybooks, 
including Merken’s (1782). At the same time, it must be recognized that Whisler’s 
creations of physiognomized lettering were responses to the material world that 
surrounded him and to the language that re-made that world in Whisler’s mind.  
Distributed creativity, in the sense articulated by Glăveanu (2014a), highlights 
intersections among the material and cultural affordances that have contributed to the 
creation of Whisler’s cyphering book. Whisler’s book offers evidence of largescale 
cultural movements: the continuation of the cyphering tradition of arithmetic education; 
the distribution of printed materials of European origin in Pennsylvania German 
communities; the visual culture of German pietism. None of these, however, were simply 
imported into Whisler’s book. Whisler’s book offers to us a unique glimpse into an 
incremental, everyday practice. Over a period of months, he developed habits and 
customs for laying out the pages of arithmetic, and for ornamenting and doodling within 
the letters. Whisler was not merely picking up and riffing on visual ideas bestowed upon 
him through antecedents; he was responding to language as a medium of vitality forms. 
Specifically, he was responding to the words he was transcribing from dry arithmetic 
textbooks, in an affective manner suggestive of pietist responses to religious texts. In 





As I have written, Whisler’s book—for all of the dryness of its textbook 
language— represents an inspirited world. It is a world in which, at any moment or turn, 
one might encounter a divine spirit. The book accomplishes this by tapping into the 
phenomena of vitality forms. It revives the affective potency of symbols. In this way, the 







VI – CONCLUSION 
 In his cyphering book, Whisler used the medium and context of handwriting to 
establish a public-facing, educated persona and to explore the private corners of his 
imagination. These two aspects of Whisler existed not on either side of a closed door but 
as interdependent forces. Social institutions compelled Whisler to reconstruct forms of 
knowledge—arithmetic, penmanship, and fraktur. In doing so, Whisler exposed the 
microgenetic, physiognomic, and vital pathways that undergird that reconstruction. It is 
tempting to frame Whisler’s beautiful-yet-idiosyncratic notebook as an early example of 
American individualism, but it is just as readily understood as an expression of “peasant 
republicanism” (Nolt, 2002) in which each individual’s capacity for imagination was in 
service to a communal identity. The pages of Whisler’s notebook are part of a vast, 
distributed, shared space that included other fraktur documents by other makers across 
Pennsylvania German society.  
In May of 2020—while the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic was confining most of the 
world’s population to their homes and permitting only cursory, masked, in-person 
interactions—Elon Musk, the high-profile CEO of Tesla and SpaceX (among other 
ventures), appeared on the popular interview podcast, The Joe Rogan Experience. Within 
thirty minutes of the podcast’s start, Musk got around to explaining his latest endeavor, as 
co-founder of the company Neuralink. Neuralink’s eponymous technology is a brain-
machine interface (BMI), an electronic device the size of a quarter that is implanted (by a 




probes” threaded into the parts of the brain that would be enhanced by a machine 
interface (Musk & Neuralink, 2019). Neuralink’s initial purpose is to restore sensory and 
cognitive abilities to those living with an impairment. On Rogan’s podcast, Musk 
speculated about the long-term (in his words, about five- to ten-year) development of 
BMIs. According to Musk, Neuralink could eventually be used by people to 
communicate remotely to each other without speech, and even without language as we 
know it. According to Musk, language is a slow form of communication ill-fitted to the 
speed of computer intelligence: 
   Let’s say you have some complex idea that you want to convey to somebody 
else. How do you do that? Well, your brain spends a lot of effort compressing a 
complex concept into words, and there’s a lot of loss—information loss—that 
occurs when compressing a complex concept into words. Then you say those 
words, those words are then interpreted, and then they’re decompressed by the 
person who is listening, and they will at best get a very incomplete understanding 
of what you’re trying to convey. It’s very difficult to convey a complex concept 
with precision, because you’ve got compression, decompression—you may have 
not even heard all the words correctly. And so, communication is difficult. And 
“what we have here is a failure to communicate.” (Musk, as cited in The Joe 
Rogan Experience, 2020) 
 
As I listened to the conversation play out, I was—like many other art educators—
mourning the loss of informal, in-person interactions with my students. It struck me that 
what Musk described is not communication in the broad sense, but communication as 
instruction or command. Specifically, Musk’s implied metaphor for human 
communication is computer code. Computers communicate with each other to execute 
tasks. Their “languages” are vastly different than our own, because they are comprised of 
signals rather than symbols. According to Werner and Kaplan (1963)—drawing on the 
work of Karl Bühler—signals stand in for stable concepts, but symbols function only in a 




through interpretation, and through the day-to-day hermeneutics that play out as people 
hash things out with each other. We carry symbols with us to represent and depict 
dynamic experience, even as symbols bear little or no formal resemblance to those 
experiences.1  
The shortcomings of Musk’s signal-based notion of communication are evident in 
an episode from the life of Helen Keller, quoted by Werner and Kaplan (1963). Keller, 
who as an infant was rendered deaf and blind by illness, recalled the moments in which 
she first discovered that things have names: 
   Someone was drawing water and my teacher placed my hand under the spout. 
As the cool stream gushed over one hand she spelled into the other the word 
water, first slowly, then rapidly. I stood still, my whole attention fixed upon the 
motions of her fingers. Suddenly I felt a misty consciousness as of something 
forgotten—a thrill of returning thought; and somehow the mystery of language 
was revealed to me. I knew then that “w-a-t-e-r” meant the wonderful cool 
something that was flowing over my hand. That living word awakened my soul, 
gave it light, hope, joy, set it free! There were barriers still, it is true, but barriers 
that could in time be swept away…. I left the well-house eager to learn. 
Everything had a name, and each name gave birth to a new thought. As we 
returned to the house every object which I touched seemed to quiver with life. (p. 
111) 
 
It is striking that Keller described her discovery as a realization not that a word stands in 
for a thing, but that a word carries with it the dynamic experience—the vitality—of the 
thing. As Werner and Kaplan (1963) put it, “The unique value of Helen Keller’s 
retrospective statements lies in the unmistakable proof that names are symbols that 
connote, represent, or depict, and as such are toto coelo [sic] set apart from signs which 
 
1 On Rogan’s 2020 podcast, Musk was also celebrating the recent birth of his son with 
musician Claire Boucher (a.k.a. Grimes). The child’s given name, “X Æ A-12,” is, 
appropriately, a series of signals; “A-12 is my contribution.… Archangel 12, the 






label things or direct behavior” (p. 111). That such a discovery was made with the 
guidance of Keller’s tutor is also notable, for it highlights the critical role that educators 
play in building upon the latently affective foundation of language in a variety of 
aesthetic experiences.  
Implications for Art and Art Education 
 Given that handwriting is a dynamic, organismic, creative activity, it follows that 
handwriting should have a role in aesthetic education. However, what that role might be 
is a subject of debate. Based on what I have learned from researching Whisler’s 
cyphering book, I have concluded that handwriting is a practical means of exploring the 
various physiognomic dimensions of any given symbolic vehicle or referent. 
Furthermore, the acts of making and viewing handwriting are aesthetic experiences, 
possessing and evoking distinctive affective profiles.   
The Role of Handwriting in the Physiognomic Dimensions of Symbols 
Anne Trubek’s (2016) popular history of handwriting concludes with a personal 
account of her son’s struggles with handwriting in elementary school in Ohio; a left-
handed writer, he was told repeatedly that his handwriting was bad, and this convinced 
him that his writing—a mode through which he expressed his creativity and 
intelligence—was bad. This trauma led to anxiety about schoolwork in general. Trubek 
cited disturbing evidence that college students with poor handwriting have tended to 
receive lower grades on essays and exams than those with similar responses but better 
handwriting. Trubek (2016) contended that we ought to be celebrating the imminent 




   [K]eyboarding—perhaps done by swiping instead of pressing—will become 
ubiquitous in American elementary classrooms, and we will develop the rhythm 
and look and feel of pressing letters, ones that we may then impart to our children 
when they learn to write. Meanwhile, handwriting will shift again. Preserving 
handwriting’s artistic aspects, be it through calligraphy or mastering comic-book 
lettering, is worthy. In schools, we might transition to teaching handwriting in art 
class or specifically as a fine motor skill, and encourage calligraphers as we do 
letterpress printers and stained glass window makers. These arts have a life 
beyond nostalgia. (p. 153)  
 
On the whole, Trubek’s critique of the manner in which handwriting is managed in 
schools is a valid one: Subjective judgments about penmanship should not affect 
judgments about the content of an essay. Perhaps in many cases it is more effective to 
evaluate a student’s grasp of language when looking at a typed page. However, this 
should not preclude opportunities to make associations between the hand and the flow of 
thought. Trubek errs in failing to contest the broader system of education that atomizes 
learning, removing handwriting from the language arts and placing it into the art class. 
The heart of the issue is that the values by which some students’ penmanship is deemed 
good and others’ bad are mostly unrelated to qualitative considerations of how 
handwriting functions as language.  
 There does exist a precedent for teaching handwriting in the context of art 
education, at a time when handwriting was an essential skill. British educator Marion 
Richardson (1892-1946) taught art and steered progressive art education in England in 
the three decades prior to the Second World War. As an art educator, Richardson is 
perhaps best known for her “non-interventionist” approach to teaching. She encouraged 
her students to tap into their intuition and their visual memory; most notably, she did this 
by reading aloud to her students carefully selected or composed descriptive passages of 




teacher at the Dudley High School for Girls, Richardson was also tasked with teaching 
handwriting, beginning in 1914. Over the course of her career, she developed and 
published a system of “writing patterns,” by which students would practice the essential 
parts of letters by repeating them in connected patterns, eventually combining the parts 
into whole letters and words. Although repetitive, the students’ creations were a far cry 
from the handwriting “drills” in the Spencerian paradigm. In their application, they were 
similar to other patterns she directed her students to paint and block-print on large sheets 
of wrapping paper. Richardson realized a distinct connection between decorative design 
and handwriting, each supporting the other in the development of children’s aesthetic 
sensitivity and motor skills (Holdsworth, 2005; Sassoon, 2012). 
Although handwriting is no longer required for communicating through written 
language, abandoning handwriting occludes registers of written language not accessible 
through typeface. If we were to explore handwriting with an open mind, we might 
discover something like the poetry of Robert Grenier (b. 1941), whose “drawn” poems 
are handfuls of words scrawled slowly and methodically over entire spreads of hardbound 
sketchbooks. They may be thought of as “word images,” in that they often describe—
sometimes abstrusely—experiences that were immediately present to Grenier as he was 
conceiving the poems (for example, weather conditions, as the poem in Figure 49 
suggests). They are written (in English) in an unusual script developed by Grenier. It is 
sometimes difficult to differentiate the lines of one word from those of another, as they 
often cross each other. Grenier distinguished each row of text by writing each in a 
different color with a proofreader’s pen. With time, we can read Grenier’s poems, and the 




syntax space to emerge and grow within our imaginations. Grenier’s discovery cannot be 
attributed to the academic disciplines of calligraphy and drawing; they are poems that 
make effective use of the affective qualities of written language.  
 
 
Figure 49. Four lines by Robert Grenier: “IT GETS / QUIET / GREY / OUT,” 2004. 
Source: Columbia Rare Book & Manuscript Library  
 
Grenier’s poems reflect an unorthodox method of handwriting, but one that 
benefitted from routine practice and systematized form—necessary features for fluently 
articulating internal, physiognomic resemblances between forms and concepts. Notably, 
Grenier’s style emerged in conjunction with the tools that he adopted: the four-color 
proofreader’s pen and the hardbound sketchbook. When I first laid eyes on the notebooks 
that my friend, the artist Carlos Martinez Ramos (b. 1987), kept while he was in graduate 




The pages of his notebooks seemed to hold a stream-of-conscious record of what he had 
heard, both from the mouths of others and within his own inner monologue. Influenced 
by Catholicism, quantum theory, and a common psychoactive drug, Martinez Ramos 
used his notebooks to explore a nascent spirituality. As Martinez Ramos discussed these 
notebooks with me, I realized that his preferred tools were integral to the development of 
his spiritual ideas—small notebooks with a quarter-inch dot grid pattern and thick, red, 
“gel” ballpoint pens (and, occasionally, the aforementioned psychoactive drug) 
(Capezzuto, 2020). Although he landed on this set of tools through a series of 
coincidences, they came to co-guide his actions throughout the notebooks. For example, 
late one night, Martinez Ramos reported having entered a sort of ecstatic, epiphanic 
trance as he wrote; as the words flowed from his pen, they came in capital letters, 
conforming to the dot grid printed on the notebook’s pages. The spiritual-philosophical 
concepts Martinez Ramos wished to explore could not be disentangled from the material 
means he used to explore them.  
Along with Whisler’s cyphering book, the above examples reveal that 
handwriting presents countless visual and temporal variables for writing and reading. Its 
flexibility is limited only by the tools used and by the manual dexterity of the writer. It is 
a medium for vitality forms and an immediate trace of the act of writing. A work of 
handwriting constitutes an experience, as Dewey (1934/2005) defined it, where the 
relation of doing and undergoing perceived by the writer is not merely recognized but 
reconstructed as an aesthetic experience by the reader. The inefficiency (relative to 
typing) and material obstacles presented by handwriting are causes for discomfort in a 





Figure 50. A spread of pages from one of Carlos Martinez Ramos’s notebooks (circa 
2011). Source: Carlos Martinez Ramos 
 
Handwriting as a Profile of Experienced Time  
Each artifact of material culture is a product of human labor; it is an index of 
experienced time. June King McFee (1965/2016), in her 1965 lecture, “Society, Art and 
Education,” highlighted the need to broaden the definition of art in schools to include the 
art forms of diverse cultures, a sentiment that she carried through subsequent scholarship 
and which has influenced a generation of educators, including Paul Bolin and Doug 
Blandy. According to McFee (1965/2016):   
   [T]he nation as a whole must recognize that increased population, automation, 
and the decreased work week mean that a majority rather than a minority of 
society will be in the leisure class. So we must educate the public to recognize 
that education in the visual arts is vital to the development of citizens in our 
society because it is one of the primary communication systems, and that it is also 
a means of individual and collective development during leisure. (p. 94) 
 
With the outsourcing of industrial manufacturing to other countries and the rapid 




now as ever before. Leisure time in the United States is paradoxically fraught with 
anxiety: Wages have stagnated such that, for the majority of Americans, leisure time is 
equated with lost earnings (Pew Research Center, 2020); large corporations and small 
startups alike have capitalized on this anxiety, creating a “bit” or “gig” economy wherein 
workers are induced to expend their own time and resources to acquire paid hours of 
work. Conversely, those who can afford to are encouraged by advertisers to spend their 
leisure time in support of the service economy. At the time, McFee (1965/2016) assumed 
that the creation of visual art could and should be regarded as “socially useful work” (p. 
95). She asked, “Can we help more people contribute to society through art, who are now 
denied admission to the market economy?” (p. 95). She concluded, “[W]hen some of us 
plead for the use of more intellect in art education to solve aesthetic problems in modern 
society, we should not negate the use of intuition, improvisation, or even personality 
projection through art” (p. 97, emphasis in original). McFee’s argument suggests that we 
should resist the temptation to, in effect, automate art and design by folding them into 
existing economic and educational structures; we should instead use art and design to 
transform ideas about economic value.  
Whisler lived in a community not yet immersed in industrial wage labor. 
Although a dichotomy of productive time and leisure time presumably inhered in agrarian 
Pennsylvania German society, their delineation was organized by laborers themselves, in 
response to the physical and material requirements of their work. Leisure and pleasure 
were typical byproducts of labor routines. Each September, for example, farmers of the 
Cumberland Valley would gather on the slopes of the North Mountain to drive their cattle 




shelter to the cattle during the colder months. This annual reunion of farmers who saw 
each other on rare occasions was capped by a feast:  
   The cattlemen carried food for their noontime meal and made a picnic of it at 
the Old Salting Place. Women, of course, weren't invited. Their participation was 
limited to providing a sumptuous meal for husbands and sons. There must have 
been a lot of socializing among friends and relatives who rarely saw each other, as 
well as sampling jugs of homemade whiskey and applejack. A holiday 
atmosphere prevailed, even though chasing after and gathering up semi-wild 
livestock on foot is hard work. (Taylor, 2007, p. 26) 
 
Although the state acquired the land and banned grazing in 1908, the annual picnic at the 
Old Salting Place was revived and celebrated for many years until the Second World 
War. Whisler’s completion of his cyphering book was a vastly different experience than 
wrangling cattle (one would imagine), but it reflects a similar disposition toward the 
work-leisure divide; work that is self-initiated and socially motivated is not divorced 
from joy and creativity but offers the material experiences through which to pursue them.  
Implications for Further Research 
As a part of material culture, an artifact constitutes an interface between an 
individual’s body and their social and physical environment. Whisler’s book is 
particularly salient in its embeddedness in his daily life, not only in the months during 
which he completed his cyphering, but also throughout his adulthood. Furthermore, the 
story of Whisler’s book and the stories of other fraktur documents depict a single artifact 
of creativity appearing and reappearing in multiple historical milieus, in each moment 
activating somatic and affective engagements with various creative actors/audiences. In a 
similar way, this dissertation leaves open avenues of further research, within the field of 




Comparative analyses of fraktur, based in form and process, might reveal 
recurring patterns with regard to physiognomic treatments of line and text. These should 
be performed with larger corpora of fraktur, in narrowly bounded geographic and 
historical milieus and across milieus. This could contribute to an understanding of how 
cultural memes reappear on a fine-grained, microgenetic scale among diverse works of 
fraktur, or whether particular subjects or symbols tend to be treated in particular 
physiognomic ways. With this information, we might say more definitively that fraktur 
documents were not only certificates made to recall religious and social rites but were 
sacramental2 in their very creation. Moreover, the graphic repertoire of fraktur extended 
across several types of artifacts, including cyphering books and painted furniture 
(Minardi, 2015); it begs the question of how deeply the illuminated world represented in 
fraktur extended throughout the imagination in German Pennsylvania.  
We might search for a sacramental value—religious or secular—in other veins of 
handwriting, whether in other languages and traditions or in other media and 
technologies. Chinese calligraphy has for a long time been recognized as possessing a 
vital energy, qi (Chung, 2006; Hue, 2010; Tseng, 1993). There are abiding physiognomic 
associations between the movements of some calligraphers and the physics of observable 
reality (the flight of birds, the movements of dancers, etc.), over and above the origins of 
calligraphic forms in pictorial representations of the natural world (Tseng, 1993). 
Furthermore, the properties of the ink brush contribute to the formal possibilities of 
 
2 By sacramental, I mean a symbol brought into practice by some ritual action, so that the 
product (as a symbolic vehicle) cannot be separated from the actions from which it 
resulted; in the case of fraktur, a maker’s affective attunement to and representation of 




Chinese calligraphy. And what of spray paint, or a stylus on a touchscreen? Each tool or 
combination of tools offers its own possibilities. Perhaps there is a future fraktur. Perhaps 
it is already here. If we extend the range of potential tools and techniques for 
handwriting, we might also ask how the physical and affective properties of those 
techniques resemble those as diverse as throwing pottery on a wheel or carving a block of 
stone. Welding can be a handwriting medium.  
 In short, handwriting—so intimately tied to language, a medium of thought and 
socialization in a literate society—is a life process. It is a fundamental expression of 
symbol formation. Henry Schaefer-Simmern, visionary art educator and German 
transplant of the interwar period, based his educational methods on the belief that the 
“consciousness of artistic form”—the ability to organize visual parts into increasingly 
integrated, pictorial wholes—was a latent ability of the human mind; its unfolding 
required an environment free from the pressures of “acquisition and accumulation, both 
material and intellectual” (Schaefer-Simmern, 1948/1970, p. 3). Like McFee (1965/2016) 
after him, Schaefer-Simmern warned that the experience of labor in the 20th century 
funneled the capaciousness of human consciousness into narrowly specialized physical 
and intellectual tasks. Schaefer-Simmern (1948/1970) wrote:  
   Only by trying to grasp processes in their totality, in which single phenomena 
are indivisibly related to the meaning of the whole, may one reach a better 
understanding of life. The unfolding of artistic activity cannot be separated from 
the nature of [the person]; it must grow out of [the person] as a unified process. 
The essence of [the person’s] being should determine its course. Only then will it 
become a force in the upbuilding of a world that is adequate to [the person’s] 
nature. (p. 7) 
 
The above passage gets to the heart of a theoretical perspective that Schaefer-Simmern 




an educator, Schaefer-Simmern sought to encourage the unfolding of artistic activity in 
children, adolescents, and adults, through subtle interventions that engaged students in 
repeated cycles of reflection upon and response to their previously created works 
(Abrahamson, 1980). Through his art classes, students were expected to un-learn 
mannerisms, popular conventions, technical tricks, and the ideology of “creative self-
expression” (Abrahamson, 1980, p. 43).  
Contemporary art educators might recognize Schaefer-Simmern’s (1948/1970) 
assumption—that students must pare away social influences to return to an innate 
“consciousness of artistic form” —as intractable; to the extent that we are within our 
society, our society is within us. That is to say, contemporary discourse in art education 
tends to accept that the intuition of the Self and the conventions of Society are two sides 
of a false dichotomy. Glăveanu’s (2014a) theory of distributed creativity presents a 
cogent argument for collapsing this dichotomy, but—as I have asserted throughout this 
dissertation—this argument does not conclude with the reductive dictum, “everything is 
social.” If we are willing to plumb the depths of consciousness and respond to our 
symbols as dynamic and affective—as opposed to using them as static, denotative 
markers—we may draw out something more profoundly inter- and intra-connective than 
endless combinations of cultural signals.  
Summary 
 Johannes Whisler’s cyphering book represents both the complex, transcontinental 
visual culture that thrived in Pennsylvania German society, and an individual 
Pennsylvania German’s imaginative response to culturally shared symbols—primarily, 




particular) were ubiquitous throughout the former British colonies, this dissertation has 
attended to how—in the milieu of rural, German Pennsylvania—particular material and 
cultural affordances contributed to the forms of Whisler’s invention.  
 I have presented this dissertation against a cultural backdrop in which literacy in 
various lexicons of signs is promoted as the driving force of meaning making and 
communication. In this context, the affective, dynamic nature of language and its media 
is flattened into binary code. Thus, handwriting can be separated from language, because 
language is objective and handwriting fogs the lens. Contrary to this position, I have 
presented a handful of examples—including Whisler’s book, Robert Grenier’s poetry, 
and the artist Carlos Martinez Ramos’s notebooks—for which the act of reading these 
texts reaches beyond the denotative meanings of individual words or semantic 
interpretations of strings of words; the act of reading is inseparable from our affective and 
physiognomic responses to the handwritten text. 
 All handwriting, no matter how bland or illegible, operates in this affective 
register. All symbols have affective dimensions, but handwriting possesses a fantastic, 
four-dimensional mutability, incorporating the dynamic properties of line and planar 
space, and the temporality of reading. Debates over whether handwriting is productive or 
efficient enough, whether for communicating information or for literacy education, 
sidestep questions we may have about the range of linguistic modes that we might strive 
to make available to everyone in our society, and the dignity that those modes might 
afford.  
 Contemporary studies of fraktur can offer some novel approaches to the 




fraktur arose. There is more to be learned through fine-grained studies of fraktur 
doodling, and this dissertation represents only a first attempt at doing so. Likewise, the 
methodology used herein may be creatively applied to other contexts in which 
handwriting is a vibrant and expressive cultural mode.  
 I end with the consideration of handwriting as a life process or, more specifically, 
one mode of a life process that includes other modes of symbol formation. Handwriting is 
an intrinsically social apparatus, but it is only by our individual explorations of it that it 
can work at all. Like any cultural practice, forms of handwriting carry with them the 
provenance and burden of their histories, yet they also carry promise as media for the 
formation and transformation of contemporary symbols, and for the deepening of 
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Figure 51. Map of Cumberland County, 1858. This map, produced by H.F. Bridgens, 
includes rural buildings and households. The area of Mifflin Township inscribed within 






Figure 52. Map of Cumberland County, 1858 (detail of Mifflin Township). Source: 
Library of Congress. 
This map, produced by H.F. Bridgens, includes rural buildings and households. I 
have circled the marker and label of the likely household of Johannes Whisler (spelled 
Whistler later in his life), which reads Jn. Whistler Weaver. (Although there are a number 
of Jn. Whistlers on this map, the location of Johannes Whisler’s household can be 
determined by the names before and after Whisler’s household in the census roles, 







Figure 53. Photocopy of note from John Whistler to William Brown. The note includes 
solutions to problems, and the remarks: “Dear friend please send me my Key as quick as 
possible for I stand in great need of it. I remain your friend John Whistler.” Source: 






Figure 54. A northeast-facing photograph of the grave markers of John Whistler (right) 
and Easter Whistler (Esther Scherrer; left) in the cemetery of Center Evangelical 





Figure 55. A west-facing photograph of the grave markers of John Whistler and Easter 









Results of trial coding of doodles with second and third coders, showing instances 
in which all three coders agreed on the presence of a doodle (as opposed to “normal” 
handwriting). (See page 96.) Captions begin with the page number of Whisler’s book and 
the number of the instance within that page. F stands for Flourish; P/T stand for Pattern 
or Texture; I stands for Icon. The number following F, P/T, or I indicate the number of 
coders (out of three) who agreed upon that identification of the doodle.  
 
 
7.1. F=3; top of “T” loops 
and descends below 
baseline 
 
7.2. F=1, P/T=2; lines of 
letters “LSD” are doubled, 
disconnected 
 
8.1. F=3; top of “L” 
extended with three tight, 
upward loops 
 
8.2. F=3; “e” of “measure” 
extends into four uneven, 
downward loops 
 
8.3. F=3; seemingly 
random, looping line 
 
19.1. F=1, P/T=2; “)” is 






20.1. F=1, P/T=2; “)” 
consists of four inward 
loops 
 
25.1. F=3; “d” ascender 
curves and loops 
dramatically 
 
26.1. F=3; “P” extends 
left, includes loops 
 
26.2. P/T=3; column ends 
in floral arabesque 
 
34.1. F=3; “L” features 
curled and wavy lines 
 
35.1. F=2, P/T=1; “)” 
consists of inverse, wavy 
lines 
 
36.1. F=2, P/T=1; “)” 
consists of inward pointing 
wavy line 
 
36.2. P/T=3; “)” consists 
of two parallel, dotted 
lines 
 
36.3. P/T=3; “)” consists 
of dotted line 
 
36.4. P/T=3; “)” consists 
of dotted line 
 
36.5. P/T=3; “)” consists 
of two parallel, dotted 
lines 
 
36.6. P/T=3; lines of 






36.7. P/T=3; “)” consists 
of dotted line 
 
54.1. F=3; parts of letters 
“F” extend in wide curves 
 
54.2. P/T=3; “If” doubled, 
filled with pattern; lines 
extend, filled with dots 
 
54.3. P/T=3; “how” 
doubled, filled with 
pattern; line of “h” extends 
in wide curves 
 
54.4. P/T=3; “If” doubled 
and filled with wave 
pattern 
 
63.1. F=3; “D” extends 
with four downward loops 
 
63.2. F=2, P/T=1; “D” 
extends in interlocking S-
curves 
 
63.3. F=3; “D” extends in 
S-curve and loop 
 
64.1. F=2, P/T=1; “D” 
extends in interlocking S-
curves 
 
64.2. F=2, P/T=1; 
interlocking S-curves 
 
64.3. F=3; “D” extends in 
uncontrolled loop 
 
64.4. F=2, P/T=1; “D” 






64.5. F=3; “D” extends in 
interlocking S-curves 
 
64.6. F=3; “D” extends in 
uncontrolled loops 
 
64.7. F=3; “D” extends in 
downward loops 
 
64.8. F=3; “D” extends in 
downward loops 
 
67.1. F=3; “N” extends in 
curves and loops; “e” 
extends in interlocking S-
curves 
 
77.1. P/T=3; lines are 
doubled, filled with wave 
pattern, colored red-orange 
 
77.2. P/T=3; “)” consists 
of dotted line 
 
78.1. P/T=3; “M” of “My” 
is a bunch of interlocking 
floral lines 
 
78.2. P/T=3; lines are 
doubled, filled with wave 
pattern, colored orange 
 
89.1. F=2, P/T=1; “W” 
comprised of one recursive 
line, looping at turns 
 
89.2. F=3; “D” extends in 
downward loops 
 
89.3. F=2, P/T=1; “W” 
comprised of one recursive 





92.1. F=2, P/T=1; parallel 
lines of border descend to 
encircle “5” 
 
92.2. F=2, P/T=1; 
flower/asterisk symbol 
 
92.3. F=1, P/T=2; 
flower/asterisk symbol 
 
92.4. F=2, P/T=1; 
flower/asterisk symbol 
 
98.1. F=2, P/T=1; parallel 
lines of border descend to 
encircle “2” 
 
98.2. F=3; line from “A” 
loops and extends down 
and over “A” to connect to 
“M” 
 
98.3. F=2; P/T=1; “)” is 
curved and includes a loop 
 
98.4. F=2, P/T=1; ends of 
lines of “F” curl into 
spirals 
 
98.5. F=2, P/T=1; “P” is 
one continuous, looping 
line 
 
98.6. F=2, P/T=1; “K” is 
one continuous, looping 
line 
 
98.7. F=2, P/T=1; “K” is 
one continuous, looping 
line 
 
126.1. F=3; “Q” is one 





127.1. F=3; “K” [?] is one 
continuous, looping line 
 
168.1. F=3; top of “L” 
extended with three tight, 
upward loops (compare to 
8.1 and 34.1) 
 
169.1. P/T=3; “D” is 
comprised of many tight 
loops, “ry Measures” 
comprised of wavy lines 
 
169.2. F=2, P/T=1; “)” 
consists of inverse, wavy 
lines 
 
169.3. F=2, P/T=1; line 
from “Ans” to “Pecks,” 
consisting of upward loops 
 
170.1. F=3; “Q” spirals 
outward from center four 
times 
 
171.1. F=3; “P” is one 
continuous, looping line 
 
176.1. F=3; “C” extends in 
several downward loops 
 
176.2. P/T=2, I=1; “G” 




177.1. F=2, P/T=1; “)” 
consists of inverse, wavy 
lines 
 
177.2. F=3; “D” is one 
continuous, looping line 
 
177.3. F=2, P/T=1; “)” 






177.4. F=3; “H” consists 
of one continuous, looping 
line 
 
177.5. F=3; “E” contains 
loops and extends in 
several downward loops 
 
177.6. F=3; “Shillings” 
ends with odd, perhaps 
accidental, flourish 
 
177.7. F=3; “A” begins 
from below base line, with 
right-facing loops 
 




202. 2. F=3; “A” extends 
left with downward loops 
 
203.1. F=3; “C” and “Q” 
include loose loops 
 
203.2. F=3; flourish with 
V-shape in center 
 
204.1. P/T=3; “1” extends 
in curling stem/leaf 
configuration 
 
204.2. F=2, P/T=1; “)” 
consists of inverse, wavy 
lines 
 
204.3. F=3; line of “W” 
turns in conspicuous loops 
 
204.4. P/T=3; “r” extends 






205.1. P/T=3; “)” consists 
of dotted line 
205.2. F=3; “C” begins 
with downward loops 
 
210.1. P/T=1, I=2; “m” 
extends as stem/leaf 
configuration 
 
211.1. P/T=1, I=2; “m” 
extends as stem/leaf 
configuration 
 
211.2. F=3; “A” begins 
with upward loops, large 
loop 
 
222.1. F=3; “D” begins 
with curl, extends in 
downward loops 
 
223.1. P/T=1, I=2; “t” 
extends as stem/leaf 
configuration 
 
223.2. P/T=1, I=2; “d” 
extends as stem/leaf 
configuration 
 
235.1. P/T=1, I=2; “e” 
extends as stem/leaf 
configuration 
 
235.2. P/T=1, I=2; “D” 
extends as stem/leaf 
configuration 
 
241.1. P/T=1, I=2; 
stem/leaf configuration 
 






242.2. P/T=3; triangular 
configuration of dots 
 
242.3. P/T=3; rectangular 
configuration of dots 
 
242.4. P/T=1, I=2; “C” 
preceded by looping 
stem/leaf configuration 
 
243.1. P/T=3; “Case 8; 
some lines doubled, filled 
with organic pattern 
 
243.2. P/T=1, I=2; 
stem/leaf configuration  
 
243.2. P/T=1, I=2; 
“Perches” extends as 
stem/leaf configuration 
 
254.1. F=3; “Y” extends in 
looped line, around 
adjacent “0” and under 
“Years” 
 
254.2. F=3; “A” extends in 





















# Column Word/Object In cell 
In 
word Code Notes 
15 4 2 L Top Inde F  
15 4 3 Land Measure Top Thru P/T  
15 3 2 Of troy Weight Top Thru P/T  
15 3 2 Pounds Top First F  
15 3 3 Pounds Mid First F  
15 3 3 Quarters Mid First F  
15 3 1 Table Top Thru P/T  
15 4 3 Y Top Inde F  
15 3 1 Yards Top First F  
15 4 3 Yds Top First F  
16 6 1 Motion Top First F  
16 5 2 November Bottom First F  
16 5 1 Qts Mid First F  
16 5 2 Time Top Thru P/T Like page heading 
17 8 2 [randomly looping line] Bottom Inde F  
17 7 1 Compound Top First F  
17 8 1 Long Top First F  
17 7 2 LSD Top Thru P/T  
17 8 1 P Top Inde F  
17 8 2 Q[u]arts Top First F  
17 7 2 Troy Top First F  




18 9 1 P Mid Inde F  
18 9 1 Qrs Top First F  
18 9 1 Time Top Thru P/T  




19 12 2 Barrels Top First F  
19 11 1 Bushels Top First F  
19 11 2 Pence Top First F  
19 11 2 Pence Top Last F  
19 11 2 Pints Top First F  
19 11 1 Table Top First F  
19 11 1 Table Top Last F  
20 13 2 Answer Bottom Last F  
21 16 1 
[sideways figure 
8 w/ floral 
marks] 
Bottom Inde F  
21 15 1 Bought Top First F  
21 15 1 Bought Top First F  
21 15 1 Bought Top First F  
21 15 2 Bought Top First F  
22        
23 19 2 ) Top Inde P/T  
23 20 1 ) Top Inde F  
23 20 1 Whisler Bottom Mid F  
23 20 1 Whisler Bottom Last F  
24 22 1 Answer Bottom Thru P/T  
24 22 2 Qrs Top First F  
25        
26 26 2 
[sideways figure 
8 w/ floral 
marks] 
Bottom Inde F  
26 26 2 Pounds Mid First F  
27 27 1 Groats Mid First F  
27 27 1 Reduce Top First F  
28 29 2 many Top Last F  
28 29 1 Threepences Mid First F  
29 31 2 ) Top Inde P/T  
29 32 1 [doubled swung dash] Bottom Inde F  
29 31 2 Answer Bottom Last F  
29 32 1 Answer Bottom First F  
29 32 1 Answer Bottom  Last F  
29 32 2 Answer Bottom  First F  
29 32 2 Answer Bottom Last F  
29 31 2 Goldsmith Top First F  
29 31 2 Ingods [sic] Mid First F  
29 31 1 Teaspoons Mid First F  
29 31 1 Troy Top First F  
29 32 1 Weight Top Last F  
30 33 2 ) Bottom Inde P/T  




30 34 2 Long Top First F  
30 34 2 Measure Top Last F  
31 35 1 ) Top Inde F  
31 36 1 ) Top Inde F  
31 36 1 ) Top Inde P/T  
31 36 1 ) Top Inde P/T  
31 36 2 ) Top Inde P/T  
31 36 2 [sideways figure 8] Bottom Inde F  
31 36 2 Land Measure Top Thru P/T Compare to Page 4 
31 36 1 Measure Top Last F  
31 35 1 Yards Bottom First F  
31 35 1 Yards Top First F  
32 37 1 ) Top Inde P/T  
32 37 1 ) Top Inde P/T  
32 37 2 ) Top Inde P/T  
32 37 2 ) Top Inde P/T  
32 38 1 ) Top Inde P/T  
32 38 1 ) Top Inde P/T  
32 38 2 ) Top Inde P/T  
32 38 2 ) Top Inde P/T  
32 38 2 ) Top Inde P/T  
32 37 2 Gallons Mid First F  
32 38 2 Pecks Bottom First F  
33 39 1 ) Top Inde P/T  
33 39 1 ) Top Inde P/T  
33 39 1 ) Top Inde P/T  
33 39 2 ) Top Inde P/T  
33 39 1 Johannes Bottom First F  
33 39 1 Time Top Inde P/T  
33 39 1 Whisler Bottom First F  
34        
35 43 1 ) Top Inde P/T  
35 43 1 ) Top Inde P/T  
35 43 1 ) Top Inde P/T  
35 43 2 ) Top Inde P/T  
35 43 2 ) Top Inde P/T  
35 43 2 ) Top Inde P/T  
35 44 1 ) Top Inde P/T  
35 44 1 ) Top Inde P/T  
35 44 1 ) Top Inde P/T  
35 44 2 ) Top Inde P/T  
35 44 2 ) Top Inde P/T  
35 44 2 ) Top Inde P/T  




35 44 2 Bought Top First F  
35 44 2 John Bottom First F  
35 44 1 P Mid Inde F  
35 44 2 Whisler Bottom First F  
36 45 2 ) Top Inde P/T  
36 45 2 ) Top Inde P/T  
36 46 1 ) Top Inde P/T  
36 46 2 ) Top Inde P/T  
36 46 2 ) Top Inde P/T  
36 46 2 D Mid Inde F  
37 47 1 ) Top Inde P/T  
37 47 1 ) Top Inde P/T  
37 47 2 ) Top Inde P/T  
37 47 2 ) Top Inde P/T  
37 48 1 ) Top Inde P/T  
37 48 1 ) Top Inde P/T  
37 48 2 ) Top Inde P/T  
37 48 2 ) Top Inde P/T  
37 48 2 ) Top Inde P/T  
38 49 1 ) Top Inde P/T  
38 50 1 ) Top Inde P/T  
38 50 1 ) Top Inde P/T  
38 49 2 A Top First F  
38 49 2 Answer Mid Last F  
38 50 1 Answer Bottom First F  
38 50 1 Answer Bottom Last F  
38 49 2 contain Mid Last F  
38 49 2 Johnnes [sic] Bottom First F  
38 49 1 L Mid Inde F  
39 51 1 ) Top Inde P/T  
39 51 2 Answer Bottom Last F  
39 52 1 Yard Top First F  
40 54 1 F F F Top Thru F  
40 53 2 How Top First F  
40 54 1 how Top Thru P/T  
40 53 1 If Mid First F  
40 54 1 If Top Thru P/T  
40 54 2 If Top Thru P/T  
40 54 1 Yards Bottom First F  
41 55 2 A Top First F  
41 55 1 houer [sic] Mid Last F  
41 55 2 There Top Thru P/T  
42 58 1 D Top Inde F  
42 58 1 D Bottom Inde F  
42 58 1 D Top Inde F  




42 58 2 D Top Inde F  
42 58 2 D Bottom Inde F  
42 58 2 D Top Inde F  
42 58 2 D Bottom Inde F  
42 58 2 D Top Inde F  
42 58 2 D Mid Inde F  
42 58 2 D Bottom Inde F  
42 58 2 John Whisler Bottom Thru P/T  
42 57 2 L Bottom Inde F  
42 57 1 Pence Top Last F  
43 59 1 [?] Top Inde F  
43 59 1 At Top Thru P/T  
43 59 1 D Top Inde F  
43 59 1 D Top Inde F  
43 59 1 D Bottom Inde F  
43 59 2 D Top Inde F  
43 59 2 D Bottom Inde F  
43 59 2 D Bottom Inde F  
43 60 1 D Top Inde P/T  
43 60 1 D Top Inde F  
43 60 2 D Top Inde F  
43 60 2 D Bottom Inde F  
43 60 2 D Top Inde F  
43 60 2 Johannes Whisler Bottom Thru P/T  
44 61 1 D Top Inde F  
44 61 1 D Bottom Inde F  
44 62 1 D Bottom Inde F  
44 62 1 D Top Inde F  
44 62 1 D Top Inde F  
44 62 1 D Bottom Inde F  
44 62 2 D Top Inde F  
44 62 2 D Bottom Inde F  
44 62 2 D Bottom Inde F  
44 62 2 D Top Inde F  
44 62 2 D Bottom Inde F  
44 62 2 D Top Inde F  
44 62 2 Whisler Bottom Last F  





Top Inde F  
45 64 1 [interlocking swung dashes] Top Inde F  




45 63 2 [randomly looping line] Bottom Inde F  
45 64 1 Answer Bottom First F  
45 64 1 Answer Bottom Last F  
45 64 2 Answer Bottom Last F  
45 63 1 D Top Inde F  
45 63 1 D Bottom Inde F interlocking swung dashes 
45 63 1 D Top Inde F  
45 63 2 D Bottom Inde F  
45 63 2 D Top Inde F  
45 64 1 D Top Inde F  
45 64 1 D Bottom Inde F  
45 64 1 D Top Inde F  
45 64 1 D Bottom Inde F  
45 64 2 D Top Inde F  
45 64 2 D Top Inde F  
45 64 2 D Top Inde F  
45 64 2 D Bottom Inde F  
45 63 1 over Bottom Last F  
45 64 2 Whisler Bottom Last F  
46 65 1 Answer Bottom Last F  
46 66 1 Answer Bottom First F  
46 66 1 Answer Bottom Last F  
46 65 1 D Bottom Inde F  
46 65 1 D Top Inde F  
46 65 2 D Top Inde F  
46 65 2 D Top Inde F  
46 66 1 D Top Inde F  
46 66 1 D Top Inde F  
46 66 1 D Top Inde F  
47 68 1 Answer Bottom Last F  
47 67 1 D Top Inde F  
47 67 1 D Top Inde F  
47 67 1 Dillworth Bottom Last F  
47 67 1 Note Top First F  
47 67 1 Note Top Last F  
47 68 2 Shillings Top Last F  
48 69 2 [swung dash w/loop] Bottom Inde F  
48 70 2 [swung dash w/loop] Bottom Inde F  
48 70 1 D Bottom Inde F  
48 70 2 L Top Inde F  
48 70 2 Whisler Bottom Last F  




49 72 2 D Top Inde F Beautiful heading 
50 73 1 Answer Mid Last F  
50 74 2 D Top Inde F  





52 77 2 ) Top Inde P/T  
52 78 2 Answer Mid Last F  
52 77 1 Case 1 Top Thru P/T 
Seems 
refreshed—Is 
this a change 
of reference? 
52 78 2 Case 2 Top Thru P/T  
52 78 2 D Mid Inde F  
52 77 2 John Whisler Bottom Thru P/T  
52 78 1 My Top First P/T  
52 78 2 What Top First F  
53 79 2 ) Top Inde F  
53 79 2 ) Top Inde P/T  
53 79 2 Case 3 Bottom Thru P/T  
53 80 2 L Mid Inde P/T  
53 79 2 L S D Mid Thru P/T  
53 79 1 What Top First F  
53 79 1 What Top First F  
53 80 1 What Top First F  
53 80 2 What Top First F  
54 82 2 ) Top Inde F  
54 82 2 Ann Mid Last F  
54 82 1 Case 5 Bottom Thru P/T  
54 81 1 What Top First F  
54 82 2 What Top First F  
54 82 2 Years Mid First F  
55 83 2 At Top First F  
55 83 2 Case 7 Bottom Thru P/T Mirrored upside down 
55 83 1 
John Whisler 
his hand & pen 
1814 
Bottom Thru P/T  
56 86 2 Days Mid First F  
57 87 1 D Mid Inde F  
57 87 1 Days Top First F  
57 87 1 In Mid First F  
57 88 1 Interest Mid Last F  




57 88 1 L S D Mid Inde F  
57 87 1 Pounds Mid First F  
57 87 1 What Top First F  
57 88 1 What Top First F  
58 89 1 D Mid Inde F  
58 89 1 D Mid Inde F  
58 89 2 D Mid Inde F  
58 90 2 D Mid Inde F  
58 89 1 L Mid Inde F  
58 89 1 What Top First F  
58 89 2 What Top First F  
59 92 1 ) Top Inde F  
59 92 1 ) Top Inde F  
59 92 1 [line around "cornice"] Bottom Inde F  
59 92 1 * Bottom Inde P/T  
59 92 2 * Top Inde P/T  
59 91 1 Answer Mid First F  
59 92 1 Answer Bottom Last F  
59 91 2 D Mid Inde F  
59 92 1 How Top First F  
59 92 1 Pounds Top First F  
60 94 1 ) Top Inde F  
60 93 1 * Top Inde P/T  
61 96 1 ) Top Inde F  
61 96 1 [?] Bottom Inde F  




Bottom Inde F  
61 95 1 d Mid Inde F  
61 96 1 What Top First P/T  
62 98 1 ) Top Inde F  
62 98 1 ) Top Inde F  
62 98 2 ) Top Inde F  
62 98 1 A Top First F  
62 98 2 Fowes Top First F  
62 98 2 H Top Inde F  
62 98 2 K Top Inde F  
62 98 2 P Top Inde F  
62 98 2 Present Mid First F  
63 99 1 ) Top Inde F  
63 100 2 ) Top Inde F  
63 100 1 [sideways figure 8] Bottom Inde F  
63 99 1 Ans Bottom First F  




63 99 2 longer Mid Last F  
63 99 2 Months Bottom First F  
63 99 2 P Top Inde P/T  
63 99 2 Q Top Inde F  
63 99 1 W Top Inde F  
63 99 1 X Top Inde F  
64 101 1 ) Top Inde F  
64 102 1 ) Top Inde F  
64 101 1 [randomly looping line] Bottom Inde F  
64 101 1 [randomly looping line] Bottom Inde F  
64 102 2 C Top Inde F  
64 102 1 D Top Inde F  
64 102 1 D and C Top Thru P/T  
65 105 2 B Top First F  
65 104 2 If Top Thru F  
65 105 1 L Mid Inde F  
66 107 2 * Mid Inde P/T  
66 107 2 * Mid Inde P/T  
66 106 2 Quantity Mid First F  
66 106 2 Quantity Mid Last F  
66 107 2 Ys Mid First F  
67 109 1 3 Top Inde F  
67 109 1 ) Top Inde F  
67 109 1 Answer Bottom Last F  
67 109 2 Four Top First P/T  
67 108 1 L Mid Inde F  
67 108 1 Proof Bottom Last F  
68 111 2 A Top First F  
68 111 1 B C [and] E Top Thru P/T  
68 110 1 D Mid Inde F  
68 110 1 D Mid Inde F  
68 110 2 D Mid Inde F  
68 110 1 Gain Mid Last F  
68 110 1 L Top Inde F  
68 110 1 L Mid Inde F  
68 110 2 L Mid Inde F  
68 111 1 L Mid Inde F  
68 111 2 Merchants Top First F  
68 111 2 Proof Bottom Last F  
69 113 1 * Mid Inde P/T  
69 113 1 * Mid Inde P/T  
69 113 2 * Mid Inde P/T  
69 113 1 D Mid Inde F  




69 112 1 S Top Inde F  
69 112 1 V Top Inde F  
70 114 1 D Mid Inde F  
70 115 2 D Mid Inde F  
70 115 2 D Bottom Inde F  
71 116 2 C Mid Inde F  
71 116 1 D Top Inde F  
71 116 2 D Mid Inde P/T frizzed 
71 116 1 L Mid Inde F  
71 116 1 L Mid Inde F  
71 116 1 L Mid Inde F  
71 116 2 L Mid Inde F  
71 116 2 L Mid Inde F  
71 116 2 L Mid Inde F  
71 116 2 Proof Bottom Last F  
72 118 1 Case 1 Top Thru P/T  
72 119 2 Case 2 Top Thru P/T  
72 118 1 Q Top Inde F  
72 118 2 Sold Top Last F  
73 121 2 Case 3 Top Thru P/T  
73 121 2 Q Top Inde F  
74 122 1 ) Mid Inde F  
74 123 1 Case 4 Bottom Thru P/T  
74 122 1 Note Mid First F  
74 122 2 Paries Mid First F  
74 122 1 Pounds Mid First F  
74 122 1 Q Mid Inde F  
74 123 2 Q Top Inde F  
74 122 2 There Top First P/T  
74 123 1 usance Mid Last F  
75 125 2 A Top First P/T  
75 124 2 Case 5 Top Thru P/T  
75 124 1 D Mid Inde F  
75 125 2 Florence Mid First F  
75 124 1 L Mid Inde F  
75 124 2 Q Mid Inde F  
75 125 2 re Mid Last F  
76 126 1 CASE SIXTH Top Thru F 
only 
remarkable in 
that it is all 
capitals 
76 127 2 L [?] Mid Inde F  
76 126 1 Q Mid Inde F  
77 128 2 D Mid Inde F  
77 129 1 Note Top First F  




78        
79 132 2 All Top First F  
79 133 1 G Mid Inde F  
79 133 1 HC Bottom Thru P/T  
80 135 2 Case Top First F  
80 135 2 Case Top Thru P/T  
80 134 2 D Bottom Inde F  
81        
82 139 2 [L-like flourish] Top Inde F  
82 138 1 
[two horiz. lines 




Bottom Inde P/T  
82 138 2 D Top Inde F  
82 139 2 Q Mid Inde F  
83 141 2 ( Mid Inde P/T  
83 141 2 ) Mid Inde P/T  
83 140 2 A Top First P/T  
83 140 2 A Mid First F  
83 141 2 Pounds Mid First F  
84 142 2 D Mid Inde F  
84 142 2 Q Top Inde F  
84 142 2 Q Mid Inde F  
85 144 2 Add Top First F  
85 145 2 Answerableness Bottom First F  
85 145 2 Borrowed Top First F  
85 144 2 Bought Top First F  








86       
Plain text in 
headings 
w/flourishes 
87 148 2 Bought Top First F  
87 148 1 Suppose Top First F  
88 151 2 ) Top Inde F  
88 151 2 * Mid Inde P/T  
88 151 2 * Mid Inde P/T  
88 151 2 * Mid Inde P/T  
88 151 2 * Mid Inde P/T  




89 152 1 Yards Top First F  
90        
91 156 1 ) Top Inde F  
91 156 1 ) Top Inde F  
91 157 2 [7 wave shapes in a row] Mid Inde P/T  
91 157 1 Answer Mid First F  
91 157 2 Answer Mid First F  
91 156 2 Application Top First F  
91 157 2 Bought Top First F  
91 156 1 Dol Mid First F  
91 157 1 Dol Mid First F  
91 157 2 If Top First F  
92 159 2 Case 1 Top Thru P/T  
92 158 2 containing Mid Last F  
92 158 1 If Top First F  
92 158 1 Public Mid First F  
92 159 2 Table 2 Top Thru P/T  
93 161 1 ) Top Inde F  
93 161 1 ) Top Inde P/T  
93 161 2 [arabesque] Mid Inde F  
93 161 1 [dot pattern] Mid Inde P/T  
93 160 1 Case Top First F  
93 161 1 Case Top First F  
93 161 1 D Mid Inde F  
93 161 1 L Mid Inde F  
94 162 1 Federal Top First F  
94 163 2 If Top First F  
94 162 1 Pounds Mid First F  
95 165 1 ) Top Inde F  
95 165 2 C Mid Inde F  
95 165 2 Reduce Top First F  
96 167 1 ) Top Inde F  
96 166 2 [wavy line] Bottom Inde P/T  
96 166 2 Apothecaries Top First F  
96 167 2 Nails Mid First F  
96 167 2 Yards Bottom First F  
96 167 2 Yards Mid First F  
96 167 2 Yards Bottom First F  
97 169 2 ) Top Inde F  
97 169 2 
[frizzy line from 
"Ans" to 
"Pecks"] 
Bottom Thru P/T  
97 169 1 Answer Bottom Thru P/T  




97 168 2 Liquid Top First F  
97 168 1 Nail Bottom First F  
97 169 2 peck Mid Last F  
97 168 1 Yard Mid First F  
98 170 1 ) Top Inde F  
98 171 2 Pounds Bottom First F  
98 170 1 Quarts Bottom First F  
98 170 1 What Top First F  
99        
100 175 1 [?] Bottom Inde F  
100 174 2 [curving looped line] Mid Inde F  





100 174 2 Answer Mid Last F  
100 175 1 Answer Bottom First F  
100 175 2 D Top Inde F  
100 175 2 What Top First F  
100 174 2 Yards Mid First F 
weird 
extension to 
end of word 
100 174 2 Yds Mid First F  
101 177 1 ) Top Inde F  
101 177 2 ) Top Inde F  
101 176 2 Answer Mid First F  
101 177 2 Answer Mid First F  
101 176 1 Bought Top First F  
101 176 2 Bought Top First F  
101 177 1 Bought Top First F  
101 176 2 C Top Inde F  
101 176 2 C Mid Inde F  
101 176 1 Cents Mid First F  
101 177 2 Dollars Mid First F  
101 177 2 English Top First F  
101 176 1 Grocer Top Last I  
101 177 2 How Top First F  
101 176 2 R Top Inde F  
101 177 2 Yards Mid First F  
102 178 1 Answer Mid First F  
102 178 1 If Top First F  
102 179 1 Pence Mid Last I  
102 179 2 Pence Mid First F  




102 178 1 
When […] yards 
cost […] Dollars 
[…] how many 
yards may be 
had for […] 
Mill [/] Answer 
[…] Yards 
Top Thru P/T  
102 178 1 Yards Mid First F  
102 178 1 Yards Mid First F  
102 178 1 Yards Mid First I  
102 178 1 Yds Mid First F  
102 179 1 Yds Top First F  
103 181 2 A Top First F  
103 181 2 Answer Mid First F  
103 180 2 clock Bottom Last F  
103 180 1 D Mid Inde F  
103 181 2 Dol Mid First F  
103 180 2 February Mid First F  
103 181 2 Pounds Mid First F  
103 180 2 What Top First F  
103 181 2 Yds Mid First F  
104 182 2 ) Top Inde F  
104 183 2 ) Top Inde F  
104 183 2 Answer Mid Last F  
104 183 2 Answer Mid First F  
104 183 1 Day Mid Last F  
104 182 2 If Top First F  
104 182 1 What Top First P/T  
104 182 2 Yards Mid First F  
104 182 2 Yds Mid First F  
105 185 2 & Mid Inde F  
105 184 1 A Top First F  
105 184 1 Answer Mid First F  
105 184 2 Answer Mid First F  
105 185 2 Answer Mid First F  
105 184 2 How Top First F  
105 185 1 John Bottom First F  
105 185 1 Whisler Bottom First F  
106 186 2 [swung dash] Mid Inde F  
106 187 2 A Top First F  
106 187 2 Dol Mid First F  
106 187 2 Dollars Mid First F  
106 186 1 If Top First F  
106 186 1 Yds Mid First F  
107 188 2 Application Top First F  




107 188 1 Pols Mid First F bizarre and purposeful 
107 188 1 Pols Mid First F  
107 189 2 Pounds Mid First F  
107 189 1 Yds Mid First F  
108 191 1 [grocer branch] Mid Inde I  
108 191 2 [swung dash w/ grocer branch Mid Inde I  
108 190 1 A Top First F  
108 191 1 Ans Mid First F  
108 190 2 Answer Mid Last F  
108 190 2 Answer Bottom Last I "grocer" branches 
108 191 2 Answer Mid Last F  
108 191 2 Answer Bottom Last P/T weird waves 
108 191 1 F Mid Inde F  
108 191 1 F Mid Inde F  
108 191 1 F Mid Inde F  
108 191 2 F Mid Inde F  
108 191 1 feet Mid Last I  
108 190 2 Nails Mid First F  
108 191 2 Pints Mid First F  
108 191 2 Whisler Bottom Last F  
108 190 1 Yards Mid First F  
108 190 2 Yards Bottom First I "grocer" branches 
109 192 2 [grocer branch] Mid Inde I  
109 193 2 [grocer branch] Mid Inde I  
109 193 2 [vertical lines] Bottom Inde P/T  
109 193 1 Answer Mid Last F  
110 194 2 32 Mid Last I  
110 194 2 ) Mid Inde F  
110 194 1 [grocer branch] Bottom Inde I  
110 195 2 [lines in box formation] Mid Inde P/T  
110 194 2 [vertical line with tight loops] Top Inde P/T  
110 194 2 [vertical line, bumpy] Mid Inde P/T  
110 194 1 Answer Bottom First F  
110 194 2 Answer Mid First F  
110 195 1 Answer Mid First F  
110 194 2 can Top Last I  
110 194 1 Days Mid First F  
110 194 2 feet Mid Last I  




110 194 2 how Mid Last I  
110 194 2 If Top First F  
110 194 2 length Mid Last I  
110 194 1 Men Mid Last I  
110 194 2 Men Top Last I  
110 194 2 Men Mid Last I  
110 194 1 Suppose Top First I  
111 196 1 ) Top Inde F  
111 197 1 [grocer branch] Mid Inde I  
111 197 1 [grocer branch] Mid Inde I  
111 197 1 [grocer branch] Mid Inde I  
111 197 2 [grocer branch] Mid Inde I  
111 196 2 [looping arc] Mid Inde F  
111 196 1 [rounded end of border] Top Inde P/T  
111 196 2 A Top Inde F  
111 196 2 D Mid Inde F  
111 197 2 If Top First F  
111 196 1 Men Mid Last I  
111 197 2 Pounds Top First F  
111 197 2 When Top First F  
112 198 1 Hundred Mid Last F  
113 201 2 Answer Mid First F  
113 200 1 Dollars Mid First F  
113 201 2 Dollars Mid First F  
113 200 1 H Mid Inde F  
113 200 2 Q Mid Inde F  
113 200 2 Q Mid Inde F  
113 201 2 Third Top First F  
113 201 2 What Top First F  
114 203 1 ) Top Inde F  
114 202 1 [grocer branch] Mid Inde I  
114 203 2 [swung dash w/ divot] Mid Inde F  
114 203 2 Answer Bottom Inde P/T  
114 202 2 Answerableness Bottom First F  




114 203 1 Q Mid Inde F  
115 204 1 1 Top Inde I  
115 204 1 ) Top Inde F  
115 205 2 ) Top Inde P/T  
115 204 1 Annum Mid Last F  
115 204 1 Answer Mid First F  




115 204 1 Answer Mid Last I  
115 205 2 L Mid Inde F  
115 204 1 What Top Inde F  
115 204 1 What Top First F  
115 204 2 What Top First F  
115 204 1 Whisler Bottom Last F  
116 207 1 3 Top Inde P/T  
116 207 1 { Mid Inde F  
116 206 2 $ Mid Inde F  
116 206 2 $ Bottom Inde F  
116 206 2 $ Mid Inde F  
116 206 1 Annum Mid First F  
116 207 2 Annum Mid Last F  
116 206 2 Answer Mid First F  
116 207 2 Weeks Mid First F  
116 206 2 What Top First F  
116 206 2 Years Mid Last I  
117 209 1 ) Top Inde F  
117 209 1 ["confetti"] Bottom Inde P/T  
117 209 2 [C/H letter form] Bottom Inde F  
117 209 1 Ans Mid First F  
117 208 2 Answer Mid First F  
117 209 2 Answer Bottom First F  
117 208 1 What Top First F  
118 210 1 [grocer branch] Mid Inde I  
118 210 1 [wavy line] Mid Inde P/T  
118 211 2 * Mid Inde P/T  
118 210 1 $ollars Bottom First F  
118 210 2 Amount Mid Last I  
118 211 2 Annum Mid Last I  
118 210 1 Annum [grocer branch] Mid Last I  
118 210 2 Answer Mid First F  
118 211 2 Answer Mid First F  
118 210 2 If Top First F  
118 211 1 John Bottom First F  
119 212 1 ) Top Inde F  
119 213 1 [arabesque w/ dots] Mid Inde P/T  
119 213 1 [medallion/plant thing] Bottom Inde I 
looks like it 
might be used 
to cover a 
mistake?  
119 212 1 * Mid Inde P/T  




119 213 1 Answer Mid First F  
119 213 2 Case Top First F  
119 213 1 credit Mid Last I  
119 213 2 Neat Bottom First F  





119 212 2 rate Mid Last I  
120 214 2 [Braille-like dots] Top Inde P/T  
120 214 1 [grocer branch] Bottom Inde I  
120 215 1 [grocer branch] Mid Inde I  
120 215 2 [line of dots] Mid Inde P/T  
120 215 2 * Mid Inde P/T  
120 215 2 * Mid Inde P/T  
120 214 1 Answer Mid First F  
120 214 1 D Top Inde F  
120 215 2 In What Top First F  
120 214 1 Qrs Bottom First F  
120 214 1 What Top First F  
121 216 1 [horizontal looping line] Mid Inde F  
121 217 2 $ Mid Inde F large, strange dollar sign 
121 217 1 Annum Mid Last F  
121 217 1 D Top Inde F  
121 216 1 What Top First F  
121 216 1 Years Mid First F  
122 218 2 Answer Mid First F  
122 218 2 Bought Top First F  
122 218 2 Discount Mid Last I  
123 221 1 ) Top Inde F  
123 220 1 [grocer branch] Mid Inde I  
123 220 1 [grocer branch] Mid Inde I  
123 221 1 [grocer branch] Mid Inde I  
123 221 2 [grocer branch] Bottom Inde I  
123 220 1 Answer Mid First F  
123 220 2 Barter Top First F  
123 220 1 Bought Top First F  
123 221 1 Quarter Mid Last I  
123 221 2 value Mid Last I  
124 222 2 [grocer branch] Mid Inde I  
124 223 1 cent Mid Last I  
124 222 2 coffee Mid Last I  




124 222 1 Remainder Bottom Last F  
124 222 2 weat [sic] Mid Last F  
124 223 1 yard Mid Last I  
125 224 2 Bought Top First F  
125 225 1 I Mid First F  
125 225 2 L Mid Inde F  
126 227 1 $ Mid Inde F  
126 226 1 Bought Top First F  
126 227 2 desired Mid Last I  
126 227 2 Proof Bottom Last I  
127 228 1 [grocer branch] Mid Inde I  
127 229 2 [grocer branch] Mid Inde I  
127 228 1 * Mid Inde P/T  
128 231 2 [grocer branch] Mid Inde I  
128 231 2 [grocer branch] Bottom Inde I  
128 230 2 B Mid Inde F  
128 230 2 Proof Bottom First F  






many of the 




been used in 
the body of 
the text 
129 233 2 D Top Inde F  
129 232 2 Denmark Top Last F  
129 232 2 Italy Top Thru P/T Romanesque hand 
129 232 1 Note Top First F  
130 235 2 D Mid Inde I  
130 235 2 Philadelphia Top First F  
130 235 1 there Mid Last I  
131 236 1 Dolars Mid First F  
132 238 2 [grocer branch] Mid Inde I  
132 239 2 [long dash and dotted line] Mid Inde P/T  
132 239 1 for Mid Last I  
133 241 1 [grocer branch] Mid Inde I  
133 241 1 D Bottom Inde F  




133 241 2 Second Top Last F  
134 242 2 [] Top Inde F box around '5' 
134 242 1 [grocer branch] Mid Inde I  
134 243 1 [grocer branch] Mid Inde I  
134 243 2 [grocer branch] Mid Inde I  
134 242 1 4th Top Last P/T  
134 242 1 5th Top Last P/T  
134 242 1 Case Top Last F  
134 242 1 Case Top Thru P/T  
134 242 2 Case Top First I  
134 243 1 Case 8 Top Thru P/T  
134 243 2 money Bottom Last F  
134 243 1 Reduce Top First F  
134 243 1 Reduce Top First F  
134 243 2 Reduce Top First F  
135 244 1 [grocer branch] Mid Inde I  
135 245 2 Add Top First F  
135 244 2 Addition Top First F  
135 244 1 Case Top First F  
135 245 2 ounce Mid Last I  
135 244 1 Shilling Mid Last F  
135 244 1 Shilling Mid Last F  
135 245 1 together Mid Last P/T  
136 246 2 ) Top Inde F  
136 246 2 [grocer branch] Mid Inde I  
136 246 1 Answer Bottom First F  
136 247 1 From Top First F  
136 246 2 If Top First F  
137 248 2 Answer Bottom Last F  
137 249 1 Answer Mid First F  
137 249 1 Ell Mid Last F  
138 250 1 [grocer branch] Top Inde I  
138 251 2 [grocer branch] Mid Inde I  
138 250 1 Answer Bottom Last F  
138 250 2 Day Top Last F  
138 250 2 Day Top First F  
138 250 1 Double Top First F  
138 251 2 How Top First F  
138 251 2 many Top Last F  
138 251 2 may Mid Last F  
138 250 1 Whisler Bottom Last F  
138 250 1 yards Mid First F  
138 250 1 yards Mid First F  
138 250 1 yards Mid First F  
138 250 1 yards Bottom First F  








Bottom Thru P/T  
139 252 2 [grocer branch] Mid Inde I  
139 253 2 A Top First F  
139 252 1 barley Mid Last F  
139 252 1 How Top First F  
139 252 2 How Top First F Wild 
139 253 2 Position Top First F  
139 253 2 Position Top Last F  
139 252 1 rye Top Mid F  
139 252 2 third Top Last F  
140 255 2 [grocer branch] Bottom Inde I  
140 254 2 A Top First I  
140 254 1 Whisler Bottom Last P/T 
sideways 
figure 8 with 
pattern 
140 254 1 years Bottom First F  
141 256 1 A Top First F  
141 257 2 What Top First F  
141 256 2 Whisler Bottom Last F  
142 258 1 [grocer branch] Mid Inde I  
142 259 2 [grocer branch] Mid Inde I  
142 259 2 Answer Mid Last F  
142 259 2 Cube Top Thru P/T  
142 258 2 Hypotenuse  Mid Last F  
142 258 2 wall Mid Last I  
143 261 1 all Mid Last I  
143 261 2 day Mid Last F  
143 260 1 What Top First F  
143 260 2 What Top First F  
144 263 1 A Mid Inde F  
144 262 1 every Mid Last F  
144 262 1 many Mid Last F  
144 263 1 Miles Mid First F  
144 262 1 way Mid Last F  
144 263 1 yards Mid First F  
144 263 2 Yards Mid First F  
145 264 2 [dots] Top Inde P/T  
145 265 1 [grocer branch] Mid Inde I  
145 265 1 [grocer branch] Mid Inde I  
145 265 2 [grocer branch] Mid Inde I very bushy 
145 264 1 Annually Mid Last I  
145 264 1 Annualy [sic] Mid Last F  
145 264 2 equally Mid Last F  




145 264 2 journey Mid Last F  
145 264 1 yearly Mid Last F  
146 267 1 [dots] Top Inde P/T  
146 266 1 [grocer branch] Bottom Inde I  
146 267 1 [grocer branch] Mid Inde I  
146 267 1 D Mid Inde I  
146 266 2 Interest Top First F  
146 267 2 Interest Top First F  
146 267 2 Interest Top Last I  
146 267 1 Number Mid First F  
146 267 2 Payment Mid First F  
146 267 2 Perpetuities Top First F  
146 267 2 Perpetuities Bottom First F  
146 267 2 purchaser Mid Last I  
146 267 1 What Top First F  
147 268 2 [grocer branch] Bottom Inde I  
147 268 1 [line and dots vignette] Mid Inde P/T  
147 268 2 Answer Bottom Last F  
147 268 2 Answer Bottom Last F  
147 268 1 decimaly [sic] Mid Last F  
148 271 2 ) Top Inde F  
148 270 2 A Top First F  
148 271 1 Answer Mid Last F  
148 270 2 Problem Top First F  
148 270 2 Problem Top Last F  
148 270 2 Product Mid First F  
148 271 1 Their Top First F  




Mid Inde P/T  
148 270 1 What Top First F  
149        
150 278 1 D Mid Inde F  
150 278 2 D Mid Inde F  




151        
152        
153 285 2 Problem Top First F  
153 285 2 Problem Top First F  
154 288 1 contained Top Last F  
154 288 1 Problem Top First F  
155 289 2 ) Top Inde P/T  




156        
157        
158        
159 297  blank     
 
